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WATERVILLE,

EASTERN MAINE FAIR.
This is the great week of the year
fcr the people of tiie beautiful and
hustling city on the Penobscot.
Bangor is particularly well adapted
as the place for holding.one of the twc
great agricultural exhibitions of the
State, not only because of its geograph
ical location, its ease of aceess by the
different lines of steam and electric
cars, and steam and sail boats, as
well as the smooth and well kept pub
lic roads that lead here from the out
lying country, but because, die people
of this city open not only their public
buildings and places of business, aud
bid you welcome, but they ask you to
their homes in such a way that there
is no mistaking llie sincerity of the in
v Rations.
This is the one great city in all the
State that keeps open house to all liei
visitors, aud her hospitality is as char
acteristic of her as is the business tact
and push and energy of her people
And the best of it all is there nothing
lukewarm or strained about this hos
pitality for they seem to enjoy it as
much as the visitors do.
As we sit here and write this, in our
little building at the top of the hill just
after you pass the gates on your en
trance to the Fair Grounds, we hear
all about us the greetings and express
ions of welcome and the inquiries for
the folks at home that the. city man,
who left the country years ago and
came down here, makes of his brother
and old neighbors, and they go off to
gether to see the great show' that is
going on all about us; the Jerseys, IIolsteins, Shorthorns, Herefords, and
Ayreshires; the Percherons, Clydes
dales, and Messengers; the Southdowns, Slrropshires, and Hampshires;
the Chester Whites, Berkshires and
Jersey Reds, and the almost number
less varieties of poultry, the crops,
fruits, butter and cheese, and last but
not least the great exhibit of agricul
tural machinery and implements that
this year is more extensive than ever
before, to come back again with their
pockets filled with the catalogues of
the machinery men and the pedigrees
and records of their favorite breeds of
animals, to rest and talk it all over
with us, in the little brown building
that has our name, Turf, Farm 'ffrid
Home painted in bright letters on its
roof, and call in and chat a few mo
ments with our genial neighbor, the
Secretary of the Board of Agriculture,
who is located close by.
It seems as though all the people
were here, the breeders of all classes
of animals who came for the generous
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AS SEEN IN BANGOR THIS WEEK UNDER THE AUSPICES OF PAIN’S FIREWORKS COMPANY.
premiums that are offered the farmers
that came to study the problems in
which they are especially engaged,
and the great mass of visitors who
came because of their general interest
in the exhibition.
This fresh faced man hurrying
across the open space to the office is
President Beal of the Fair Association.
That big man with the stoop in his
shoulders is John Fleming of Chester,
who is down here to buy one of the
recently invented hay presses of the
Whitman Agricultural Works. That
tall man with the pleasant face, fair
whiskers and smooth voice, who is
coming by with the pair of mettle
some horses that he expects to sell to
the visitor beside him, from Bar Har
bor, is genial Sheriff Brown of Penob
scot eounty. And so they are going
and coming, buying and selling, and
meeting each other as the people only
do at these great agricultural exhibi
tions.

CRAY'S BUSINESS COLLHGH.

from reports received where lie has
officiated they are sure te be pleased
This up-to-date school is striving to with his services.

prepare young men and women for
the business duties of life. Estab
lished in 1863, it still retains its high
standing among the business schools
of the country.
It is in session the entire year, with
a goodly number in attendance, and
under strict supervision of experienced
and efficient teachers has constantly
increased in popularity until at the
present time there are more calls for
its graduates than can be filled.
With “thoroughness” as the motto,
Mr. Gray is determined to keep this
school at the highest possible standing
and make it the College from which
competent and reliable graduates can
be obtained.
J. W. Thompson of this paper has
been secured to start the races at the
great Gray fair—one of the best agri
cultural fairs held in Maine. Judging

Mr. Pease, the Superintendent of
Messalonskee farm, II. G. Foster, pro
prietor, showed us a field of corn the
other day that looked extremely prom
ising. There are six acres of It in all
and it is the Sanford ensilage variety,
and it all reaches higher than a man's
head as he drives around it. One
stalk which we secured stands more
than ten feet tall. It is a great field
and will fill the big silos very full.
The regular meeting of Manchester
grange was held Aug. 25 with a good
attendance. It was decided to post
pone the special all day meeting for
Sept. 8, until Oct. 20, when It is ex
pected that Bro. W. G. Hunton of
Ileadfield will deliver a lecture. The
meeting in the afternoon will be pub
lic, Next meeting Sept. 8, at 7,30 p. m.
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Galled
Horses

Notan hour need be lost
if your horse is treated
with

KS“ Gall Powder
It hides the sore, is a
quick, economical and
humane cure.
Cans by mail, post
paid, 50c. and $i.oo.

All druggists, or send to MOORE EROS., Albany, N. Y.

Have you seen the'Young'Horse

STIRLING?
lie is by Wilkes (Nelson’s),
sire of 24 in the 2.30 list, 4 in
2.20 list. His first dam Jewell,
is by the Northern King, Nel
son (2400);. Second dam Dirigo
(115); Third dam by Gen.
Grant.)
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Cbc Doctor Say$:
“You are bilious. Calomel might
free your liver, but I don’t like to
use it. When I was a boy, my
mother used to give me ‘ L. F.’
Atwood’s Bitters, and it worked
better than anything else I know
of. Get a bottle and let’s try that.
I think they have it down at the
store for 35c. a bottle. Take only
the ‘ L. F.’
Others will not
help you.”

ABSORBINE, Jr,
Cures Boils,

Abscesses, Etc.,

TILL

1990. 44 To Err is Human.

SBuf
Special Notice
TO
Non-Subscribers.
KJKGlf «, ULUP
I OFT, I1 AFM i, 11UMh and put yoil in good heal{hi
TTTHTT

to err all the time is criminal or
idiotic. Don’t continue the mistake of
neglecting your blood.
When impurities
manifest themselves in eruptions or when
disordered conditions of stomach, kidneys,
liver or bowels appear, take Hood’s SarsaParilla- It will make pure, live blood,

will be sent to any .bona-fide New
Subscriber, from the receipt of
his remittance till Jan. 7, 1900,
Never Disappoints
for
25
CENTS, which
sum may be sent in postageSALES MADE AT PITTSFIELDj
stamps.
SATURDAY.
Why would it not be a good
Christmas GIFT to some friend? The fast going mare, Nellie Eaton-.

________________________________ was sold on the run last Saturday
morning. As she went out through 1
tlie average Maine farmer had so the gate with the hike attached to her,,
much to live for as today. Who can Mr. Eaton, her owner and .Tolm
STIRLING
doubt it?
If afflicted send $1.00 for a bottle.
Wheelden the well known Bangor •
will be 4 years old June 1st.
----O---Describe your case fully, and any
horseman were seated together in the ■
1890, stands 15 1-2 bands high
The intelligent, industrious farmer grand stand. Mr. Wheelden said that
special directions needed will be
of today surely has reason to tliank he would give three hundred dollars a
and weighs 1030 lbs. is a sent free. A ddress the Mfgr,
God and take courage. He has har for her as she was then, which offer
beautiful Mahogany bay, with a
W. F. YOUNG, P. D F ,
MASS vested a good crop that lias brought was accepted by Mr. Eaton. They
coat as fine as velvet, as might Slil’INGFIELD,
him a fair remuneration for his labor. went down to the barn where the •
Bend 26 cents for sample bottle.
be expected from his royal
He is not annoyed by business en mare was and Mr. Wheelden saw that
breeding, lie is a horse of
tanglements or labor agitations. He she was all right and told Mr. Eaton ■
enjoys his home, his farm and his tha lie did not want to take the mare
fine conformation with that high
Grange. He breathes tlie purest of in that way and released him from
showy action so much sought
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
air, drinks the clearest and most the trade. On the way back Mr. Eaton ■
after. •
healthy water that runs right into liis
the mare to driver Murchie for:
Tunis to a limitfd iianb.r U ap- We believe that there is a clear and buildings in abundance. His buildings sold
four
hundred dollars.
prostd nures $10. io Warrant. unmistakable movement in our state are neatly painted, not only because Tlie speedy black gelding Jock Bow
toward
a
return
to
the
farm.
For
they look more attractive, hut because en was sold to Loren Woods, of Ban
Send for my card telling all about him
He will be at my stable all the time’ years there lias been a strong current paint is cheaper than clapboards and gor. He will be campaigned just tlie Except Tuesdays and Fridays.
in tire other direction, and so strong shingles. His front yard is kept close
same by his new owner. The price is
lias been tlie pressure that the aver ly clipped and shaven and liis back
not positively known, but the report
age
boy
reared
on
the
farm
began
to
yard is always free from clutter and among the horsemen was that lie was
C. DAVIS MILLER,
look cityward as soon as he was old old carts. Tlie name of tlie farm ap sold for $350.
Skowhegan, Maine.
enough to realize that he had a liveli pears prominently on the gable of liis Alton Richardson Jr., of Clinton,
hood to earn or a competency to well kept and commodious barn, with bought a very promising green pacer •
during tlie day. He is a roan gelding,
emass. I11 fact in too many cases the the name of the owner beneath it, and stands 15-2% hands high, sired b.v
young man was encouraged to do this when a stranger passing looks over the Ivorywood, and from a dam by Judge •
by liis parents, who did not want their well kept buildings and grounds and Advocate. He showed a quarter in 37.
sons to follow tlie same thorny patli glances up to see who owns them the seconds and did it very handily.
they had trod, with such an unpleas man behind tlie guns, as it were, is
ant experience. It was in those days glad to see his efforts appreciated, RACING AT FORT FAIRFIELD..
tlie popular thing to cry down rural even by strangers as well as by his
There were three good races at the ■
life as one of hardship and privation.. neighbors and friends, not to speak of
Fort Fairfield track last Wednesday .
---- O---the members of liis own family, who Following are the summaries:
Fortunately the tide has turned. tli ink more of the old farm if it is kept
Farmers' Race.
Maine farmers are more pleasantly brushed up than they can possibly if Katie C, b ui, Clark.
1 1 1’
situated now than then, and life ap it is allowed to go to decay.
Dorrirn, b m, Getcliell,
2 2 3
Nancy H„ blk m, Hurd.
3 3 2;
pears differently to them. They are
----O---Time, 3.02, 2.58%, 2.58%.
eive 2 car. (40) orses each week, sizes 1000 getting better returns from their phy
Tlie
man
on
a
well
kept
Maine
farm
to 1600 lbs. These Hirsts are ready for ini me
2.o0 Class.
diatc use. Special prices to lumber mem and sical efforts as the result of using more lias more to be thankful for than any Leah, h nt, Edgardo, Willard,
dealers. Large stock of Harnesses constantly on
brains and less brawn. Their' farms other class of people we know of on Annie, ro 111, Price and Burrill,
hand. Heavy Team Harness a specialty.
are in better condition as the result of the face of this beautiful earth, and Black Beauty, blk 111, Clark,
JOJMAS EDWARDS,
b nt, Kelley,
using more improved methods, and we want to see him hold liis head up Evelyn,
AUBURN. ME.
Dick B, b g, Price,
the
result
gives
them
pleasure
and
Telephone N
64 3
and rejoice at this beautiful harvest
Time, 2.30%, 2.29%, 2.27%.
*«* Cerrespor dence solicited satisfaction. In fact the change ef
Free-for-all.
season.
Ervin M, blk h, Burrill,
1 r
fects the entire household, and the
o 2"
George S, b g, Kelley,
sons coming to maturity on our Maine
“A Healing Wonder ~
Mattie C., ch nt, Foss,
farms never were as anxious to re For infants, and the best Powder I William A., ch g. Willard.
main on the old farm as today. This have ever used in the nursery,” say
Time. 2.24%, 2.25, 2.23%.
change is but a logical result. More prominent trained nurses of Comfort
1
A PERTINENT QUESTION.
and improved machinery has lightened Powder. It cures prickly beat, chaf
ing sore head, and quickly relieves
tlie labor, lessened the drudgery, and itching.
The Maine Farmer appears to be a>
increased tlie results to a very marked
good deal troubled because the farmers;
degree. Then, , too, we think the
are showing an inclination to organize'
I have a new lot of good business fathers and mothers are rearing their
horses weighing trom 900 to 1800. girls and boys a little more intelligent
a movement in favor of economy and1
These horses are all ready for business. ly than perhaps they themselves were
reform in State expenditure. It fearsi
Call and see them.
it is too much-of a class movement..
brought up. We think that the im
If we recollect aright a year ago when;
(Made
by
Standard
Oil
Co
)
proved social condition on Maine farms
it was culminating against the Austral
lias had as much, if not more, to do
ian ballot and thought it had the farm
with the turn of the tide farmward as
ers at its back it did not occur to it to
anything
else.
Augusta,
Maine.
Cures Quarter Crack
warn them against class movements.
---- O---BOWMAN BT . EAST SIDE NEAR
Are not economy and reform in state
CONY ST. J
The only tiling that remains now is Keeps Hoofs Soil , . .
xDqire at Revere Bouse.
expenditures quite as worthy objects
for the occupants of Maine farm Heals Horses’ Feet.
4fttf
for the farmers to organize for as the
homes to realize how much there is of
destruction of the Australian ballot
10,000
E
ndorsfrs?
real enjoyment in their every day
law
?—Aroostook Times.
lives
that
those
who
live
in
the
cities
J W THOMPSON,
•‘I have thoroughly tested Continental Oint
aud towns do not enjoy. The very ment. and have found it the beat article for lt«
O. B. Buzzell of Houlton, has pur
I have ever used. It keeps the hoof
fact that these people make so much of purpose
STARTING JUDGE.
soft and healthy and growing, and for cracked
chased
of Geo. W. Richards the fafliily
a few days or weeks they spend in tlie heels, scratches and the like, it is simply per
fect,,
tfM.B FASIO.
Having had coneideiahie experieree
horse
recently
owned by Mr. C. P.
country
in
the
summer
time
shows
‘■I had a tine pacer and his feet were sore and
and flattering euccese as an amateur 1
It
is
perfectly
kind and safe
Tenuy.
full
of
fever
and
corns,
he
was
not
fit
to
drive
on
the past, I have decided to offer my se conclusively liow far removed their the roads, and today I can dtive him as far and
vioes to Agiioultural Sooieti.s aud Troi every day life is from such enjoyment. as hard as anybody’s horse and it will not make for a lady or child to drive.
him sore nor lame. He was cured with Conti
ting Associations as a starting judge Aud yet these bounties are so common nental
Ointment
Our druggist keeps it
and am ready to make contracts for
through my recommendation.”
Elberon, N. J.
in
farm
homes
that
they
are
never
dates. Terms reasonable and will be
R. H. Lytle, Palatine, Ill.
Absorbine is doing more than ex
thought more than the air we breathe.
made known on application. Address
AT ALL LBBGGISTS OB HARNESS DEALEBS.
pected.
Yours truly,
•J. W. Thompson, Canton, Maine, The fact js the time never was when THE GOTHAN CO., 82 Wairen ft, N.y.
W. E. MURPHY,

Kills Pains.

Absorbs Any Soft Bunch.
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Business Horses
FOR SALE.

.NTINENTAL

H. F. Cummings,

GROWS HOOFS
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Student, b g, E. H. Dixon.
Scott, b g. II. F. Andrews.
Rhoda. West, m, H. G. Parsliley.
Emma C„ ro m, F. It. Merrill.
John I,., b g, W. D. McGregor.
Maud Nelson, cli f, C. H. Nelson.
Little Belle, bi* m, Fred Clark.
Dolly, b in, W. II. McLellan.
Cadenza, cli m, Wm. Sweeney.
Troublesome, b g, A. O. Ripley.
Lady Dustmont, blk m, C. G. An

Capt. Haff, blk g, W- L. Eaton.
Ed Gilman, gr g, W. L Eaton.
2.31 Stake. Purse $500.
Vulcan, ro g, E. H. Greeley.
The first symptom is usually dis
May Belle, b m, J. B. P. Whedden.
tress after eating ; this is followed
Ruby, b m, J. M. Rid.ey,
by nausea, loss of appetite, head
ache, pain in the side, constipa
Jobie, blk g, C. S Jordan.
tion, flatulence, dizziness, partial
Voglesong, ch g, C. LI. Nelson
blindness, or palpitation of the
Montrose, br li, Harry McCoy.
heart, often erroneously supposed
Wiltonwoiod, br m, N. C. Crawford.
to be a very dangerous heart dis
Tribune, b g, C. K. Smith.
ease. These troubles induce men
drews.
tal depression and general bad
Rex, ro g, W. F. Cleveland.
health. A miserable existence is
Harry B., cli g, G. H. Clarke.
Dewey, blk g, A. S. Dougherty.
the result of an ordinary dyspepsia
2.26 Class. Purse $300.
Ralph Hanks,, blk h, L. W. Folsom.
that has been neglected, or that
Baby Wilkes, b h, J. F. Connor & Typho, b g, Geo. L. Foss.
other remedies have failed to cure.
Son.
Emma C., Frank IL Merrill.
One Semit Tablet taken regularly
after each meal will cure dyspepsia.
Warwick, J. C. Caldwell.
Miss. McGinty, b in, C. G. Andrews.
Schofield, cli g, Dr. C. D. Edmunds.
Lady Cushno, br m. J. E. Kent
Alice Drake, blk m, W. It. Pattan- Old Point, b g, G. C. Edwards.
Lady Bayard, b m, J. ,T. McCarthy.
gall.
Lady Glen, blk m, .Tas. F. McLean.
Susie S., ch m, I. W. Pottle.
Rodigo, br g. L. H. Ryder.
Seliofiehl, cli g, Dr. C. D. Edmunds.
Camden Boy, gr g, II. L. Timer.
Bethel, b g, Robert Proctor.
Rigby Wilkes, b g, ,T. J. McCarthy.
Edmund C„ gr li. Clias. Green.
Rhodie. b g, Fred Clark.
Royal Boone, li g, J. J. McCarthy.
Battery, ch g. W H. Fowler.
Bessie D., b m, Ralph Foster.
Nettie S.. hr ns. C J. Russell.
Harry K., b g, Geo. A. Eastman.
Sam, b g. C. J. Russell.
Harry Arnold, b g, A. E. -Russell.
Belle Thom b m, Robert Proctor.
Choragns, b g, Henry Davis.
—-----, E. IT. Dixon.
Sam, b g, C. J. Russell.
2.24 Stake. Purse $500.
Petronel, li m, A. O. Ripley.
Imprudence, r li. ,T. H. Mantel-.
Nellie S., br m, C. J. Russell.
Phillips, br li, E. II. Greeley.
Alice, g in, G. H. Clarke.
St. Patrick, ch g, D. J. Murphy
Paul T„ Henry Davis.
Camden Boy, gr g; II. L. Turner.
2.17 Class. Purse $400.
Van Demon, ch g, jQr. C. D, Ed Anna T., b in. Harvey McCoy.
munds.
Tom Drew, b li, N. C. Crawford.
Baby Wilkes, b li, James F. Connor
Gladys M„ br ni, Dr. C. D. Edmunds.
Biliousness is caused by inaction
& Son.
George K., b g. Wm. Sweeney.
of the liver, When the bowels do
Sabrina, b m, S. R. B. Pingree.
St. Croix .Tr., h h, T. G. Burieigli.
not have a natural daily movement
Keno L.. b li, R. W. Sawyer.
Warwick, Dr. .1. C. Caldwell.
the liver becomes engorged, con
Eben L„ b h, C. E. Boody.
Tom Mack. 6 g. L. W. Folsom.
gested, and inflamed, and the bile
instead of being properly excreted,
Claysou. b g. Walter E. Blanchard. Bunker, blk g. Geo. E. Woodbury.
is taken up by the blood. The in
Jerome Belle. J, T. Brown.
Suzelle, b m G. G. Runnells.
ternal organs suffer from an acute
Mattie C.. b in, Geo. L. Foss.
Stake Entries.
inflammation, there are griping
The following is a list of the stake Satan, b h, Frank R. Merrill.
pains in the abdomen, headaches,
Jerome Belle, cli m, J. T. Brown.
and dizziness. These bilious at
entries.
Gonerell, b m, A. J. Libby. .
tacks finally result in a condition
Green Horses. Purse $500.
where the skin becomes .sallow
Lady Bayard, b m, J. .T. McCarthy.
and yellowish, rough and itchy.
Addison, eh g, E. H.-breeley.
Annie Rooney, blk m, D. J. Murphy.
One Semit Tablet after meals will
May Belle', b m, J. B. P. Wheeldeu.
Alcantara Chief, b g, Geo. A. Wiseclear the complexion and cure
Commander, b h. Prudent Letour- Phillip A., br g, G. A. Wiseman.
neau.
Gladys M„ br m. Dr. C. D. EdmuTKjjs.
Neldorn, b in, C. II. Nelson.
Rhodie. b g, Fred Clark.
Capt. Haff, blk g, W. L. Eaton.
Royal Boone, b g, J. J. McCartl v.
Harry Sliedd br g, L. W. Folsom.
Wiltonwood. br m. N. C, Crawford.
Clifford Wilkes, blk g, C. G. An Dandle Dinmont. blk g. C. J. Russell.
THE RACING AT BANGOR THIS drews.
Baby S.. b m, B. II. Bisbee.
Little Dot, b m, F. O. Beal.
WEEK.
A. S. Doughty, blk g. A. S. Doughty.
Salinas, b g, A AV. Ellis..
3-Minut.e Stake. Purse $500.
Alsultan, br h, J. H. Manter
The list of entries for the class races Lady Bayard, b m, J. J. McCarthy,
Boston.
Addison, ch g, E. H. Greeley.
to be trotted at the fair nt Maplewood
Bettermca, b g. E. A. Jackson.
May Belle, b m, J. B. P. Wheelden.
park this week, is an interesting one.
Giil Wilkes, br g, C. II Nelson .
The classes are unusually well tilled •Toe Galin, blk g, L. W. Folsom.
Rigby Wilkes, b g, J. J. McCarthy, Erva H., b m, A. P. Home.
with good horses and everything Boston.
Rex, r g. W. F. Cleveland.
points to a successful season of trot
Lady Gletn, blk m, James F. Mc Harry Shedd, br g, L. W. Folsom.
ting at the fair. Here is the list.
Lean.
Scott, li g. II. F. Andrews.
2.22 Class. Purse $300.
Emma D., b m, J. Russell.
Jon F.. blk nt. Frank R. Merrill.
Reno K., Geo. E. Woodbury.
Zimbra,
Harry
Haley.
Maggie G.. ch m, A. W. McKusick.
Erling, b g, Dr. G. D. Edmunus.
Spaulding, r g, C. .T. 'Russell.
Ve, br g, J. E. Kent.
Ithodie, b g, Fred Clark.
Elizabeth
M.,
P.
II.
Doyen.
John L.. b g. H. Boardway.
Newmarch, b li, C. G. Edwards.
Ed. Gilman, g g, W. L. Eaton.
Lady Bayard, b m, J. J. McCarthy.
Norland, b g, Ralph Foster.
2.40 Stake. Purse $500.
Bnttermefi. b g. E. A. Jackson.
Pilot Wilkes, blk g, Willard II. Pike.
Vulcan,
ro
g,
E.
H.
Greeley.
Blue .Grass, blk g, Dr. C. D. Ed
Eben L., blk g, C. E. Boody.
munds.
Claysou. b g. Walter E. Blanchard. Tarratine, blk h, C. H. Nelson.
Little
Peter
li
g,
H.
B.
Connor.
Goldnut, ch g, T. J. Boyer.
Lansdown. b h, F. J. Waterson.
Bethel, b g, Robert Proctor.
Belle Thom, b m, Robert Proctor.
2.28 Class. Purse $300.
Schofield, eh g. Dr. C. D. Edmunds. Harry Duplex, br h, L. W. Folsom. .Toe Galin, blk g, L. W. Folsom.
Cadenza,
ch
m.
Dr.
,T.
K.
P.
Rogers.
Rigby Wilkes, b g, J. J. McCarthy.
Alice Drake, blk m, W. It. PattanLulu W., ch f, Geo. E. Woodbury.
Little Dot, b m, F. O. Beal.
gall.
Lady Dustmont, b in, C. G. Andrews. George B„ C. H. Nelson
Susie. S„ ch in, 1. W. Pottle.
Harold, ch g, J. E. Kent.
Spaulding, r g, C. J. Russell.
Artist, b h, A. W. McKusick.
Wonderland, br m, E. J. Emery.
Bethel, b g, Robert P octor.
Dew Drop, H. L. Turner.
Student,
b
g
E;
H.
Dixon.
Elizabeth M„ P. H. Doyen.
Little Belle, br, m, Fred Clark.
Lady Bayard, b m, J. J. McCarthy.
2.19 Stake. Purse $500.
Old Point, b g, G. 0. Edwards.
Bine
Grass
blk
g,
Dr,
C.
D.
Ed
Elder Boone, blk li, W, G. Morrill.
King Wilkes, blk h. Prudent Letourmunds.
Keno L., b li, R. W. Sawyer.
neau.
Goildnut, ch g, T. J. Boyer.
Jay, blk g, R. D. Waite.
Dewey, blk g, A. $>. Doughty.
Rettermea,
b
g.
E.
A.
Jackson
.
Johnnie Wilkes, b h, F. S. Tilton.
Bessie D., b m, Ralph Foster.
Rigby Wilkes, b g, ,T. ,T. McCarthy. Lillian Oddmark, ch m J. E. Kent.
Harry K.. b g, Geo. A. Eastman.
Little
Dot,
b
in,
F.
O.
Beal.
Dustmont, br h, C. G. Andrews.
Harry Arnold, b g, A. E. Russell.
Maggie G., ch m, A. W. McKusick. Paul T„ eh h, Henry Davis.
Sam, b g, 0. J. Russell.
sick.
Nellie Eaton, b m, W. L. Eaton.
Nellie S., br in, C. -T. Russell.
------ , W. W. Morning.
Vein Demon-, cli g, Dr. C. D. Ed
Petronel, b in. A. O. Ripley
munds.
Belle
Thom,
b
m,
Robert
Proctor
Troublesome, b g, A. O. Ripley.
Alsultan, br I, ,T. H. Manter
Caywood. ch g. E. A. Jackson.
Ester, ch m, A-^O. Ripley.
Linmie G.. blk m, W. G. Morrill.
Miss McGinty, b m, C. G. Andrews.
Silver Street, b m, C. H. Nelson.
2.35 Class. Purse $300.
IP THE BABY IS CUTTING TEETH
Blue Grass, blk g, Dr. C. D. Ed _ Be«nra and use that old, well tried remedy. Arclight, br h, W. H. Fowler.
munds.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup lor children
During the Summer season cramps
teething. It soothes.the child, softens the sums,
Red Glen, b g, Join) Gentle.
allays
all pain, oures wind colic and is the best come upon ns unexpectedly; you
Belle Brino, b g, J. E. Rent.
emedy for dlarrhace. Twenty oents a battle'
should be prepared for an emergency
of this kind, as otherwise you will
have to suffer agony for hours. Keep
a bottle of Pain-Killer handy and go
by the directions on the wrapper, it
will surprise you how quickly relief
will come. Avoid substitutes, there is
but one Pain-Killer, Perry Davis’.
IT Is the only perfect one.
Price 25c. and 50c.
IT throws all the light straight ahead

dyspepsia

E
SEMIT
50e/

3

T \*l.<s

warning
oi Winter

So the falling of the hair tells
of the approach of age and
declining power.
No matter how barren the tree
nor how leafless it may seem,
you confidently expect leaves
again. And why?
Because there is life at the
roots.
So you need not worry about
the falling of your hair, the
threatened departure of youth
and beauty. And why?
Because if there is a spark of
life remaining in the roots of
the hair

.Biliousness

Driving Lamp 1

from 200 to 300 feet.
__
*T looks like a locomotive headlight.
IT gives a clear white light.

IT burns kerosene (Cord Oil)

It will not blow nor jar out
CUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT OUT
and send it to us and we will send
book describing our lamp, and will agree to send you one single lamp or

GRAY’S BG°sr,VensdS COLLE

4 R. E. DIETZ COMPANY, 60 Lateht St., New York.

and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
rflUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCiiRI

r* a pair at our wholesale price (very much less than the retail price).

V

Established ISKk

BEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

FRANK L. QRAY. PORTLAND, ME.

will arouse it into healthy activ
ity. The hair ceases to come
out; it begins to grow: and the
glory of your youth is restored
to you.
we have a book on the Hair
and its Diseases. It is free.
The Beat Advice Free.
If you do not obtain all the benefits
you expected from the use of the Vigor,
write the doctor about it. Probably
there is some difficulty with your gen
eral system which may be easily
removed. Address,

DE. J. 0. AYER, Lowell, Mats.

COME AND SEE US.
As usual this year the cottage of
the Turf, Farm and Home will be
open to the friends of the paper at
both Bangor and Lewiston fairs. We
hope our friends will feel free to make
our cottage their headquarters during
their visit at both fairs. Drop in and
leave your bundles or write a letter,
or ask (Mr any information desired in
regard to the great exhibition. We
shall expect to see you all.
Hon. Thomas B. Reed was one of the
most interested of the spectators at
the Rigby track, Portland, Me., last
Wednesday. Horse racing is the fav
orite sport of the State of Maine, and
the atmosphere is such that there
should not be a boy in the State that
could not rattle off the pedigrees of the
famous stalions that have made Maine
a factor in the great breeding industry.
Mr. Reed, being at home, and in a
State where the horse is so highly re
garded, of course had to take in the
stake races at the Rigby track. The
ex-Speaker of the House occupied a
chair in the center of the president’s
box, and as he scanned the horses
closely he was himself the center of a
great deal of attraction. He was ac
companied by Judge Haskell, of the
Supreme Court; Weston F. Milliken,
Collector of the Port; Col. Thomas P.
Shaw and Charles E. Jose.—Trotter
and Pacer.

i
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Kathleen by Fearnaught Jr., 2.26,
her Dewey, b g, (p) Home,
no mark
Lark by thoroughbred Binnacle,
since. This may be the same mare. Topsy
“^arcelon,
Wedgewood’s Daughter by Wedge
PUBLISHED EVEBY WEDNESDAY,
Student came to the front in the fifth Gasi2ieV( eh h, Jenkins,_
wood 2.19, comprise the list of brood
BY THE
and sixth heats and won the race.
Time, 2.27%, 2.27%, 2.31.
mares. Seven fillies foaled in 1896,
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY The 2.2, cl.« » May Day’s •» « Sf,Sir'cb“
"
1897 and 1898 follow, and then comes
way. This is a fast pacing mare by
Gregg,
81 ”,d#AV™<LLB®‘MS55».Block’
four fillies foaled in 1899. Five colts
Robinson D. and will no doubt take a j^ec] q ; b g> (p) by Ralph D_,
foaled in 1899, with two of the year
TERM
at Livermore__ Tnnnt
Jordan,
xuxbiu S—tl.50 p«r y«arln advanc*,
. __ ♦•.00 U not standard record either ___
111’
nm, by Black Rolfe, Cum- ,
1898, and six young geldipgs completes
Janet,
br
paid strictly in advance.
Falls or Lewiston. William uregg
mings,
3 3 3 the list of animals catalogued, and
Enterered at the Po.t-Offlo. at Waterville Me
showed up a fast pacer in the three- Norland, b g, by All So, Foster, 5 4 4 they are an exceedingly attractive Jot
at teoond-olatt mail matter.
Warick,
b
h,
by
Warder,
Russell,
4 5 5 from a pedigree standpoint, and I
y*ear-old chestnut colt Gregg, by St.
Time, 2.20%, 2.23%, 2.22%.
Croix,
and
took
second
money.
This
AUG.
30
WATERVILLE, Wednesday,
have no doubt, if reports which reach
* « • •
colt is good enough to wait for until
me are true, that they are individually
I
have
been
asked
several
questions
he is developed. The time of the fast
EVENTS TO COME.
fully up to their breeding.
est heat was 2.26, and the colt was a about Alclayone since his race, What
* * * *
close second. On Thursday there was was his previous record. How much
[Secretaries or managers of tracks
They
had
a
great
meeting at the par
would do us a great favor by sending a little better attendance, and. al- had he ever been raced. What is his lor track at Readville last week. Fast
us dates of meetings for this coltimn, though umbrellas were in demand, the pedigree in full, etc., etc. Ihe Year
or by pointing out any inaccuracies.] racing went on. The 2.35 class came Book shows that Alclayone started in racing and large fields of horses was
the* rule. The Massachusetts $10,000
Cornish, Aug. 22-24.
first and was won in straight heats by just two races, both in 1895, and both purse was the most important and it
Lewiston, Sept. 4-8.
at
Saugus.
October
18
he
started
in
Linda, a trotting mare owned by
Windham, Sept. 5-6.
was a three in five affair and was
Barnes Bros, of Andover, and driven the 2.27 class and was 6 2 2, winning strung out to seven heats before the
North Berwick, Sept. 5-7.
second
money
to
Green
Boy
Jr.,
and
Ellsworth, Sept. 5-7.
by William Gregg. This is the mare I
race was decided. It was for the 2.13
Orrington, Sept. 5-7.
wrote of last May as follows—after a the time was 2.27%, 2.24, 2.21%. There class trotting and fifteen of the best
Pyinceton, Sept. 5-7.
were nine horses in the race. At the
trip to Andover.
started again in horses in the country competed. Tom
Pembroke, Sept. 6-8.
The Barnes Bros, are horsemen and same place utt. zo, ne sraireu again in
__________
,
Cherryfield, Sept. 12-14.
always have something good. They the 2.27 class in a field of five, among Boy by Edgemark won the first and
Springfield, Sept. 13-14.
owned Lady Golddust 2.20 and
Presque Isle, Sept. 12-14.
. . raced them Greet] Boy Jr., who won the seeond heats in 2.11, 2.10%, Charley
her. I saw Dan Barnes llVin”she previous race over him, and who won Herr by Alfred G., the third in 2.12,
Gorham, Sept. 12-14.
'A
elegant big mare up the street,
Phillips, Sept. 12-14. ,
Lecco by Bonnie Boy the fourth and
is black, 16 hands high, will weigh third mone^in this race. Alclayone fifth in 2.13%, 2.10%, and Charley Herr
Springfield, Sept. 13-14.
1100 lbs., and as lots of style and a won this race in straight heats in
Readfield, Sept. 12-14.
good way of going with speed. She 2.25%, 2.22%, 2.22. This sums up his the sixth and seventh and race in
Hartland, Sept. 12-14.
was sired by Prince Albert, (sire of racing career and he was returned to 2.12%, 2.12%.
Monroe. Sept. 12-15.
* * * *
the dam of Lady Golddust (p) 2.20)
Bethel, Sept. 12-14.
son of Albrino. This mare looks to be his owner’s farm at Phillips, Me., and The chestnut gelding Battery by C.
V
Durham, Sept. 20-21.
just what buyers are after and I don’t if ever a horse was buried up and
1
East Sebago, Sept. 19-21.
see why some one has not picked her wasted for lack of opportunities that S. P. reduced his record to 2.22% at
Foxcroft, Sept. 19-21.
up before now. I hardly know where horse was Alclayone. He made the Pittsfield and Lady Bayard, a new
crm1 ’’ton, SdBt 19-21.
you can duplicate her for all around
Bluehill, Sept. 19-21.
season of 1898 at Canton and the pres comer, by Bayard Wilkes, won the 2.35
style, action, size and speed.
South Windsor, Sept. 19-21.
of 2.20%.
ent one at Andover. His breeding is class with a record
Well,
Dan
Barnes
started
this
mare
South Paris, Sept. 19-21.
* ¥ * *
as
follows:
J3y
Alcyone
2.27—a
full
in the 2.35 class and she won it in
A ndover, Sept. 19-21.
Sherman Mills, Sept. 26.
straight heats, the fastest being 2.27%. brother to Alcantara, and regarded by So far as I have the information at
West Cumberland, S^'pt. 26-27.
After the first heat she was sold to many as the best.son of George Wilkes. present the mile in 2.20% by Alclay
Upper Gloucester, Sept. 27-28.
George Bonnallie, of the firm of Dam Clayrene by Harry Clay 2.29; 2d one at Canton, was the fastest mile
Eas*- Pittston Sept. 26-28.
’ Maines and Bonnallie, the clothiers, dam Voluntary (dam of Blackwood over a half-mile track, by either trot
Unit a, Sept. 26-28.
Fry f burg, Sept. 26-28.
Lewiston, and George Bonallie has in Prince 2.23%) by Volunteer; 3d dam ter or pacer last week, in Maine.
J. W. THOMPSON.
Carton, Sept. 26-28.
my judgment, one of the very finest Fanny (dam of Young Sentinel 2.26) by
Exeter, Sept. 26-28.
American
Star.
I
regard
the
perform
roadsters
in
the
twin
cities.
The
2.22
Ric i mond Sept. 26.
TROTTING AT FREEPORT.
class was expected to be a hot race as ance of Alclayone at Canton as a very
Madison, Sept. 27-28.
Newfield. Sept. 26-28.
there were four good trotters in it, and creditable one, and one which stamps
Freeport horses and some flyers from
Freeport, Oct. 3-4.
a fast pacer, and it was the first start him as a level headed and speedy nearby
town put up two goor races
Casco, Oct. 3-5.
with
a
capacity
for
taking
a
horse
any
of
them
had
made
for
the
season,
Saturday afternoon for tlie benefit of
Acton, Oct. 3-5.
mark
of
2.15
or
better
this
season
oyer
a large crowd which gathered by tlie
so there was no line on their ability.
Starks, Oct. 5.
of the Freeport track. The sum
Unity, Oct. 3-4.
Hardly any one expected the winner to a mile track, if nothing happens. He side
Bath, Oct. 3-7.
wore only light shoes and shin and mary:2.25 Class. Half mile
turn
up
in
the
chestnut
horse
Alclay
heats.
Damariscotta, Oct. 3-5.
one, as he.had had a season of over quarter boots for protection, and no Dan Westland, Gerow,
2 2 111
Pittsfield, Oct. 6-7.
George
M..
York,
other
paraphernalia.
113 2 2
Harrison, Oc 10-11.
fifty different patrons in the stud, and
David
Babcock,
3 3 2 3 3
Topsham, Oct. 10-12.
* * * *
had not had a race or been in training
Time, 1.12%, 1.10, 1.09, 1.
1.09%.
From Mr. George B. Inches 1 have
since 1895, when he made his record of
2.38 Class.Half mile heats.
FACT AND FANCY.
Clearly,
Gerow,
]
just
received
the
1899
catalogue
of
2.22
at
Saugus,
Oct.
25.
It
was
known
L
J
-----that he was fast, and he worked a half Edgewood Farm, No. Grafton, Mass. Black Bess, Morton,
Steel, Coffin.
j
The August meeting at the Canton in 1.08 Wednesday morning, but he The catalogue is finely gotten up and Jinks, Averill,
4
Driving Park occurred Wednesday and had had only two miles better than gives the pedigrees in full, of the stal
Time, 1.19%, 1.12. 1.18.
Thursday, Aug. 23 and 24, and nothing 2.30 and was just out of the stud. He lions, brood mares and young things
more unfavorable for a successful reeled it off, however, in straight heats at Edgewood Farm. At the head of Will Miller of Auburn has sold to L.
meeting, from a financial standpoint and was never headed after he got the stud is the bay horse Pedlar 2.08%, E. Bowley of Mountain View House,
could be imagined. The weather was from fourth position—which he drew by Electioneer; dam Penelope by Mo Rangeley Lakes, two fast young
lowery and threatening rain—just —once in front. I consider the per- hawk Chief; 2d dam Planetia by horses. One is the fast pacing gelding
enough to keep the crowds away, and formance a most remarkable one under thoroughbred Planet; 3d dam La Hen- Jako. He has been a mile in his work
still the track, although heavy and all the circumstances, when the time derson by Lexington; 4tli dam Kitty in 2.18 and a quarter in 32 seconds, a
slow, was so fast and safe that the and the condition of the track are Clark by imp. Glencoe, etc.,' etc. Ped 2.08 gait. Jako is very fast and ought
management did not feel justified in taken into account. Below I give the lar is a horse of the finest style and to go a mile 'over Rigby track in from
finish and as the winner of the ten- 2.12 to 2.15. The other is a bay geld
declaring a postponement. So the play summary.
went on, and some capital races were Canton Driving Park. Aug. 23. Purse heat race at Mystic Park, Oct. 11, ing, stands 15-3 hands high, a great
1895, he showed himself as possessing road horse, a high actor and could
trotted, although there were comparafor 3 p0 Class,
endurance of the highest order. He is show a 2.35 gait, and is gaited right to
tively few to see them. The first race Student, b g, Russell. 3 t
».2 1 1 a solid bay, 15% hands high and is go fast.
called, on Wednesday, was the 3.00 Belle Wilson, blk m, Jen
proving a sire of speed, as he has to
kins.
2 2 1 1
class, trot and pace, and Dexter Lee,
his credit Anniellis Pedlar 2.21% and
a brown gelding from Mechanic Falls, The Wizard, b g, John
son.
8 3 3 5 3 ro Oudray 2.21%, the latter record made One of the prettiest sights on our
took the word in the rear divivion, Harold Patchen. ch h.
the present season. Pedlar is a full streets is the handsome brown filly
trotted around the field into the lead
Hutchins.
4 4
3 4
brother to Peko 2.11%. As a stable Sabrina, driven by hex- owner, Mr. C.
on the outside and won the heat in the Belva S.. gr m, Getchell.
7
companion to Pedlar is the bay horse H Simpson. Although only 14 months
easiest manner possible. It looked as Mollie M.. b m. Noves. 5 6
dr Electwood, 15% hands high, got by old she stands 15 hands high, weighs
though he had the race at his mercy, Topsv M„ br m, Mitch
S00 pounds and moves like a well ad
Whips 2.27% he by Electioneer, and
but in the second heat a break caused
ell.
6 dr
justed piece of machinery. She was
sire
of
Azote
2.04%,
the
champion
trot
him to finish behind the flag, and the Dexter Lee, br g.
sired by Wilkes, out of Maud H. 2.17%.
dis
Downs.
1
ting gelding. The darn of Electwood
heat went to the bay pacing gelding Time.
This filly will make the wise ones stare
2.31%. 2.31. 2.30%, 2.30. 2.30%.
was
Manette
(dam
of
Arion
2.07%)
by
Student, driven by A. E. Russell. Belle 2.34%.
in the very near future.
Wilson, a steady going black mare, Same Dav. 2.29 Class. Trot or Pace. Nutwood 2.18%; 2d dam Emblem by
Tattler;
3d
dam
Young
Portia
by
Maindriven by C. L. Jenkins of Auburn Mav Day. b m. (p) by Robinson D..
1 1 1 brino Chief. Besides Azote, Whips
Howard.
took the third and fourth heats, and in Ores’!?,
Plainwell, Mich., Aug. 3, 1899.
ch c. (p) by St. Croix.
was the sire of Cobwebs, the king of Mr. W. F. Young, Springfield. Mass.
the fourth took a mark of just 2.30.
Gregg.
This mare is a trotter, and, I hear, Bessie D.. (nt b m. Foster.
5 2 the New York speedway. The brood Dear Sir.—Having a horse which has
lame from a strained tendon for
came from the West, so.lie say from Harrv Arnold, b g. (n) Russell. ! 3 3 mares are an elegantly bred lot. An been
i 4 4 gie Medora by Alcantara 2.23, Bobo three years, I sent to Detroit for a
California, and has started in a few Guess So. b m. (nt Thaver.
bottle of your Absorbine, and com
Time. 2.26. 2.26%. 2.27%.
races but has no mark. I find by the Canton Driving Park. Aug. 24. 2.35 link by Fallis 2.23, Caleria by Pancoast menced repeating him for x-ace pur
2.21%, Daisy Lambert 2.23% by Mation poses. Since his second work out af
Year Book that a black mare called
Class. Trot and Pace.
2.29, Diligenc-ia by Expedition 2.15%, ter using your medicine, he has not
Belle Wilson^ by Cyrus R., started Linda, blk m, by Prince Albert.
1 1 1 Elspeth 2.27%, by Pedlar 2.18%, Juno taken a lame step.
several times in California in 1895, and _
, T> 1 ■
r,
Yours truly,
,,
. „„„ , x,
x x , vJames T.. br g, by Robinson D..
Wilkes 2.29 by Victor Wilkes 2.29%,
was well up in 2.20 or better, but tooKi
U. S. WOOD.
2 2 3

TURF, FARM AND HOME
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TURF, FARM AND MOMS.
THE CORNISH FAIR.

Sinders, ch m, Merrow, 3 dis
THE PITTSFIELD MEETING.
Von M., b g, Von Moltke, b g,
Harold Wilkes, b g, Ed
Dustin,
dis
wards,
9
dis
The annual fair of the Ossipee Val
The meeting at Union Park, Pitts Commander, b h, Wilkes, Til
Penobscot,
b
g,
rorell,
13
dis
dis
ley Union Association was held at
field, last week was a great success, „ ton,
Time, 2.31, 2.31%, 2.26%, 2.27.
despite the unfavorable weather, as ^by, g’ Br0W“ Wl'keS’
Cornish last week and desynv me post
2.32 Class. Purse $150.
dis
ponements on account of the weaker Rose Brino, n m, Woodbrino,
we predicted it would be in our last Cadenza, ch m, King Renne,
proved a grand success. The follow, Marston,
4561311 issue. No meeting ever held in Maine
Pope,
dis
, ,
John II., br g, Prince Regent,
mg premiums were awarded:
Woodbury,
3 2 14 12 3 has ever called together so many fine ., 2o r'i,2'2?% 2'20’-.-; 2'26^'Kn
......i,
i
I ,
,■ 222 Class, Trot and Pace. Purse $150.
Cattle.
Deceiver, gr g, Cornish Boy,
hoises and such a large (class of pilot Wilkes, blk g, Wilkes,
Thoroughbred Hereford heifer—O.
Chute,
1 1 5 6 5 3'2 wealthy horse owners from all over
Kyle,
1 2 1 1
W. Adams, Cornish, first and second, Wire Wolf, b g, TwomGrade Jersey heifer—J. Stone, first
bly,
2 3 3 2 4 ro New England and the British Prov- A- E- s-> b 8 Pickering, Sawand second.
ss _
Zepher, b m, Page,
6 4 2 3 2 ro inces. Although the track was very si,47’street) b m> Nelgon> ^e].
Grade Hereford heifer—O. W. Ad Sam, b g, Rusell,
5 6 4 5 6 ro heavy the first two days good
son,
2 3 3 3
ams, first.
Mike Mikado br li, Kim
time
was
made
throughout.
The
Eldora,
b
m,
Elsemere,
DusGrade heifer calf—O. W. Adams,
ball,
7 7 7 dr
tin,
4 4 4 2
l-aiu of Tuesday put all the events
first.
Choral C., b m, Carter, dis
Thoroughbred Jersey heifer, 1 year Time, 2.25%, 2.25%, 2.26%, 2.29%, forward one day, so Wednesday was El'GBOody^lk g’ Haroluson>
3 5 5 dr
old—Willis Warren, Cornish, first.
2.24%, 2.24%, 2.23%.
the opening day. Friday was a day of Archlight,’ br g, Rampart,
Guernsey heifer, 1 year old—D. J.
2.24 Class. Purse $200.
disappointment to a good many men
Willis,
6 dis i
Morrill, Cornish, first.
Tommy L., b g, John F. Feitz,
b g- vikln8> Ryder, dis
Grade Guernsey heifer, 2 years old—
.Tr„ Page,
12.11 and horses. In the 2.30 stake race
there were fifteen starters and owing ILMinuTe’ci^T^fatdVa'ce^^urse
Gloria, b in, Eaton Wilkes;
D. J. Morrill.
Grade Hereford, 1 year old—H. F.
Porrell,
2 12 7 to trouble in getting away five of them
$300.
Peudexter, Cornish.
J W. E„ blkg, Kimball,
5 5 10 2 were shut out in the first heat. This Maggie May, gr m, Cashier,
Thoroughbred Hereford cow—O. W. Baby S., b in,Russell,
3 4 3 4
was a great disappointment as several aite’
111
Adams, first and second.
Alcantara Chief, b g, Wise
6 of them had a license to win. It was
DU8tmont’
Grade Durham cow—J. II. Stone,
man,
t
4 3
3 2 S
Helen, b m, Ruighe,
7 7 6 3 however, one of the fortunes of war. Tasso, br g, Wilkes, Fisher,
first and second.
4 3 2
Grade Jersey cow—D. T. Durgin, Meader Boy, b g, Chute,
6 6 4 8 The same day Bingen Jr., the great Belle Brino, b m, Woodbrino,
Ginger, ch g, Partridge,
8 9 7 5
first.
Kent,
a 4
Thoroughbred Jersey cows—Willis Elect Brino, b g, Marston,
9 8 5 9 three-year-old, by Bingen, owned by Bingen Jr., b g, Bingen, Kyle, dis
Woven Wire, blk g, Brad
Postmaster Pike of Calais, got a rein
Warren, first and second.
Time, 2.28%, 2.30%, 2.26%.
Thoroughbred Guernsey cow—D. J.
bury.
10 10 9 10 caught by carelessness in harnessing
Saturday, Aug. 26.
Time, 2.21%, 2.19%, 2.19%, 2.22.
Morrill, first.
and could not be steered, and of course This was a great day, surely. The
2.28 Class. Purse $100.
Grade Hereford cow—B. F. Haley,
got the flag. We trust this great colt State half-mile track race record was
Cornish, first; O. W. Adams, second. Maggie Hal, br m, Brown Hal
broken one-fourth of a second, and the
Rowe,
Stock cow—O. W. Adams, first; J. H.
111 "ill be all harnessed and ready for track record cut from 2.17 to 2.13%.
Dorice, b m, Foss,
Stone, second.
2 2 2 the word when it is given at Lewiston The 2.20 stake race,-which had been
Herd of stock cows—O. W. Adams, Factor, ro g, Marston,
® " " next week.
postponed until Saturday, was first on
Joker M., b g, Millett,
first.
< 5 5 «,owing
,i„
«.
,he j*
g*
Herd of dairy cows—William War- Express, blk, g, Twombly,
ren, first.
Time, 2.27%, 2.22, 2.33.
meeting.
heat in t]|is race threw her driver and
Thoroughbred Hereford bull—O. W.
Saturday, Aug. 26,
Wednesday, Aug. 23.
ad a wild run for the stable uptown.
Adams, first.
The fair closed with an exhibition 2.26 Stake. Trot and Pace. Purse $400 Very little injury resulted
Same calf—O. W. Adams, first.
of
horses
and
colts
in
the
morning
and
Jerome
Belle,
ch
m
Jerome
Tav’In the
" 2.29
~ ~~ class
'
Old Point, after
rrnrnl ror-ne
fkii'nnnn
i
’
.
Thoroughbred Jersey bull—Willis tlu-nii
three good
races in
in the nafternoon.
ior> n
pox
1 1 1 winning two heats, made a bad break
Warren, first.
The following premiums were award- Ton, Drew,' ’b g, Young Diri"o
in the third and was distanced. The
Thoroughbred Guernsey bull, 1 year ed:
Crawford
4 2 2 day was fine and the attendance about
old-D. J. Morrill, first.
Gent's driver seven years old and Lansdown, b h, Alcantara Ire
2000. The summary:
Thoroughbred Guernsey bull, 3 years same three years old, Saddleback
iand
’
2
2.20 Stake Race, Trot and Pace. Purse
old—O. F. West, Parsonsfield, first.
Farm, East Baldwin, first on each.
Rhodie.’b g Sultan Clarke
3
$400.
The committee was Messrs. Isaac L. Mare and foal—Lester Flint, Corn- Tom Mack b a Ma’ior Almont
Jennie Hale, br m, Robbie Hale,
Johnson and B. S. Larrabee.
ish, first; David Ridlon, Porter, second.
Mooney
’
4
Taft,
1 1 1
Draft Oxen.
Fillies—James M. Haley, Cornish, Lady Cushnoc, br m, Kent
10
5 Gagnant, ro g, Jay Bird, LasOver 7 feet—Sidney Walker, Porter, second.
Suzelle, b m. Nelson, Waite, . 9
7
selle,
2 2 2
first; D. F. Durgin, Cornish, second.
Suckling colt—David • Ridlon, first; n,sen b g Yhatagan Rvder 7 10 6 Johnnie Wilkes, b h,
3 4 3
Under 7 feet-C. B. Bean, Hiram, Lester Flint, second
Leavitt Im I?, Mohawk Moquettl,
Laundryman, g g,
4 3 4
Greeley,
5 9 9 Lillian Oddmark, ch m,
first; Sidney Walker, second; O. W. I our-year-old colt—Bradley Allen,
6 6 5
Cornish, first.
Adams, third.
Phillip A., b g, Nordeck, Pottle, 6 7 dr Queen of Salem, ro m,
7 5 6
Matched steers—J. II. Stone, Corn Stallion for general use—James EdgeKeno
L.,
b
h,
Time, 2.23%, 2.25%, 2.23%.
5 dr
ish, first and second.
Time, 2.16, 2.17%, 2.15%,
comb, Hiram, fifst.
2.37 Class. Trot and Pace. Purse $100.
Matched colors—B. F. Haley, first; St. Croix, the famous stallion owned Lady Bayard b m, Bayard
2.29 Class. Purse $100.
II C. Huntress, Hiram, second
by Dr. G. W- Zeigler of Lewiston, atWilkes, Edwards,
Vulcan, ro g, Jay Bird,
Oxen and steers—Best four year traded much attention. He won Harold, ch g, Kent,
Fisher,
4 2 111
olds, Elmer Chapman, Portland, first; fourth money in the free-for-all race. Sebasti’cook, blk g, Eolus, MitchCamden Boy g g, Veni Vici
Il, C. Huntress, Hiram, second.
This was the first time St. Croix has
ell,
g8 2 4
Turner,
2 4 2 2 2
Oxen and steers—Best four-year- been on a race track since five years Esther, ch m, Guy Wilkes, RipNancy G., blk m,
8 3 3 5 5
olds, Elmer Chapman, Portland, first; ago, when he bit a man at Rigby Park.
ley,
5
Net M., b m,
7 6 5 3 3
G. E. Wentworth, Limington, second; He behaved remarkably well, although Harry B., ch g. Romer,
3
Suzelle, b m,
8 5 4 4 4
Pease Brothers, Cornish, third.
there
wa£_mueh
difficulty
in
harnessRob
Roy,
b
g,
Waite,
’
4
. .
--------- ---------- , ----------- - „„„
„ s, „ollC)
i o 5 Old Point, b g,
1 1 dis
Year-old steers—G. E. Wentworth, ing him. While the harness was being Capt. Haff, b g, Arion, Murchie 9 7 7 Susie S.,.ch m,
5 7 dr
first; J. H. Stone, Cornish, second; C. put on the animal kicked the doctor in Bingen Jr., Bingen, Kyle
7 8 8 Flossie S.. gr m
6 8 dr
R. Bean, Hiram, third.
_
the back and nearly caught his hand, Dolly, b m, Watchman McLel~
Time, 2.24%, 2.23%, 2.27%, 2.28%, 2.29%
Two-year olds—Lorenzo Day, Corn- but the doctor was not injured,
lan,
6 6 dr
Free-for-all. Purse $200.
ish, first; Fred W. Trueworthy, Par- The following are the summaries
Terrill S., ch g, Strathmore, LasTime, 2.31, 2.29%, 2.27.
sousfield, second; J. H. Stone, third.
Free-for-all. Purse $200.
Thursday, Aug. 24.
ell,
111
Three-year olds—Pease Brothers, Ben Wilkes, blk g, George Wilkes
2,33 Class. Trot and Pace. Purse $100. Merrill, ch h, Nelson, Merrill,
2 2 2
first.
Jr., dam a Lambert mare,
St.
Croix,
b
h,
Miss McGinty, b m, Inveterate,
3 3 5
Yoke matched year-olds—C. R. Bean,
Page,
111
Andrews,
3111 George K„ b g,
5 5 3
third.
‘
,
Little Jack, b g, Porrell,
Gano Wilkes, ch g,
2 3 2 Little Belle, br m, Dandy Wilkes,
4 4 4
Two-year-old matched—Lorenzo Day, Tack Hammer Morrill, b g, I.
Time, 2.17%, 2.17, 2.13%.
Clark,
'
1543
Cornish, first. ,
Woodbury,
2.19 Class, Women Drivers. Purse
3 2 4 Nancy G., blk m, Eolus, KeuThree-year-old matched—R. C. Day, St Croix, b h, Murray,
$100.
5 5 3
dnll,
2 2 2 2
Cornish, first.
,
Ike Wilkes, br g, Twombly,
4 4 5 Daisy C., b m, St. Croix, Lee, 5 4 3 4 Pi]ot Wilkes, blk g, Wilkes, Mrs.
Five-year-old steers—C. R. Bean, Myra Wilkes, g m, Marston,
6 6 6 Lady Cushnoc, br m, Woodbrino,
Woodcock,
1 1 1
first; G. W. Fox, Porter, second.
Time, 2.20, 2.20, 2.21%.
Kent,
4 3 5 5 Rider Boone, Daniel Boone, Mrs.
Six-year-old beef—G. W. Fox, first.
2.27 Class. Purse $150.
H.
E.
Meader,
Time, 2.30, 2.30, 2.32, 2.31.
2 2 2
Best matched pair—Wm. B. Davis, Domino, b g, James Madison; dam
Class, Trot and Pace. Purse $100. Jock Bowen, blk g, Darknight,
first.
by Wm. L., Page,
3 111 Jock Bowen, blk g, Darkliglit,
Miss Leota Elliott,
3 3 3
Town Teams—Four ox team—C. It. Gloria, b m, Eaton Wilkes, PorTime, 2.21%, 2.20%, 2.21%.
Haley,
12 3 11
Bean, first; George Fox, Porter, secrell,
1 4 5 4 Phillip, b h, Wilkes, Fisher, 2 112 2
ond; Pease Brothers, third.
Benny, b g, Foss,
2 2 3 3 Phillip A., br g, Nordeck, Pot
Eight pairs—Cornish town team, Eva~W., ro m, Merro.v and I.
tle,
4 3 2 3 3
Woodbury,
In looking over the good ones no one
4 3 2 2 Alice, gr m, Goodrich horse,
first.
Eight horse town team—J. H. Stone, Bucy Wilkes, Rowe,
5 5 4 5
Romer,
3 4 4 4 4 should overlook the black mare Phebe
Cornish, first.
Daisy D, g m, Mitchell,
dis
Petronei, b m, Orange Blossom,
8. 2.31%, owned by John O. Haines of
The Races.
Time, 2.24%, 2.23%, 2.24%, 2.23%
Ripley,
5 5 5 dr
Time, 2.25%, 2.26, 2.29%, 2.27%, 2.28%, Skowhegan. She is by Von Also; dam
The racing as usual was a very im- ...
.
Consolation Ruce.
. . „ ®
. .. .. .
• .
Nina A., b m, Messenger Wilkes,
by Edmund’s Knox. She is now six
Friday, Aug. 25.
portant feature of the fair, and some
-dam -Lady
- —
Bonner, Nickerson, Ill 2.35 Stake, Trot and Pace. Purse $400. years old and as handsome as she is
very high class work was done, Fol- Otto, blk g, Mitchell,
2 2 8 Lady Bayard, b m, Bayard
good. She has been started in five
Sinders, ch m, Merrow,
5 4 2
Wilkes, Edwards,
19 11
lowing are the summaries:
races this season and has won them
Oiegon
Girl,
ch
m,
Eastman,
4
3
4
Battery,
ch
g,
Willis,
2
12
6
3,00 Class, Trot or Pace. Purse $100. Jack Leo, br g. Nelson,
all, and will be given a good many
3 5 5 Edwin C., gr h, Bronze Boone,
Landlord, b g, Fifield,
5 3 111
Time, 2.34%, 2.33%, 2.35.
Pottle,
3 2 3 5 more races if retained by Mr. Haines.
Maggie Hal, gr m, Brown _
The Nun, b m. Young Jim,
Hal, Rowe,
11
He has been offered $600 for her, but
Laselle,
7 3 4 2
Factor, b g, Marston,
22
J
“Duly Feed Man and Steed.”„
expects to win more than that before
Scot,
b
g,
Edgemark,
An
Johnny Wiseman, b g, YViseFeed your nerves also if you would
urews
a4 4 7 '3 the season closes. She is being handled
drews,
man,
64
4 have them strong. The blood is the Little Petgr s e n H Nelson
most excellently by that old veteran
Otho, Talk g, Mitchell,
16 5
6 feeder and sustainer of the whole nerConnor R
Nelson,
Tom O’Neil, blk g, Hamil
vous system. Men and women who Ve, br g, Woodbrino. Kent, 85 56 85 J turfman, A1 Burrill, who has reappear
ton,
15 9 8 5 5 are nervous are so because their
ed on Maine tracks after a brief
Harry K., b g, Harry Glenarm,
Oregon Girl, ch m, East
nerves are starved. When they make
Sweeney,
6 10 9 j respite. Phebe S. is a fair sample of
man,
• 10 6 5 .8 dr
_Rex’. ro g, .iAybird, Ireland, 10 7 6
Nina A., b m, Hartwell, 8
6 8 dr Sarsaparilla their nervousness ^isaV Troublesome ^'7’ RMe?’ 9 8 10 dr WhHt * g°°d
d° W‘th g°Od
because the nerves are rwceX |r0UDieS0me, fi g, Ripley, 9 8 10 dr material.
Jack Leo, br g, Hicks, 12 9 9 dr nears
pears because the nerves are properly Addison, ch \ Dictator Chief,
Joker M„ b g, Millett, 4 10 10 dis fed. Hood’s Sarsaparilla never disFisher
dis
Gladstone', blk g, Pledge, 11 8 dis
appoints.
’
Hood’s Pills cure constipation. Price Absorbine cures rheumatism, horse „A„ E; S' ls t0 start at Livermor»
Grassmere, b m, Boston, 12 11 dis
Falls this week.
Jimmie T., ro g, Warren, 14 13 dis
25c.
or human.

i
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oranged-shaped,
oe taken that n ue uian«eu-ouolreu,
rather thau the long tiger face, which
is so frequently shown in some speci- Spare the crows and blackbirds;
mens which have obtained prizes, not they render the farmer valuable ser
I I
for their beautiful heads, but for their vice in destroying noxious insects.
I I
They are justly entitled to the little
OVOLOiOiOtO-0-0-0-0*0*'Oi'iO',0’0',0'-0-CftOLO-0'LO.fO*0,-0,’'OJ graceful bodies, which have overcome
the ugly appearance of the face some grain they eat, and many times over,
what. One of the most striking feat for this labor.
ures of the Angora is its face. If that One-tenth of all crops raised by
is pleasing, and shows an effectionate farmers and fruit growers are lost by
disposition, the other details, which the ravages of insects, and the way to
may be more or less faulty, are very stop this great loss is simply to pro
apt to be overcome, and the cat is con tect thejt>irds; they will do the rest.
The farmer that allows shooting or
sidered a very fair specimen.
trapping
on his farm allows the hunter
The quality of the Angora is rapidly
increasing, and the prices for the best to destroy just so much of his next
specimens are greater thau they have year’s crops.
been for many years. It is shown by
GAT ADOPTED CHICKENS.
this that careful breeding has not only
a valuable effect on the cat, but is de A well known Bangor butcher owns
manded. Some of the largest kennels a cat which has developed a strange
ate reducing their numbers, and the and strong instinct of motherhood.
best equipped farms seldom keep over The other day four little kittens, of
ten females which seems to be a which she appeared very fond, were
sufficient number to Jtoep, grow and taken from her and drowned. The
sell from. Where larger numbers are mother cat seemed down-hearted for
kept, the success is hot so great, and several days, and finally resumed her
it is advisable for one entering into the usual cheerful occupation. The butch
establishment of a kennel not to er’s wife, w’ho raises poultry, missed
crowd, or try to do too much, as all of nearly a half brood of chickens.
THOROUGHBRED AUSTRALIAN CAT.
these features have been very faith One day she saw the cat pick up one
fully tried, and it has been proved that of the little chickens and disappear on
come suffiicently strong to enable the a small number do better as to size
TUB ANGORA CAT.
top of a coal shed.
animal to become itself organically.
and good health, grow better, and be She was followed, and to the sur
The fad for the animal is not grow come stronger and more beautiful ani
ing in one direction* but lias material mals than if twice the number were prise of all, the chicks were found iu
Ihe bottom of an old barrel, where a
The interesting features of Angora ly changed the past year as to the kept—The Country Gentleman.
nest had been made for them, and
eat raising, which have been more or popular colors. Some months ago, it
they appeared to be just as content
less spoken of of late, and have been seemed as though only black, buff and
MAINE’S CAT INDUSTRY.
with their feline mother as if they had
treated in rather a careless manner by white were the required colors; but
been beneath the feathered shelter of
many inexperienced fanciers, have since a little scientific breeding has
rather stimulated the breeding of these been introduced, such colors as blue There were larger shipments of cats home.
remarkable little animals in a wrong and white, buff and white and. tiger from Maine the past year than for any
FOB SALE.
direction, and the fancier who now and white have been bred, so as to season previous, there being over 0400
La
ge
St.
Bernard
dog 1R years old, kind to
cats
shipped
out
of
the
State,
going
to
has a kennel of these pets should not produce such beautiful combinations
children a d a good watchdog; also 600 trained
be governed too strongly by tlie prin that many prefer these mixtures all parts of the United States and ex ferret! *3 03 each.
J. GIBNEY’, Lynn, Mass.
ciples which do not elevate the cat 01 rather thau a solid color, which is not ported to foreign countries. One conso pleasing te the eye and has not that cern alone, the Walnut Ridge farm MERIACAN POULTRY AND DOG FARM.
improve its general conditions.
Geo. D. Wood Prop.
Probably the best method of raising delightful contrast. Breeders are very company’ of Boston, sent 986 Angoras,
Frederick
I).
Nudd
of
Waterville,
486,
Br sder of Great Danes, iRy. Fox hounds,
young kittens is simply the old way of quick to find out these things, and this
Sootch Oolites and English Bulls. Old and
raising dogs—that is, to feed them on season it has been noticed that the Mr. Emery’ of North Anson, 379, Mrs. young dogs for sale. Catalogue.
Hart and Font Coiners, Vermont.
plain, nourishing food, allow them as combined colors have been more bred Mary II. Ranlett of Rockland, 279, E. 8 12
much freedom and exercise as possi- ______
for than____
solid ones. Consequently, the W. Palmer of Rockland, 114, ,1. W.
FOR SALE.
ble, and at the same time govern their demand showK what the wants are in Dean of Troy, 419, besides many Pointer Pups from champion bred Stock. For
ulars and pedigree aldrtss, O T. PK LTT
exercises in such a way that they will this direction. Probably the finest others. Besides this large shipment parti
Dover, Me.
8-12
not become tired or over-exercised. specimens ever shown, ones that at of Angoras there are now over 1,860
eats remaining in various sec- RKAUtiful Mate spotted Coach puos *io
Most animals are apt to be grown too tract the most attention, are those of Angora
tiens of Maine. It is estimated that
MARV
«^^T.?Ro?kquickly—that is, their muscle and a combination of colors. Take a black
6-10
strength are not sufficient for the size cat, for instance; it may possess all the there are only 32,500 Angora cats in all ANGORA KITTENS, alt colors. Pricis rea
A sonable. ROCKY RIDGE FARMS, Solon,'
and weight of the body- It can be beautiful features necessary to make America, compared with several* mil Maine.
5-9
noticed in some kittens that they grow it a remarkable specimen, and yet, be lions of common cats.
longer, and at the same time thinner, ing so dark in color, its curves and The number of Angora cats iu Maine 2 ”h.B80x643^^0^^9°""“ pup3',*1i°
than those that are raised under ex lines which may’ be noticed in the is gradually diminishing, there being----------------------—----1__ _1______ _
male pups
perienced eyes and by proper methods. body have not the artist’s pencilings at least 100 less each season. The de- TH^^?tr<l?® ?KT>®u8llshSetter
In America. MRS.
A little family of kittens cannot be which make its brother so beautiful, maud is so great for them that the mary h. ranlett Rockland, Me.
6-10
tod closely watched, and it is always with its light and dark shades inter farmers cannot keep up with a suffi LW ANTED-A black Cocker Spaniel, will exchange
Burdick
strain
Bu(T
Plymouth
best that they should receive daily at mingling. At the recent shows held in cient supply. Maine people made over Rocks W. S. HART. Stamford, N, Y.
2.30
tention. Their habits should be this country, there have been many va $50,000 last year on their cats. This
watched, and if one animal is stronger rieties of the mixed colors; and the is rather a lucrative business when one Tlie Southern Fancier_ Devoted to Decs,
hat specially prepared copyrigbteg
than the other, it should be removed most prominent judges, men who have stops to think that three years ago but fcToCK,
articles each month for the amateur, the dod
from the lot, so as not to allow it to become familiar with all colors and a few shipments could be recorded. fancier, the cat lover, the pe: 6tock admirer and
treats of dog- in health and disease 16 to M
become overtaxed or lose what little classes of cats, state that really the The express companies are large gain pages.handsomely illustrated. CO cents a year
S eno far sample copy. F. J. SKINNER Krtienf
strength it has, that it may gain, not most delightful combinations are those ers.
and Publisher. Baltimore.
«**»>■
lose, strength which is necessary in which give light and shadow to the
developing its various parts in order to animal. Take any solid color mixed Daniel McManus’ valuable St. Ber
make it become a standard bred cat. with a soft white and there will be nard dog, named “The Major’’ the We Sell
Everything needed for Breeding and
Cats are quite like any other animals, various shades, starting from the dark largest dog in South Portland, and the
Rearing Chickens. Ducks, Pigeons,
they can be overgrown or stunted, but est and increasing towards the white, pride of the city, was run over MonDogs, Cats, Rabbits, etc ,
if a few little details are constantly thus giving the animal a picturesque day afternoon on. Mill creek bridge by
Spratts Dog Cakes 60 per lb.
watched, it is not necessary that there appearance.
au electric car and was almost Instant
3
"a““er
Food aDd Tonic 25c 1 Ib can
Cat Food 10j ib 3 Ihs. 25o.
should be such a variety of sizes, Another new development of what is ly killed. It took the combined efforts
Our Immense Illustrated Catalogue
Flee.
shapes, and objectionable features in considered the standard Angora type of the crew of two of the cars to lift
one family, at least. The kittens in a is that the cat must have short legs, the remain® of the dog from the track.
Excelsior Wire and Poultry Supply Co.
family, if properly cared for, should rather than the long, thin ones which Mi. McManus on getting the dead dog
38 Vesey 81. New Vork Ctiy.
each one grow in the same manner as have been so frequent in recent im gave him a suitable burial.
the others; and if one gets a better portations. The fact of an animal
start than the others, that animal can having these legs gives it a very com
afford to wait, and direct attention pact appearance, and, with an abun MASTIFFS "stud.
should be paid to the weaker one, dance of long, fur, allows it to become
which needs this attention to stimu very fluffy, which is a very satisfac
Celebrated Brlndle.Mastiff. Highest pedigree.
late its body so that it may catch up tory appearance. Then, the length of
with its brother. Too large families the tail is being very carefully con BLOODHOUNDS AT STUD
__ .--aSUDBURY (39093), ENGLISH bloodhound. bears an unbeaten record
are oftentimes injurious; and where sidered. It is not specially’ desirable d. acknowledge
by the pres, to be the best bloodnounu in the States. Fee ifcao
there are as many as six, it is always that it should be as long as formerly. Bricket Rub^Fel SIoo'IQUSH b1-oodHOUND, whelped Feb. 20, 1894, by Ch. Bardolph, out of
best to separate them, because as One that is short and yet stubby, is
many as that is very apt to cause a very apt to be clothed with longer and
The above-named dogs are all 1st prizs winners at shows held under A. K. C. Rules, and this
a.^rand °PPortunfty f°r breeders to introduce the best blood, at a resonsble price, and
weakness among each of them, and stiffer hair, which allows it to have a oder*
Bhou d be taken advantage of by all who are interested in the improvement of the above breeds
Special
to owners breeding two or more bitches. Mastiffs, St. Benards and English Blood
where their organs are developing, es sweeping appearance and great width. hounds terms
Bloodalways on sale.
'*'• Alva
For particulars
puibivui*!* aPlJiy
apply to
LU
pecially at an early age, they never be Then, as to the head, great care should
41tf
DR. C. A. LOUCEST, 313 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass.
gOiOSQjOK»0?0£OSOi040?OSO«OS<>J<^0^C^^-^

Pet Stock.

BLACK PETER,

TURF,

FARM

AND

^lAINE FARMERS AND BREED stock got into a piece of potatoes ■
where Paris green had been used and
ERS.
that this is what caused their death.
A. H. Sprague of North Waldoboro It is intimated that Mr. Pushor thinks
recently sold seven cows to be sent to that this is a likely solution.
Lynn, Mass.
The blueberry-picking record has
The hay crop of one man at Jay hill been broken, so the Presque Isle
was so light, it is said, lie drew it all Herald reports, by a Mars Hill couple,
each over 70 years old,’ who .drove
in on a wheelbarrow
from their home to the Tobique river,
Farmers in Lincoln county towns the other day, and gathered a barrel
have sold their wool for 20% cents, a of berries before dark.
touch better price than for years.
H. G. Richards has purchased from
Albert Hanson of Topsham, who has Fred Thurlough his half interest in
& line flock of Plymouth Rock hens, the starch factory at Blaine. Mr.
thirty in all, sells from 12 to 15 dozen Richards is now the owner of the fac
tory and will commence work at once
of eggs per week.
on a new dry house to replace the one
Henry Hudson, Esq., of Guilford, destroyed by fire last. fall.
has a pine tree standing on his laud
Tlie department of agriculture has
in Foxcroft that measures 13 feet in
appointed Mr. A. E. Fauglit of Sidney,
circumference at the butt.
to make a selection of common grain
Breed, feed, fatten and market the and other seeds grown in Kennebec
hogs young, and turn off the t wo crops county, for the great exhibition at the
a year rather than one every two World's Fair in Paris next year. This
--y^ars, as was the old custom.
Is a good selection, and Mr. Fauglit
will make a good showing for the
jqfon A. Page, Richmond, has a hen’s county.
. egg which measures eight inches by
six ipcjjes, and weighs four and one Two of the largest lambs ever
khalf opa-’es. Who can beat this?
dressed at the slaughter house of the
.Apples arc plenty in Aroostook eoun- Eastern Fresh Meat Co., Houlton,
Ty and are selling from 50 to 60 cents were hung up Saturday. One tipped
,per bushel, but the crop is not more the scales at 74 pounds, while the sec
ithau one half,what it was last season. ond pulled the beam at 68. As the
average weight of lambs is about 38
■Fred Morgan of Farmingdale has pounds one would put these down as
tin his garden a number of cornstalks jumbos. They are dressing about 300
.over ten feet high, and one is eleven lambs daily at the slaughter house.
J'eet and three inches by actual measCol. F. C. Robinson has about com
iUnsment.
pleted the repairs on his starch factory
Miss Susan Mowry of Lubec, is a at Robinson station and will run the
■veritable shepherdess. She owns and factory to its fullest capacity, paying
cares for a flock of about 60 sheep, the cash for all the stock that comes his
only flock in the village, and seems to way. The price for factory potatoes
enjoy her occupation.
has not yet been set but the farmers
alt look forward to the old prices,
Mr. J. W. Packard is another who is 62l/ac. per barrel, as the price of start*
added to the list of separator users for has not been as high for the past 10
creaming milk, having recently pur years as it is today.
chased a Baby No. 2 De Laval mach
ine of Elmer E. Harris.
Geo. Fernald possesses a large mel
A. E. Irving of Presque Isle is the on patch over in the western part of
first farmer on record to thrash new the state. Mr. Ifernald’s disposition is
oats in that town this season. The shown by a sign conspicuously posted
in the various parts of the farm,
oats were cut on Monday, Aug. 7. and which
may interest students of human
threshed on Tuesday, Aug. 15.
nature. It reads:
Mrs. Dora William of East Blueliill,
Five Dollars’ Fine for Any Man
has built a new hen house. She now
Who Drives Through Here
has two houses and two yards, and
Without Taking a Melon.
will build more as her flock increases.
She has about 100 hens and chickens.
Mrs. Angus McIver of West AppleG. H. Pishon, the well known Som
. ton has an egg laid by one of her hens erset hay buyer, says that hay buyers
which resembles a goose egg in shape narrowly escaped becoming wealthy
and size. It also has a hard-shelled this year. Mr.Pishon thinks if the
, perfect egg inside of it. The egg dry spell had continued a while long
measures 8% inches by 7% inches.
er. old hay bought at from $6 to $7 per
ton would have proven a gold mine to
; Stop the growth of the raspberry 'the holder. Mr. Pishon will purchase
■ and blackberry canes now by snip- and press 40,000 tons old and new hay
, ping off the' ends with the thumb and this year. He has four presses at work
finger. This will cause them to grow at the present time. He has recently
: stocky and throw out side branches to purchased 60,000 pounds of wool upon
.also bear fruit another year, thus which he hopes to realize a good pro
greatly increase the fruit bearing fit. The price paid for the hay for the
branches of the same.
presses ranges from $9 to $11 per ton.
(Ciharles T. Wilson, who formerly ran
the Tremont House, Boston, has a fine Reports received from all parts of
farm in Gray, where he has 13 Jersey the state show that the Maine hay
cows, 12 yearling Jersey heifers, three crop will be better than was anticipat
'horses and a yoke of beef oxen Which ed at one time. In some parts of the
girth more than 7% feet. He has three state the drought was not so severely
acres of potatoes and four acres of felt as it was along the coast, and the
crop is an average one, although not
beans and all are looking finely.
up to that of last year, which was
Farmers who bring produce to Ban phenomenal. The hay this year was
gor complain of dry times, poor apple secured in excellent condition, and the
crop and a few other misfortunes. No quality is first-class. There is no
apples will be thrown to the hogs this doubt the price will be higher this
year. A crate, which means a scant year, and this fact will be welcome to
bushel, of early apples, such as Red the farmers. Those who have sum
Astraclians, sells for a dollar now, or mered over big barns full of hay will
twice as much as in some former find it a good investment.
years.
The inventory of the town of Anson
George N. Gordon, one of New Port in 1860 showed that there were 6886
land’s prosperous farmers, has on ex sheep within its limits, and far and
hibition two potatoes of the Beauty of near the town had the reputation of
Hebron variety that weigh 1 pound having the best sheep in the State. In
and 8 ounces, and 1 pound and 10 the spring of 1860 there were given in
ounces, respectively, making, a total for taxation 292 oxen, 501 cows, 1057
weight of 3 pounds and 2 ounces. He other cattle, 7471 sheep, 207 horses, 158
has quite a large piece of these pota colts, and 224 swine. That was 40
toes besides a good average of other years ago or nearly, that Anson had
more oxen than horses, almost three
crops.
times as many cows as horses, and
Dr. D. D. Winslow has recently been nearly six times as many cattle as
hi Liberty to inspect the herd of cows horses and colts, more swine than
owned by J. R, Lamson. Mr. Lamson horses and nearly four times as many
was fearful that the animals were af sheep as all other animals combined.
fected by tuberculosis, but Mr. Win But then that was the era when the
slow found the herd was all right so 3-minute horse was a marvel as shown
fai as the disease was concerned. Mr. July 4, 1860, at the first race ever
Winslow is of the opinion that the given on the North Anson track, when
death of the five head of young stock the fastest time made was 3,14% for a
owned by Hiram Pushor at the west purse of $10, while 1500 people looked
part of the town was due to poison with wonder as the winner came un
and nothing else. He thinks that the der the wire.

HOME

DR.W.S. WiLLARD’SPRIVOPILLS
Are a remedy of twenty years standing,
without a Single Failure.
Are a guaranteed immediate cure for the moat obstinate cases of Gcnorrh cea.
Leucorrbcea. Stricture. Gleet and Anologous complaints of the Organs of
Generation. Used with perfect secrecy. Do not interfere with daily occu
pation.

Price $1.00 per Box. SENT SECURELY SEALED, BY WAIL.

THE DR, M. S. WILLARD’S MEDICAL DISPENSARY,
9-u

WOBURN, MASS.

This trade mark has been known to progressive
hoi semen for many years. It stands for

Tuttle’s Elixir
the most famous (and most .successful) veterinary
specific of the age. It will cure curbs, splints,
colic, lameness, shoe boils, thrush, horse aif etc.
Won’t scar or change the hair. Locates lameness
by remaining moist on the part affected.
Tuttle’S Family Elixir cures Rheumatism/ Sprains,
Bruises, etc. Samples of either Elixir free for three 2-cent
stamps for postage. Fifty cents buys either Elixir of any drug
gist, or it will be sent direct on .receipt of price. Money re
funded if not satisfactory in every way. Particulars free.
DR. S. A. TUTTLE, 27 Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

ZLnToatu

Ready.

KENNEBEC COUNTY DIRECTORY
containing the names of all the inhabitants of the'several cities
and towns of the comity, their Occupation, Residence and Post
Office Address.
ALSO ALL BUSINESS FIRMS—Manufactories,Corpora
tions, Societies, City and Town Officers.

PRICE $3 OO
For Sale

By

flYISRWA & W233E, BiiblBiurs Ubun, Ma

J

- - - - OR.- - - - I J. FRANK PIERCE, Augusta, Me.

THE

HAHDSOBSST AND FASTEST

SliIRx
IN THE WORLD
500 SOW IN USE.
HERD IS AN ACCURATE CUT OF

Eastman’s Famous Track Sulky,
The Stiffest and Lightest Rfuiniug Sulky on the market,
Unsurpassed for Durability and Excellence of Finish,
Made under my personal management and quality of stock guaran
teed first-class in every particular

1 can give a long list of horses •■awing them last sea
son with the best of result'
T3EY ARE ALWAYS RELIABLE,

For the Low Price of $85.
Large Assortimnt 01 all Sizes Goistantly on Hind. Also
of all Kinds Doae at Short notice.

SULKY WORK

Writ* tor cut* and full partiou’ar*, to

JOHN A. EASTMAN
183 HARLOW ST.,
BANGOR, ME.

TURF, FARM AND HOME

“Tire Best
IS NONE TOO GOOD.”
IS THE 1 899 MOTTO OF

The

MAINE STATE FAIR.

For the Track.

THIS IS A SEASON OF REVIVAL in ra-in^
interests and the great Maine exhit ition has felt
the exhilarating effects Stakes and classes have
filled with the best campaigners on the Maine turf, A11 the big breeders and
stables are represented. Horses have already commenced to arrive at t*:e ground,.
THE MANAGEMENT HAS been on the hun
for months for attractions and striki g noveltie
for the stage exhibition than was so wonders
fully popular last year All is fresh t’ is season. It will be the best out-door
stage petorntance series ever given in New England, full of sensational features
but all clean. Dominican and Brigade Bands.

The Stage Show.

tlq

Cl nnV

T3E STATE FAIR JS

recognized As;the <niy spot in

I IltJ OluUlv. Main-where there Is anything that'approachesarepresen.......... mntmwgiri——tative breedeis’ assembly of horses and cattle. This year
we have entries showicg that the exhibits w 11 ran far up in the thonards-a !
stalls full New accommodations for stock, modern barns with clean approa hes.

The Exposition Buildinn,

h^bwn engaged ahoady^a^d
hundreds of new features will
te introduce Large firms will have industrial exhibits, tf’ere will be lots of
machinery in motion and a great i erera’ i arade of Maine’s progress for the year
JJ _ 11 THE CITY HALL EXHIBIT WILL be a revelation this
Oall. year. The manageme t has resolved 1> spend p ontyiof
A NOVEL MAINE BARN.
...... ..... .
money there Mr, C. V. Emerson will take charge of
the art exhibit and this feature will be set forth on a more elaborat scale than has
ever before been attempted in Maine. Mr James S Sanborn has contributed bis
AN OCTAGON BARN.
munificent Elmwood Farm gallery worth thousands of dollars The leading
~~
DROUGHT CCNTIl UES.
_________
#
Maine artists will have their work there. The stage show w 11 be given by s me
of the best metropolitan talent that money can secure Brigade Orchestra every Mr. George C. Wade of Athens has Crops In Some Sections of New Eng
evening.
an octagon barn that from its novel
land Art Past Recovery.
shape attracts not «, little attention.
Boston, Aug. 29.—Following is a state
At our request he writes the notes in ment of the w eather and crap conditions
OTlrese are Simply Hints at tire
to it as it appears above.
of New England, compiled from the re
Hicliness of Entertainment. regard
This barn was built in 1896. It was ports of correspondents throughout the
designated to take the place of three section, for the week ending Aug. 28:
General showers fell during the early
old barns, the old sheep barn, which
part of the week In coast sections of the
was 30x56, and cow barn, which was district, and were also fairly well dis
30x50, and stable, 27x27. The sheep tributed over the interior section of
barn was taken down and a part of Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Con
necticut. The amounts, to numerous In
the cow barn.
were copious, thoroughly wet
The ground on which the barn sits stances,
ting the surface of the ground, filling
slopes to the east. The barn is built streams and temporarily breaking the
on the basement stable plan, with a drought. Scattered showers also oc
manure cellar under the eow tieup, curred to parts of Vermont. For the
parts of New England the
which is on the east side. The feed remaining
weather was fair, though with more or
floor runs through the center of the less cloudiness and fog. The showers
TIPS AND TOPICS.
class trot or pace, $309 ought to draw basement from north to south cross- and moist w eather have improved crops,
some good horses. I don’t recall the ways of the threshing floor above. The though with few exceptions the drought
Bad weather for Col. Morrill :part of
eounty society which offers $300 for driveway into the threshing floor is on continues severe and is injuring corn
the time, but we all get a mixture of a class race. The other class races
and late vegetables.
the west side. The center door seen
bitter witli the sweet and ought mostly
Owing to the extensive cloudiness and
give them all a chance to come in. in the picture is the feed floor door. the
prevailing northerly and easterly
to be thankful it’s no worse.
“City water” has been put in at the The door to the right is the eow tieup winds the average temperature of the
I was much pleased to see that Ed.
grounds this year, the turns thrown door and the sheep pen door may be week was 67 degrees, 2 degrees lower
Fisher landed Mr. Greeley’s Wilkes
than for the preceding week. The tem
up, a sprinkler purchased, and alto seen on the left.
gelding Tasso second in the third and
perature was well distributed, there
gether Franklin county is showing a The land on which we had to build being
little complaint of cool nights,
fastest heat of the three-minute race
pretty good gait. Here’s hoping it is heavy clay and the old barns were and the thermal conditions generally
in 2.26%. This fellow was designed,
may finish as w'ell as it has started constantly heaving out of place, so in were favorable to crop grow'th.
I think, for one of the fastest horses
The average rainfall for the week was
from the wire. I understand Mr. C. S. laying a foundation to this one, we dug
we have had in Maine, and is, I be
Dorrithy of Boston will start the races, a trench all the way around four feet .43 of an inch. It was, however, very
lieve, a product of Sunnyside. I have
unevenly distributed. While plenteous
and it doesn’t need be said that will wide and down to hard pan, and to the showers occurred in many sections of
mentioned this colt many times as a
please the horsemen.
ledge in places, sloping to one corner, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Con
promise and never saw a colt in the
The
horse
Alclayone
seems
to
be
from which it was drained. This necticut, there webe numerous localities
lot show like he did as a yearling. He
in the northern portion of the district
pretty
speedy
this
year.
2,20%
over
a
treneh was filled tvith small stone and where there was no rain. The heaviest
is by Wilkes 8571, out of Gray Dawn,
rainfall of the week wag in the vicinity
by Heroligbt; second dam Young half mile ring is rather better than the wall laid on them:
Daisy; some of the blood here you see 2.22 over Mystic, Mr. Parlin (the In building after the wall was com of Boston and occurred chiefly on the
pleted the frame of the basement was afternoon or night of the 22nd. Rain is
which helped Kingmond go in 2.10%. owner) and Mr. Gregg (driver.)
needed in all sections of New Eng
Mr.
Bradford
Sewell,
Farmington,
put on and floored over. The base still
I supposed this chap would be kept
land, and for the greater portion of It
entire, but they probably thought be has a likely filly now nearly three ment is about eight feet and then the the drought, at the present writing, is
months old, by St. Croix 2.14%; dam frame of the barn proper was raised unusually severe.
would be more reliable as a gelding.
With slight exceptions crops remain
I didn’t really expect to see Battery by Alclayone 2.20%; second dam sister from this floor.
at a standstill in Maine, due to a con
beat Edwin 0., but Willis can drive a in blood to Dr. Franklin Jr. 2.23%. It There are no beams in the barn ex tinuation of the dry weather. The same
horse well and I regard the grey horse is a nice bay, well proportioned and cept those over the barn floor to hold conditions obtain for a large portion of
New' Hampshire and Vermont All
as good to finish where he did in such just about as well bred one as I would up the scaffold.
need. Mr. Sewell has bred the second The barn is 22 ft. posted; the north crops, to territory mentioned, are suf
such a field.
fering and many are permanently in
The Franklin Co. Society is getting dam of this filly to Lakota, brother to side is taken up by the bay and grain- jured, past recovery, and, in a few in
S:.
Croix
Jr.
2.16%.
ary;
the
south
side
is
scaffolded
over
ready for the “biggest and best.” It’s
stances, have been destroyed*1. The in
quite a healthy, hale old association They say that May Day in Mr. E. B. so as to give place for a large tool jury is greatest to late corn, meadows,
pastures,
garden vegetables, beans,
at three score, and doesn’t mean to Howard’s string can do a mile in 20 room under the scaffold.
vines, berries, and to fruit generally.
take a back seat for the boys yet. on a half mile ring all right. For a The old barn is to be taken down Rain, if it comes soon, will save many
Superintendent Mosher of the horse young man I don’t know a better con and the stable is to be put in its place crops, and greatly improve others that
department has been at Pittsfield the ditioner than he has proven himself, and connected with the octagon barn will otherwise prove a total loss. In the
and the house shed, to be used as a southern parts of the district, where
past week to talk with the ladies— and he can drive pretty well too.
general showers occurred the early part
those who will try to see who will Buckfleld isn’t a metropolis, but it’s carriage house.
of the week, followed by several days of
GEORGE
C.
WADE.
carry off the major portion of the $200 pretty hard to show a town where
moist, cloudy weather, with dense fogs
which the Franklin Fair offers for they have brought out more and better
in coast sections, crops are greatly Im
proved, grass and vegetation generally
horses of the 2.20 class, lady drivers. race horses and good drivers than in
“Like diamonds raindrops glisten.” being refreshed and again making
He may incidentally pick up a few en the old home of Sec. Long.
Drops of Hood’s Sarsaparilla are rapid growth. More rain is much needed
tries for the other class. The 2.18
G. M. HATCH. precious jewels for the blood which here and would be very beneficial to all
glisten in their use.
late crops, especially to grass.

At City

The Zahes
from
Sept. 4 to
Sept. 8.
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let us be as charitable as possible
with them, shunning their venemous
tongues as much as possible. How
easy it is when one has once formed
the habit of traveling from neighbor
to neighbor and trying to find out the
personal affairs of their neighbors, to
! guess at that which they cannot fully
understand, and thus make themselves
j agreeable (?) to the remainder of their
neighborhood, by retailing what they
surmise. But to me the most dis
gusting feature of the scandal monger,
or neighborhood gossip, is the one
who will watch and talk about their
neighbors behind their backs, and still
enjoy their company as long as they
me tolerate.
Here is an old saying and a true one.
“If people would look after the weeds
(Written for the Turf Farm & Home.) in their own gardens they would not
find so many thistles in their neigh
WHO ARB OUR FRIENDS ?
bors’ gardens;” and.they would not be
We sometimes find to our sorrow watching their neighbors to know just
those we think our best friends and when they left the house, where they
those we put tlie most confiedenee in, went, who they were with, how long
and do the most for, prove to be our they stayed, wlfether one hour or two,
worst enemies. In wliat little expe or when they came back, and whether
rience 1 have had I find it is oetter they were in the lodge room or on the
not to trust or put any confidence in street, and neither would they know
any one. We may think we have if your home was a happy or an un
friends but we do not know; they may. happy one.
"be friends to our face, but what are Remember the words of the master,
they behind our backs? Tlie worst “Let him that is without sin cast the
enemies we have and a liar the worst first stone.”
of all; one cannot believe anything Count well the cost before you meas
ure blame,
they say unless you know it to be so; Count
well before you blight
then coming from such ones you hard
Your neighbor’s fame.
ly know whether to believe it or not. So little can we judge by what we
■see,
The question was asked me not long
all is darkness have great
ago ‘flf I could believe what any one Where
charity.
"said.” Quite often those we think our
F M. R.
friends are like a snake in the grass,
THE DIFFEI1ENCE.
treacherous and ready to strike at any
moment.
The affairs of our home life should
belong' entirely to ourselves, and under
no circumstances should any third
party be made a confident. The mis
understandings which will start up,
even in the most harmonious house
hold, if repeated will be exaggerated
and distorted.
In a decent article in the Turf,
Farm and -Home, entitled “A Happy
Home,” it says, “Our homes are what
we make them.” Sometimes I think
if we would let our gossiping neigh
bors have their way our homes Would
be what they would make them. Now
I wish to say right here, do not per
mit any person, friend or foe, of
either sex, to disparage your husband
or offer you advice as to how to man
age him; there are persons who seem
as if they were prompted by a ma
licious envy to give you this kind of
counsel or to make out something bad
about them; they will even go so far
as to say if they had such a husband
or child they would be “ashamed of
tern.” Politely inform these indis
creet meddlers that you prefer to
trust to your husband’s desire to do
what is right without attempting to
outwit or rule him.
Every married pair has faults and
foibles; when you betray these weak
nesses to one who has no right to
know them, you are placing a weapon
in their hands that will endanger your
own peace of mind.
I have about made up my mind that
those people who can See only evil in
their neighbors are not so much to
blame after all. They are seeing their
pwn true, inner selves reflected. So

Oh! she went to the club and she
learned to cook;
And she looked like a picture just
out of a book,
11 tliis new-fangled way that she
learned to cook.
Yes, she learned how to cook in a
chafing-dish;
As delicious a morsel as you could
wish
Al, prepared, while you wait, in a
- chafing-dish,
And she learned what to cook when
you entertain,
And she wanted to cook it each day,
to gain
Skillful grace by the time she should
entertain.
But alas, she was wed to a business
man,
And he soon disapproved of her ele
gant plan,
For lost time is lost cash to the busi
ness man.

English Ice Pudding.
Boil one-half cup of rice in a pint of
water twenty minutes, then drain,
and add one pint of milk, boiling it in
a double boiler half au hour; press
through a sieve. Beat tlie yolks of
six eggs and one cup of sugar to
gether until very light, add them to
the rice and milk, and cook for a mo
ment. Take from the fire and add
one teaspoonful vanilla extract. Turn
into freezer and freeze, “not too solid.”
Now stir in lightly one pint whipped
cream. Dip into cold water a twoquart mold; line with lady fingers.
Cut one-half cup preserved fruit, cher
ries or any fruit that one prefers with
one-fourtli cup blanched almonds into
small pieces. Cover these with mar
aschino half an hour before needed,
then strew them over the lady fingers.
Turn in the frozen mixture and pack
i.i ice and salt three hours before
serving.
Potato Omelet.
Boil potatoes that have been pared
until done, drain them very dry, and
mash them until very fine aqd light.
To one quart after they are mashed
add teaspoon salt and quarter tea
spoon pepper, two level tablespoons
butter. Beat well, and now add a lit
tle at a time until you have -added
half a cup of hot milk. Put into an
omelet pan a tablespoon of butter.
When hot turn in the potatoes and
level the top. Cover the pan and Set
on the stove where they will cook
slowly and brown, in twelve minutes.
Fold and turn on hot platter. This
dish must not stand when finished.
Blackberry Sherbet.
To two quarts berries add three
cups of water and one and one-half
cups sugar. Mash the fruit and sugar
together and let it stand two hours,
then add water, and boil twenty min
utes, strain, and when cool, freeze.
Corn Pudding.
One dozen ears green sweet corn,
one pint milk, one teaspoon salt, four
eggs, one-quarter teaspoon pepper.
Cut through the centre of each row of
the corn, then with a sharp knife
shave off two rows together, being
careful not to cut too close to the cob;
after taking off the top of the kernels
in this way, that which remains,
which is often filled with the milk,
can be easily removed by pressing
hard with the back of the knife the
length of the cob, the pulp will sepa
rate from the hull, the hull will cling
Io the cob. Beat the whites and yolks
separately, add the yolks to the corn,
add salt and pepper and milk. Now
stir in tlie whites that have been
beaten to a stiff froth. Butter lightly
a pudding dish and pour in the mix
ture. Bake one hour in a slow oven.
Sponge Drop Cakes.
Spread the flat side of the sponge
drops with whipped eream that has
been flavored with vanilla, and put
two together. Ice them with plain

So it was, while she cooked o’er the
chafing-dish,—
Oil! as dainty a morsel as you could
wish—
That her husband he chafed o’er the
cooking dish.—Emma Richards
Humphrey in the Club Woman.

For Women.

Dr.Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known to
medical science, that will so quickly and safely
do the work. Have never had a single failure.
The longest and most obstinate cases are re
lieved in 3 days without fail. No other remedy
will dp this. No pain, ta> danger no interfer
ence with work. The most difficult cases
successfully treated through correspondence,
and the most complete satisfaction guaranteed
in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies
whom 1 never see. Write.for further particu
lars. All letters truthfully answered. Free
confidential advice in all matters of a private or
delicate nature. Bear in mind this remedy is
absolutely safe under every possible condition
and will positively leava no after ill effect
upon the health. By mail securely sealed, $2.00.
Dr.E. M.TOLMAN Co. 170Tr«mont St.,Boston.

My Mamma gives ma
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, -to,

I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Prepared by Norway Medioins CO., Norway, Me.

A Letter to Mrs. Pinkham Brough*,
Health to Mrs. Archambo.
[letter

to

Mrs. pinkham no. 42,395]

“ Deab Mbs. Pinkham—For

two
years I felt tired and so weak and dizzy
that some days I could hardly go
around the house. Backache and head
ache all the time and my food would
not digest and had such pains in the
womb and troubled with leucorrhoea
and kidneys were affected.
“After birth of each child I grew
weaker, and hearing so much of the
good you had done, I wrote to you and
have taken six hotties of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, one
box of Lozenges, one box of Liver Pills,
one package of Sanative Wash, and to
day I am feeling as well as I ever did.
When I get up in the morning I feel as
fresh as I did when a girl and eat and
sleep well and do all of my work. If
ever I feel weak again shall know
where to get my strength. I know
your medicine cured me. ”—Mbs. Salina
Abchambo, ChablEmont, Mass.

The present Mrs. Pinkham’s experi
ence in treating female ills is unparal
leled; for years she worked side hy
side with Mrs. Lydia B. Pinkham, and
for sometime past has had sole charge
of the correspondence department of
her great business, treating by letter
as many as a hundred thousand ailing
women a year. All women who suffer
are invited to write to Mrs. Pinkham
at Lynn, Mass., for advice, which will
be promptly given without charge.
boiled icing on the round side, not
letting it come quite to the edge. Di
vide the icing into three parts and
color one part a pale pink and one
pale green, leaving the remaining
third white. The effect is very pretty
when served with the Neapolitan ice
cream, repeating tlie colors combined
in the cream.
The Gray Kelt Hat.

The popularity of the gray felt hat is
perhaps accounted for because, accord
ing to the New York Sun, “it gives
young women an opportunity to ex
press their feelings. It meant nothing
if they wore bangs and allowed their
sailor hats to slip back from their fore
heads. A Tam O’Shanter, supposed to
give some impression of carelessness
and indifference, would not do because
it was worn by women of all ages.
Turning up her coat collar was unbe
coming to a girl and likely to make her
coat set badly. It was not until the
soft gray hat turned down in front
was as accessible to young women as
it was to joung men that they were
able to express their moods in the
same way. Every summer resort is
this year tilled with these soft gray
hats on heads of bqthjsexes.”
Boiled Mackerel.

Soak the salt fish overnight, skin
side uppermost. Next morning drain
and simmer slowly in sufficient water
to cover for 20 minutes. Drain, dish
on a hot plate. Mix together one
spoonful onion juice and one table
spoonful each of butter, finely minced
parsley and lemon juice. Spread over
the hot fish Mid serve at once.
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
is tlie only positive cure known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a con
stitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting direct
ly upon the blood and mucous sur
faces of the system, thereby destroy
ing the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by build
ing up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The propri
etors have so much faith in its cura
tive powers, that they offer One Hun
dred Dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & Co., To
ledo, O.
Sold bv Druggists, 75c.
t
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
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QUERY CORNER.

and carries two undergarments Instead

of three.

[Onr readers are cordially invited to use
this Corner ireeiy.
If you want any information on things per
taining to Household, Dress etc., write us and
we will answer.to the best.ot.ourlability.]

F. A. If you make up your goods
with the stripes going round instead
of up and down it will make you look
broad.
D. A. Y. The stain under the finger
nails may be removed by applying
lemon juice. A preparation called
Ongoline comes for this purpose, but
is no better than lemon juice.
FLUFFINES8 ANO FWVOLITY RULS IN
LATE8T QOWN9.
i

—

White Taffeta Ia nigh FaTOr-IewI eat (Sataltnrea of Threaded Velvet
and Ribbons—Shoulder Draperies,
! Scarfs and Fichus.

Beauty and elegance have become
common things wfiere fashion congre
gates. The proof of this lies in the
fact that gowns pass our notice now
without so much as leaving an im
pression which formerly we would
have thought models of luxury, and
it requires something quite out of the

SUMMER FANCIES,

common to arrest attention and excite
comment. The present season is quick
ly fretting out its little hour and has
reached the period where little that is
new is to be noted in the kingdom of
fashion; what is is, and few changes
occur worth noting.
White taffeta, indeed, is high in the
regard of the leaders of dress at pres
ent; tunics and polonaises of taffeta
are much worn over underskirts and
bodices of lace, caught at the waist by
a clasp or button, and they are minute
ly tucked all over till the silk looks as
if corded. On bodices this tucking ia
often advantageous, for the present
close fitting, unadorned style does not
suit too slender figures, and the tuck
ing gives roundness without taking
away from the fit.
A touch of black is the acme of
smartness on light gowns, but another
idea is a chou of shaded pansy velvet,
from light to dark, on the left side of
the bodice, or a yellow chou, from deli
cate maize to rich orange. The idea is
to give a strong dash of color some
where.
Sleeves are being made with a hand
of three tucks round the armhole, so
as to keep them quite flat and yet give
a little relief to the severe outlines
which not every shoulder can do with.
A sloping shoulder line is once more
an accepted standard of beauty.
One of the latest forms of trimming
resolves itself into a threading of black
velvet or ribbon, through the material
itself or the embroidery. This may be
gathered from the accompanying
sketches, the first two gowns both
being threaded in this manner. The
one on the left has a tunic of mauve
taffeta, completely covered with nar
row tucks, fastened with large strass
bnttoqg. Tile revers and underskirt,
of ecru guipure, are slashed with black
velvet. The other gown is in pastel
rose voile, the tunic having a large
semiloose double plait of cream lace,
with black ribbon passed in and out.
Narrow tucks edge the tunic, which
Is fringed with black silk.
The second group of sketches con
sists of a dress of ecru guipure over
white . .voile,. .Uie. tua!_c fastening

RESIDENCE OF C.PA. BROWN,^LINCOLN CENTRE, ME.
LATEST LINGERIE.

trowii nnr-right -srae inrs a uimcra

ribbon velvet. The yoke is draped Clever Parisian Variations of Two
round the shoulders flchu fashion with
Important Garments.
black mousseline de soie. The over
To meet the demand of the luxury
dress in the second figure is laced loving and prompt paying American
the Parisians set the pace in under
garments and do all their labor of con
struction by hand, but our own manu
facturers follow their lead so closely
and admirably fh machine wrought
pieces that it is really a matter more
of sentiment than worth that dictates
the purchase of the French article.
On both sides of the water the effort
is always tending toward a reconcilia
tion between excessive graceful dainti
ness, that every woman demands, and
precautions against bulkiness, that no
woman can allow. Turn over a heap
of garments all fresh from Paris, and
you will find that, though silk is so
slightly used in their make up, none
save the petticoats perhaps but will
run through the circle of a thumb ring.
Everywhere that an inch of goods
might be pruned away the artist’s scis
sors have sliced to good effect and
with no loss in the charm of the gar
ment. For example, all chemises are
sloped to fit the figure like a glove.
The newest French pattern shows a
novel arrangement by which a tiny
side body is introduced under the arm
and the seam so skillfully manipulated
NEW PARISIAN MODELS.
down with silk cord and edged with that it can never act as an irritating
fringe. The shoulder drapery is in two cause against tender flesh. To obviate
any awkwardness in getting in and out
shades of silk muslin.
Many Parisian models have a long, of such a chemise the long slip either
fluffy scarf or shoulder drapery in buttons or ties on the shoulders or is
chiffon or mousseline, even cloth opened down the front well below the
gowns being treated with this fichu waist line, and this delicate garment
like style. Formerly we should have is shuffled off as easily as a pinafore.
In taking away from the chemise
considered such a mixture of the se
vere and the frivolous, the thick and about the waist line the skirt length
the thin, as incongruous and out of has been increased. The long chemise
keeping, but incongruity is not now in has logically done away with that
absurd little exotic in the feminine
the dictionary of fashion.
wardrobe, the short petticoat. She
who wears a silk undervest is in com
Little Folks’ Clothes.
fort bound to adopt a brief tunic under
The skirt of this attractive little cos
tume for a small girl is of blue linen,
the waistcoat is of white pique, and the
t-

Right at the top and bottom all the
chemise decoration is done. -Some of
them are long enough to reach half
way to the ankle and have their edges
cut in deep Vandykes or scallops or
wedged shaped tabs, and then to these
are applied little wavelets of lace.
Camisole, cache corset or underbody,
call that garment what you will, but do
not give it any length below the waist
line. The prettiest and most useful
styles are made in bolero and handker
chief shape, and an exceedingly recent
invention in this line is cut to fold
fichuwise, but perfectly flat, over the
shoulders, across the bust, and, pass
ing under the arms, the ends of it
fasten by two flat pearl buttons in the
center of the back. Those that button,
orthodox fashion, down the front are
cut off sharply at the waist, a broad
embroidered beading serves as a belt,
and through this a ribbon is run for
beauty’s sake, says the New York Sun,
from whose summary of this year’s
attractions in underwear the illustra
tions and present fashions are repro
duced.
i’ocketless Woman.

There is a way of getting over the
difficulty by inserting the required item
in the front breadth of the gown, which
is very apt to show. There is a differ
ence of opinion between the wearer
and the maker of dresses on this all
important question. The chatelaine
comes to the rescue, bolding notebooks,
purses and other necessary impedi
menta, while the pocket handkerchief
is tucked up the sleeve. The words
pocket handkerchief and pocketbook
will have to be changed if this goes on,
for they are destined for anywhere but
in the pocket. Chatelaine bags do not
appear to have a very great success,
possibly because they are so easy a
prey to the predator}’ classes, but dain
ty chine .silk bags, slung to the wrist
by cord, are to he seen at gay gather*nnro enmetimes.
A boat a Summer Word.

The most expensive word' that can
properly be applied to a woman is the
word “dainty." A woman may be
stylish, well dressed, good looking, half
a hundred other things without any
considerable amount of expense, but to
live up to the requirements of the word
“dainty" means that the person so'designated has leisure absolutely unen
croached upon. It means money plenti
fully supplied, a taste unspoiled by a
desire for extravagance of color or form.
“Dainty" means all these and many
other .things, says the New York Her
ald. It means absolute freshness of ma
terial, of ribbons, laces, muslins, gar
nitures of all kinds. It means organdies
uncrumpled, ruffles fresh from launder
ing, laces unspotted from the world and
from everything else, water, soap,
starch in abundance.
Fads and Fancies.

In continuation of the furore for
white it is predicted that white cloth
will be largely employed for visiting
and traveling costumes and will be
made up into cloaks, coats and wraps
of all kinds; but smarter still is white
taffeta for coats and jackets and long
driving cloaks. _

ONLY

$2.75

SEND NO MONEY. Cutthis
ad. out, and send to us, state
your weight and height, also num
ber of inches around body at bust
and neck, and we will send this

BEAUTIFUL FUR TRIMMED BEAVER

CLOTH CAP? to you by express,
C.O D., subject to examination.
You can examine and try it on
at your nearest express of
fice and if found perfectly
satisfactory, exactly as rep
resented and the most
wonderful value you
ever saw or heard of,

pay the express
agent our special
otter price $2.75,
and express charges.

Express charges
will average 40 to
60 cents for each
1,000 miles. THIS

FROCKS FOR A SMALL GIRL AND BOY.

jacket is trimmed with a frill of white
embroidery, finished at the back with
a deep sailor collar. The excellence of
the whoie is apparent.
The boy’s suit, while becoming and
stylish, is very simple and adapted
to either light weight summer cloths or
to any of the pretty washing materials
in vogue.

THE BOLERO CACHE CORSET,

her silk or cambric underskirt, and,
though by this device she pares away
some bulk at the bust and shoulder
line, she doubles the thickness at her
waist and hips. With the tight fitting,
long skirted chemise the fattest of

CAPE IS LA
TEST STYLE
FOR FALLand
WINTER, made

from an extra fine and
heavy all wool black or blue
genuine Rariton Rea
ver cloth, 27 inches long, very full sweep, 13-inch upper
cape, extra full. Upper cape and large storm collar, beauti
fully trimmed with black Baltic seal fur; upper cape
trimmed with three rows and collar with two rows of
fine mohair braid; cloth button ornaments. This cape is
fine tailor made throughout and equal to capes that sell at
more than double the price. Write for free Cloak Catalogue.

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., CHICAGO
(Sears, Roebuck A Co. are thoroughly reliable—Editor.)
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THE SAVING OF SOIL MOISTURE. object of rolling is to save soil moist
jA.3SnsrTJjA.Ij NJZEETIISrO OF THE
ure, a tooth harrow should be used if
possible after rolling, so as to form a
(Press Bulletin, Tennessee Experiment layer of loose soil on the surface;
Station.)
otherwise rolling will decrease the soil
moisture. The roller should be used
Capillary action, or movement of with caution on clayey lands. The
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,
water in the soil, Is due to the tension purpose of using the roller after seed
of the soil particles. If the particles ing during dry weather is to compact
Sept.
and
are course, the action is weak and the the soil, thus increasing the capillary
soil cannot hold much water. If the action, which carries the necessary
particles are fine and the soil compact, amount of moisture to the seeds to
the capillary action is strong, and a cause germination. The roller is some
Wednesday, Sept. 13 1:30 P. M.
large amount of water will he held times used after the plants are up,
unless lost by evaporation.
No. 1 2:28 Clan, Trot and Pact, .
.
.
Puree $100 00
which of course favors the rise of
Na. 2 3:01 Clsss, Tret and Pa e, *
“
75.00
Moisture may be retained in the soil water to the young roots.
.
“ 100 00
by subsoiling, plowing, harowing, cul The addition of humus to soils de No. 3 2:40 C as i, Trot and Pre e, No 4 Base Bill, Dinfcrth vi Prent'ss
...
“
25.00
tivating, mulching, rolling, and by the ficient in organic material will greatly
Thursday,
Sept.
14,
1:30
P.
addition of humus or decayed vege increase their capacity for holding
....
Purse $100.00
table matter.
water. This may be supplied by using No 5 2:24 Class, Tret anl P.ce, No. 6 2:45 C ass, Trot ail Pace, “ 75 00
Subsoiling increases the depth of vegetable mold, cover crops, rotations,
No. 7 2:35 Cla s Trot and Pace,
.....
.
“ 10000
clayey and compact soils, and allows green r : aures and stable manures. No B.se Ball, Carroll vs 9pii lgfield
*
“ 25 00
more water to enter them instead of Soil n Isture may be saved by other
E3STTBIES CLOSE SjfATYJBIDjfk."X", SEPT. Q.
running oft on the surface. Subsoil means, but those mentioned in this
CONDITIONS.
ing is thus an important means of pre bulletin are the most Important.
Puraei divided 50, 25,15, and 10 per cent. National rules to govern. Only one money paid to any
venting washing, and it also enables
one horse. All races mile heats, boat 3 in 5. Mast he 5 to enter and 4 to start. No conditional
the roots to penetrate deeper, thus in
Teach Colts to fValK raut.
entries. Entry fee 5 per cent and 5 per cent; deducted from winners. Right to declare ofl’ or post
creasing the feeding area. Both There is no pac-e so valuable cr so pone on account of weather or other sufficient cause. Old distance rules to govern and hopples
spring and fall subsoiling are of ad much appreciated and so practically n it barred. Hay, straw and stabling free.
useful In a horse as a fast, fair, square Aocidents on the grounds or track the assoclation will not be responsible for.
vantage on stiff, heavy land.
Plowing is an important factor in walk, and there is nothing that will Half fare on MO.. R. R., Waterville and Vanceboro Inclusive to Winn.
Dance both nights under Grand Stand
Band In attendence both days
saving soil moisture. The reason why cause an animal to be driven harder
lands wash so seriously is that the and kept so continually on the other
paces as a deficiency in this respect,
8 11
P H JONES, Secty.
plowing is too shallow apd it is fre says The Horse Fancier. Months of
quently done when the soil is in an time and hours of patient, intelligent
unfit condition. The plow should be effort are expended to make the horse
run as deep as possible, being set a fast trotter, a high actor, a perfectly
slightly lower each year, until the top gaited saddle horse, but so far as the
---- FOB----soil is eight or ten inches deep. The walk goes, he is generally put upon the
best plowing is that which leaves the market as nature made him and rolls
LIVE
STOCK.
soil in the finest state of division. Clod along at the pace hisvimbition dictates,
commended by his owner as a wonder
dy or lumpy land cannot hold a large if he happens to walk, fast, and sworn
amount of water; therefore it is im at and overdriven by every one if he
THAT IS WHAT IT DOES!
It Invigorates t he ne ves.
portant to plow when the land is chances to be lazy and slow. The fast
It clears the system of Worm* without physlciugneither too wet nor too dry.
walker is often made so by being put
It prevents legs from stocking.
It icgulates b ain force, which is manifested by driving.
Land should be harrowed after plow- with a mate while breaking which hap
It adds lustre to the coat and ere.
It glvei the horse commond of his natural functions.
ng before the clods become hard and pened to be a quick, free mover, and no
dfficult to crush, and the surface made farmer or breeder can be too careful in
seeing to it that no colt of his is ever
It is not an unnatural stimulant, which you must continue to use or your animal
as fine as possible. Frequent harrow driven
folia
*
or led beside a sluggish, in
ing of lands already planted will check active partner.
VAAq
11 restores Nature1, grand equilibrium, and the horee is restored to his natur»I C VIcUIll al vigor and usefulness.
the loss of water. Orchards, especial
ly those containing young trees, will
driver back on his native health.
'
y0Ur °ld
be greatly benefitted by harrowing at
biief intervals until mid-summer. The
harrow is best adapted to clayey soils.
ENDORSED
The disks should be set at such an
W. H. HASKELL, Veterinarian, Taunton,
angle that the entire surface will be
W. H. COVILLE, Three Bridges, N J.
Mass.
WM. RANKIN. County Commissioner,
tilled. As a saver of soil moisture,
W. H. BROWNELL, D. V. 8. Brockton,
Brockton, Mass.
Mass
ISAAC L. GOFF, Fern Cliff Farm, Provi
however, the disk harrow is consider THE FRASKLIH CO. AGRI. SOCIETY
A H. DORE & SON, Mason Farm, Taun
dence, R I.
t m, Mass.
ed inferior to the Acme or spring
G- 8ULLrVAN, Foreman C tvanaugh Bros.
Offers
the
Following
Purses.
DANIEL MAH ANEY, 8upt. Frank Jones*
Sal < Stable, Taunton, Mass.
tooth harrows. If the land has been
Stock Farm Portsmouth N. H.
FRKD I4ABRL.EE, New Belf ird. Mass.
B.
T.
BIRNEY,
Traiaer
for
B.
Demarest,
CHAS
KENYAN, New Bedford, Majs.
put in the proper condition early in
TUESDAY, September 19.
South Natick, Mass.
EDGAR SNOW, Boston, Mass.
the season, a spike tooth or smooth 2.50 Class, trot and paee, Purse $100
ing harrow will be all that is needed 2.32 Class, trot and paee,
100
PRICES:
during the summer.
WEDNESDAY,
September
20.
The frequent cultivation of hoed
crops is necessary to prevent the rapid 3.00 Class, trot and paee, Purse $100 WHITE FOOD CO.,
150
evaporation of moisture. If the ground 2 28 Class, trot and pace,
trot and pace,
200
is sufficiently loose an implement with 2.20 Class,
Lady Drivers.
many small teeth should be used, as
THURSDAY, September 21.
such a cultivator leaves a finer soil
mulch than one with large teeth. A 2.37 Class, trot and pace, Purse $100
IMPB OVE0
150
soil mulch three inches deep is more 2.24 Class, trot and pace,
300
effective in saving moisture than one 2.18 Class, trot and pace,
CONDITIONS,
o' less depth. The land should be
tilled after every rain, whether the Purses divided, 50, 25, 15, and 10 per
—AND—
fall is heavy or light. The object of cent.
Races to be under the rules of the
cultivation is to destroy weeds and to National
'Trotting Association, of
prevent the formation of a surface which this Society is a member.
crust. This crust, if allowed to re Mile heats, best 3 in 5, to harness,
main unbroken, -favors the capillary trot or pace. Five to enter, four to
)
ZFOZFt 1899.
movement of water to the surface of start.
Entrance Fee, 5 per cent., and 5 per
the ground, where the moisture evapo cent, additional from winners.
rates. Use the cultivator several times Any horse distancing the field, or
between rains, if the intervals are any part thereof, will receive one
FTJILL'y a-TJ-A.B-A.3STTEEU.
money only.
long,
Hopples not barred.
Nothing is more effective as a mulch
The Society will not be responsible
I me Bailey’i Patent Pivot Axle In road cart. No ball bearing, or oonei to get
than fine soil. Straw, spoiled hay, for any accidents that may occur on ont of order. Will wear a life time. Rani as eaiy ai ball bearing.
I would refer you to the following gintlemen who have used them.
leaves, pine needles, etc., are used to the grounds.
J. H. RICHARDSON, Andover Stock Farm, Andover, Mass.
a limited extent in the culture of Entries close September 9.
CHARLES WHITTEMORE, Lookout Stock Farm, Soi^h’Natick, Mass.
fruits and vegetables. These materials Hay, straw and stabling free.
C. C. BULMAN, Riverside Park, Hudson, Mass.
Entries
to
be
made
to
J.
J.
Hunt,
check evaporation, keep the soil moist
A. E. COLE, Hudson, Mass.
Secretary, Farmington, Me., or J. E.
and loose, and help to restore fertility. Mosher, Superintendent Horse Depart
PRICE 885.00
Rolling is an advantage in prevent ment, Fairbanks, Me.
ing the loss of moisture from soils not The M. C. R. R. Will sell one fare
SECOND-HAND SULKIES CHEAP.
compact enough to hold much water. round trip tickets from Waterville, Au
Lewiston, and way stations, to
The compacting of such soils by re gusta,
I make Runners to go in place of Wheels for Winter Speeding
Farmington, Sept. 19-22, also run a
peated rolling decreases the amount, of special train to Livermore Falls Sept.
water that passes through them and 21, after the raees.
\N. H MOULTON HUDSON, MASS*
beyond the reach of roots. .When the 9-11
J. fi. MOSHER, Supt.

SpringfieldDrivingAssociation.

13
14, 1899.
$600.00 IN PURSES. $600.00

Races at Farmington,

We Say
Claim
Don’t turn the horse out!

Sept, 19, 20 & 21.

25-50-100 lb. Packages, 6c lb

Taunton, Mass,

- MOULTON’S -

BIKE - SULKY

. Phuematic Tire Road Cart

The Best Sulky and Road Cart Built.

TCFRF,
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WATERVILLE.

54 Main St.,
PALL OPENIN.G SEPT. 11.
Complete Modem. Equipment and Up
To Date in Every Particular.
Full Commercial, and Shorthand and
Typewriting Courses.
Bookkeeping taught by the “Actual
Business Practice Method,” and mot by
dry theory.
We teach many essentials of a busi
ness course not taught in other Maine
colleges.
Cash Rates of Tuition Three Months
$35; Six Months $50.
Visitors always welcome. Write for
particulars.
P. B. ELLIOTT, Principal.
As we plan to establish a “Student
Home” and board and room students
at $2 per week, we desire a good num
ber to enter on. or near the opening.
By entering on or before Sept. 20
you will receive ten per cent off the
tuition rates if notice of entering is
sent to us by Aug. 30.
8-20.

FEEDING
HORSES.
—♦—
Circumstances Which Should
Govern the Qunntity and
Variety of Ration..

Farmers generally do not give the
feeding of their, horses the attention
it deserves, writes Colonel D. McCrae
in The Breeder’s Gazette. Balanced
rations and food mixtures for the dairy
cow and the feeding steer are
carefully examined and discussed,
but the feeding of the horses is
usually all the hay they can eat and
varying quantities of oats, according
to the work being done. Sometimes
even the latter part is neglected. If a
horse is required to do extra hard work,
he should be liberally and frequently
fed. The amount of food given should
be regulated by the size and breed of
the animal and by the amount and
kind of work he is required to do. The
horse has a small stomach in propor
tion to his size; hence frequent feeding
when under hard work is necessary.
The human stomach can bear hunger
far better than that of the horse. If
driving on a journey you feel hungry,
you may be sure your horse has felt
it before you did and is needing his
feed more than you do.
Opinions differ a good deal as to the
watering of horses. Some prefer to
have water before the horses in the
stall at all times. Others prefer water
ing only as the horses come in from
work or befcwi feeding. Horses should
not be watered after meals, as the
stomach, being small, is liable to be
partially emptied of the undigested
food, causing trouble in the bowels and
partial loss of the food.
Oats and hay are the ideal horse
foods for our country, hut because
they are the best is no reason why
they should be exclusively used. Va
riety is often much relished hy the
horse, and with this variety cheapness
and economy may be introduced. Good
timothy hay, early cut and well cured,
is the best hay for horses. Timothy
hay is heavier than that of other
grasses and contains a large quantity
of nutritive matter in a small bulk. If
left till it be overripe, it becomes hard
and woody. It is more digestible when
cut rather on the green side and makes
better horse food. Many farmers feed
far too much hay to their horses. They
might very well take a few lessons in
this matter from the liverymen, who
find that their horses do better and
keep healthier on a small allowance of
hay. Race horses in large stables are
oil ti tu. 8 oeands . qX» liili- and

from 15 fo 20 pounds of the best oats
per day, and, if needed, a bran mash
once a week—one-third of the hay aft
er exercise in the morning, the,balance
An invaluable household remedy.
at night and the oats fed at four feeds.
Ail who use it confess its excellence
For hunters more hay is given up to 10
M ithere need it for their children b®,
pounds per day, 6 pounds loose and 4
cause it cures Burns, Scalds, Cuts
pounds cut and mixed with his oats, 16
Bruises, Sore Throat.
to 18 pounds per day. Any farmer can
Old people need it because it oures
see how much this differs from his
Rhermstism, Bunions, Lsmensss, Sorefeeding, and yet these horses are re
re-is, Toothache, Headache.
quired to do hard work and sudden ex
Horsemen need it in their stables, be
ertions, taxing all their powers. In
cause it oures Strains, Sprains and al
Scotland a favorite winter food when kinds of Lameness, A sk your Druggist f >r it.
horses are only-at moderate work is
EQjT’oold In Boston by
cut oat sheaves.
When horses are in the stable much GKO. O. GOODWIN & CO.
CARTER, CARTER & MEIGS.
WFEK9 * I’OTTKR.
of the time, the feeding needs to be
carefully managed. In many parts of
L- T. HAZEN, Manager, Melrose, Mass.
46tf
Canada roots are a favorite winter
feed. Swede turnips (ruta bagas) are
relished hy horses and seem better
food for them than the carrot. They
do well on roots when idle or at
moderate work. Cooking food for
FOR SALE.
horses has not been found generally
profitable. Elaborate and careful ex
periments made years ago showed that
horses did better on raw food. Crushed
or ground oats are much used. Some
horses have a tendency to bolt their
feed half chewed, and some of the
grain is voided whole in these cases.
Grinding helps any such tendency. In
England some bf the large companies
which work a great many horses give
mixed food and use considerable quan
Black colt, foaled in 1896. Sired by
tities of American corn. The North
Metropolitan company (London) allows
for each horse per day about the fol
GAMBETTA WILKES 2 19 1-4
lowing rations: Corn, 13 pounds; oats,
3 pounds; peas, 1 pound; beans, 1
1st. Dam, 1 Juniata by Messenger Chief,
pound; hay, 7 pounds; cut straw, 3
| Dam of Ireta 2.16 1-4;
pounds; total, 28 pounds. The South
London Tramway company gives corn,
I
“ “ Burmada Chief 2.27 1-2.
7 pounds; oats, 7 pounds; beans, 1
2nd. Dam, { by GUI’s Vermont.
pound; hay, 11 pounds; straw, 3
pounds; totai, 29 pounds.
What needs special attention by our
feeders is the quantity of hay and the
desirability of using a small quantity
of straw in the ration. British cavalry
horses are allowed 10 pounds of oats
is as handsome a colt as ever looked through a biidle.
and 12 pounds of hay on ordinary
He
has a beautiful gait and shows fast for opportunity, and
feed. If out on active service, the oats
are increased to 15 pounds. In private will be sold low if called for quick.
stables and on the farm it is better
to give greater variety to the food, and
MAPLEWOOD FARM,
the wise feeder will be guided by the
season and the price of foods in keep FRANK JONES. Prop.
Portsmouth, N. H.
ing his animals in the best of health
at the least expense.

A ROYALLY BRED YOUNG STAL
LION

KLONDYKE,
(Full brother fo Ireta 2.16 1-4.)

KLONDYKE

Grasses For Swine Pasture.

I can conceive of nothing better for
swine pasture than alfalfa. Its tender,
succulent stems are full of sugar and
protein. They are not only delicious
to the palate of the growing animals,
but they promote growth and digestion
as no other grazing with which I am
acquainted does. It Is especially val
uable for young pigs or for any grow
ing animals. It starts very early in the
spring and continues to grow until
after hard frosts in the fall. Tramping
it in dry, warm weather does it little
Injury, although the tramping done in
winter is very destructive to it, and
live stock should be carefully re
strained from treading upon it when
it is frozen. One beauty of alfalfa is
that, while drought checks it, it does
not entirely prevent its growth, so that
we are sure of having more or less suc
culent grazing even during the hottest
periods and the longest droughts.—Cor.
Country Gentleman.
From Cattle to Sheep.

Race Record
2.211-4

.

.

.

BURDETTE No. 0132.

Bay horse with star and white ankles behind, stands strong IS hands, weight abeat WS- ihs by
Alcantara 2.23, sire of 127 in 2.30, 41 in 2 20 and 2i in 2.15; da u MPinie bv Broken Leg hy Hamhle
tonian 10. will make the season of 1899 as follows: Tuesdays at Park House Stable. Hartland Fr
daye at Hotel Stable, East Cerintb, the remainder of the time at my stable. Teran »‘>n 00
or Bankable note at time of first service with usual return privilege. If yon wish to breed to »
good bred as well as'a good ind vidual come to sec this horse and his colts, wht are verv uniform
in color and markings. For extended pedigree address, G. E. BALL, Exeter Me

URLEICH_____
Bay horse 16 hands high, weighs 1140.
Sire Nelson 2.09;
dam Bessie by Victor 2.23, grandam Drew mare.
Burleigh is
pure gaited, with high action, a perfect road horse. Has shown
a half mile in 1.08 1-2 and would make a very fast horse if
worked for speed, and is safe for a child to handle.
His colts
are a remarkably good lot, with plenty of size and style, and
very gentle and easy to break. He will stand for a fee of $15
to insure a living colt, or $10 for the season.

6. S. BURLEIGH, Rivsrview Farm, Vassalboro, Maine.

HATHORN STOCK FARM,

Wyoming is fast becoming the sheep
men’s country, and it is only a ques
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
tion of a few years when they will
possess the state. Only five firms in
ST-A-LLIOlSrS FOR SERVICE.
the western portion still range cattle
there. All the country south of Raw
lins has bwn given up to the sheep LEAVITT By Moquette 2.10.
men, and firms that formerly ranged
wim oLAHen’Ztoe^2^°>^y ^^otor vriikesioX of'seAri™
cattle have been forced to change their o®o?ge
Wilkee 21 cam Maggie Rabbathen by Mambrino Abdallah, son of Mambrino Patchen- 3d dan?
holdings into sheep. One cattleman Patohen;
Lass by Trotting Boy, a eon of Mambrino Patchen, 4th dam by American Clay '
“
says he is surrounded by sheep, but, bred^^wukcs'and Mam\(rinodFatchen)rn<s?dserviceeVeTs28by thec*euori.w “*■“ 18
having purchased a large tract of coun
try from the Union Pacific, he has suc PHILLIP 2.25 1-4.
ceeded in holding his range. The busi
A beautiful mahogany bay horse with white heels behind, 16 hands high and will weigh 1200
ness is being overdone in that section, onnds,
got by Wilkes; dam by Hambletonisn Knox; 2d dam by Bichard.on Horse; 3d dsm by
lid
on. Record in filth heat 2.25)4 and will trot this season In 2.20 or better, Service fee »2O by
and there is a disposition on the part
the season with usnal return privilege.
of some of the sheepmen to sell and
two grandly bred stallions will make a elort sraecn in the stud at
Stables, but
get out, and it is probable that a large the These
period will bo extremely brief a3 both of the., horses are to be taken to Hathorn
Rigby where they
number of sheep will be thrown upon will be campaigned for a low record. Parties wishing to avail (htm.elves cf their services should
the market this season.—National apply esrly.
Stockman.

E. H. GREELY, Prop.
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by the Canadian investigations run
very even with those figured out by
Professor Roberts at Cornell, and
show that clover is clover wherever it
can be grown. These figures show
that the plant food secured by a full
crop of clover was about an average
of 125 .pounds of nitrogen an acre, 35
pounds of phosphoric acid and about
120 pounds of potash, or about $22
worth, as purchased as high-grade fer
tilizers, Clover improves the land, as
does no other crop, in texture, and
supplies other plants with exactly the
food they require, so that when one
has a clover crop to plow under, the
succeeding crop is assured. Oue of
the things about the plant food sup
plied to following crops' by clover, is
its availability and the readiness with
which it can be assimilated by the

SEND us QME DOLLAR

t'utlhU ad. out and send to «* with $1.00, anil we will send you this NEW
IMl’ROVED AUME QUEEN PARLOR ORGAN, by freight C. 0. II., subject to

examination. You can examine it at your.nearest freight depot,
and if you find it exactly ns represented, equal to organs that
retail at $75.00 to $100.00, the greatest value you ever saw and
far better than organs advertised by others at nioro money, pay
the freight agent our special 90 days’ offer price, $31.75,
less the 81.00, or $30.7 5, and freight charges.

$31,75
IS OUR- SPECIAL
80 DAYS’------PRICE
M
* - — ----- —
— price Charg
ed brothers. Such an offer was never made before.
THE ACME QUEEN is one of the most DURABLE AND SWEETEST
TONED instruments ever made. From the illustration shown, which
is engraved direct from a photograpli.youcan form some idea of its
beautiful appearance. Mude from solid quarter sawed
oak, antique finish, handsomely decorated and ornamented,
latest 1899 style. THE AUME QUEEN is 6 feet 5 inches high,
42 inches long, 23 inches wide and weighs 350 pounds. Con
tains 5 octaves, 11 stops, as follows: Diapason, Principal,
Dulcinna, Melodin, Uelesle, Cremona, Bass Coupler, Treble
Coupler, Diapason Forte and Vox Humana; a Octave Couplers,
1 Tone Swell, 1 Grand Organ Snell, 4 Sets Orchestral Toned
Resonntory Pipe Quality Reeds, 1 Set ol 37 Pure Sweet Slelodla
Reeds, 1 Set of 3 7 Charmingly Brilliant Celeste Reeds, 1 Set of
24 Rich Mellow Smooth Diapason Reeds, 1 Set of 24 Pleasing
Soft Melodious Principal Reeds. THE ACME QUEEN ac
tion consist of the celebrated Newell Reeds, which are only
used in the highest grade instruments; fitted with Ham
mond Couplers and Vox Humana, also best Dolge felts,
leathers, etc., bellows of the best rubber cloth, 3-ply
bellows stock and finest leather in valves. T11E
ACME QUEEN is furnished with a 10x14 beveled
plate French mirror, nickel plated pedal frames,
and every modern improvement. We furnish free a hand
some orgnn stool and the best organ instruction boob published.

GUARANTEED 25 YEftRS.
Issue a written binding 26-yeur guarantee, by the
terms and conditions of which if any part gives out
we repair it free of charge. Try it one month and
we will refund your money if you are not perfectly
satisfied. 500 of these organs will he sold at $31.75.
OlillEll AT ONCE.

plants, while the farmer has little fore
knowledge of what the effect of a
purchased fertilizer will be. The fer
tilizing ingredients of a commercial
fertilizer are not always in available
forms for the plants, and possibly may
be in quite as inert a condition as the
plant food may be, in soil depleted of
its fertility by cropping. The nitrogen
in dried blood, nitrate of soda and the
like, is quickly available, but in wool
waste, hair, hoofs, and leather scrap,
it is so slowly disintegrated that the
plant would starve before it could get
a meal of it. Materials sold in fertil
izers may show high percentages of
plant food, and still be almost worth
less as food for plants, owing to the
fixed character of the material, which
even sulphuric acid cannot, liberate;
but the clover plant is a fertilizing

The reason why . .

DON’T DELAY.

OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED »a.

NELSON’S

not dealt witli us ask jon:- neighbor about us.write
the publisher of this paper or Metropolitan National
Bank, or Corn Exchange Nat. Bank. Chicago; or German Exchange Bank, New York ; or any railroad or express
company in Chicago. We hn»e a capital or over $700,000.00, occupy entire one of the largest business blocks in
Chicago, and employ nearly 2.000 people in our own building. WE SELL URUANS AT $22.00 and up; PIANOS, $115-00
and up; also everything in musical instruments at lowest wholesale prices. Write for free special organ, piano
and musical instrument catalogue. Address,
(Sears, Roebuck & Co.-are thoroughly reliable.—Editor.)

Staling Sulky Wheels

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. (Inc.), Fuiton. Desplaines and Wayman Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOW MORE CLOVER.
At a recent Canadian meeting of
farmer*, the writer of this was much
impressed with the address of Profes
sor Saunders in regard t® the import
ance of the clover crop and its relation
to the maintenance of soil fertility. It
was so greatly at variance with the
old-time doctrine that it sounded like
a new revelation. The old doctrine,
says a writer, in New York Tribune,
was that clover took all its properties
frem the soil, and this’address was,
that latest investigation revealed that
about ail of the nitrogen was caught

from tlie air, and, while there was no
have reached their present stage
new gifts of potash and phosphoric
acid, the clover plant gathered up
of popularity and superiority of
stores of the latent materials of these
all other sulky wheels, is because
and gave them back to the soil in an
assimilated form for the succeeding
they are all we claim for them;
crop, which really amounts to a new
and do ‘'stand up around tha
supply. Another thing which was val
uable, if it is confirmed, is that a crop
curves’’.
of clover left upon the ground and not
plowed under until spring would, as a
mulch, add a large percentage of liitrogen to the soil by this covering, in addition to the stored nitrogen gathered
Send stamp for illustrated catalogue and testimonials.
by the plant during its growth. It
was also noticed that the figures given sold by - -

Sold for $20.00 per pair.
E. A. NELSON, AGENT'

A Noted Sire of Extreme Speed,

Springfield, Mass.

3052.
Here is a high class horse and one that hat proved his ability to sire early and
extreme speed, as well ai size, oolor and other good selling qualities. Look" h’m
over before you breed,

FAUNTLEROY 2.23 1-4.

HUGO WILKES,
By Nelson’s Wilkes, 1st dam Lady Hngenot by Hngenot, he by Smuggler; 2nd
dam Lady Batoh by Rising Snn; 3rd dam by Columbus, dam of Young Rolfe.

HUGO WILKES
is a beautiful mahogany bay, 5 years old, stands 15-2% and weighs 1070; and
can go fast at the pace. He will be given a record this season.

Trial 2.17, Trotting.

Here is a good son of Albrino and one worthy of his distinguished sire. His
dam was Alios Boone, sister to Elcho 2.27%, by Daniel Boone.
FAUNTLEROY has proved himself a race horse. In 1894 he started In
eleven rsces, and won eight first moneys, two second and was drawn in another
by Wilkes, dam Mars! by Young Rolfe. Here Is a handsome brown horse,
standing 15-3% and although but four years old, weighs 1125 pounds and
to save him for a later race. He served a very few m area in Maine befere being
has a host of speed at the trot.
taken away, and amoDg the foals produced was Viotor E. 2.2’. This horse is s
sure foal getler, is as sound and smooth as whsn foaled. He hat the best of legs No stable in Maine has two better bred or more promising young stallions. Come and see them.
They
will be allowed to serve a limited number of mares at
and feet, a good head and eye, and well formed body with two good ends. It
would he impossible for a well informed horseman to Biggest an improvement in
this horse. His disposition is of the best.
$10 to insure a live foal. AU accidents and escapes at
The above horses will make the season of 1899 at my stable at the low prices owner's risk.
of $20 to warrant, $15 season, $10 single service, Cash at time of service.

KENTON

H- G. PARSHLEY,

76 Spring St,, Dexter, Maine,

w. F. french,

436

No. Anson, Me.

The Phenomenal Young Sire
(Sure Sire of Early and Extreme Speed.)

MAY KING

2.20

Sire, Electioneer, sire r66 with records from 2.07 3-4 to 2.30 ; sons have sired 665 in 2.30 list; daugnters have
produced 80 with records from 2.05 i-2to 2.3O; dam- May Queen 2.20, by Norman; dam of Maiden (3), 2.23
(dam of Marston C., 3, 2.19 i-4, Election, sire of 3 in the list; 2d dam Jenny by Davy Crockett; dam of King
Almont, 2.21 r-4, sire of 17 in the list.
Sire of the Sensation Trotter BENGIN, 2.06 3 4, the Fastest and Greatest Three-year-old of his year and
the Fastest Trotter of the season of 1898, GENEVIEVE (3)2.16%, CHESTNUT KING, b. g, 2 17%, ALL1E KING.

2,19%, CHESTNUT KING, ch g, 2.22%, TI LIJIRO, 2.24%, NORDHOFF (3), 2 29%, NAHESA (1), 2.41% trial, 2 37, winner of 1895 Kentucky Fntnrity for Yearling!
MAY KING was foaled in 1886, ia a dark, rich bay with black points, no white; strong conformation;heavily muscled; perfectly eonnd. SERVICE FFE, $50-

LOOKAWAY, 2.22 12.

(TRIAL 2.12-1-2.)

SIRE OF NOWADAY (3) 2.14 1-4, Wl NOLA, 2.20 1-4,

LOOKSIRE 3, 2.241 -4.

LOOKAWAY, b h, by Look, sire of 13 in the list, and son of Nutwood 2.18%, and Zither by Woodford Mambrino; dam Rosalind, by Harry Clay 45, sire of the
lama of 37 in the list; grandam, Rose Terry, by Hambletonian 10; great grandam by Vermont Black TTnwk 5. SERVICE FEE $50. These stallions are at the Look
out Stock Farm, South Natick, Mass., and their hooks are now open. For further information apply to CHARLES WHITTEMORE, 237 Albany Stbbkt, Boston,

/
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C9.7R BOX RAIN COAT
___ ’ A REGULAR «5.00 waterproof
^^~MACKL\TOSH FOR $2.75.

Send Wo Money,

^end^
state your height and weight, state
number of inches around body at
breast taken over vest under coat
close up under arms, and we will
send you this coat by express, C. 0.
D., subject to examination; examine
and try it on at your nearest ex
press office and if found exactly
as represented and the most won
derful value you ever saw or heard
of and equal to any coat you can buy

for 85.00, pay the express agent our special
offer priee, $2.75, and express charges.

THIS MACKINTOSH is latest

1899 style, made from heavy waterproof,
tan color, genuine Davis CovertClofh; extra
long, double breasted, Sager velvet
collar, fancy plaid lining, waterproof
sewed, strapped and cemented seams,
suitable for both rain or overcoat, and
guaranteed greatest value ever offered
ft, by us or any other hous e. For Free
8 Cloth Sa mples of Men’s Mackintoshes v p
.—to 85.00, and Made-to-Measure Suits
and Overcoats at from (5.00 to (10.00, -write tor Free

SEAR88°ROEBUCk 4 CO., CHICACO, ILL.
Yse»r», Roebuck A Co. ore thoroughly reliable. —Editor.)

agent whose goods are as represented,
are in available form, and need no
liberating reagent to set them free,
beyond the natural ferments of the
soil. The cheap price of clover seed
this season, and the possibilities of
sowing it with all small grains, and as
a catch crop in the corn, and a special
crop by itself, should stimulate all
farmers to sow clover with an un
stinting hand, and return as nearly as
possible to nature’s methods of restor
ing and building of soils. Possibly the
soil, after several successive rotations
of crops and clover, would need to be
reinforced with an application of
South Carolina acidulated rock and
some muriate, or sulphate of potash.
Then the rotation will go on again, as
the nitrogen is all the time being sup
plied through the agency of the clover.
Peas, rich in nitrogen, come in as a
wonderful help as a catch crop, as
they can be grown in fifty days, and
are valuable aids in supplying plant
food. Their mechanical effect upon
the soil is second only to clover. Try
it this year and see if 75 cents’ worth
of clover seed, put on an acre, will not
result as beneficially as would a ton
to the acre of $22 phosphate, and with
these advantages: The clover fertility
would last two or three years, instead
o' only one, and the mechanical effect
is far superior to purchased plant food;
and, lastly, there will be $21 difference
in the expense account.—Prairie Parm
er.
HOUSE

NOTES PROM
BROOK,

WEST

As the time draws near for the fair
at Gorham, the interest in fancy stock

FARM

he has a nice family horse. This
horse Mr. Davies as owned seven
years and as never struck her with the
whip since he owned her. She is a
blood bay without markings, stands
15 hands high and weighs 960 pounds.
She is an excellent roadster and a very
fine family horse. This mare has pro
duced some good colts, one of which
Mr. Davies owns now. This colt is
five years old, is chestnut in color,
stands 15-3 and weighs 975 pounds,
and was sired by Col. West. She is
very easy gaited and a good roadster.
Having been raised in the city she is
accustomed to many things that ordi
nary young horses are afraid of, and
is perfectly fearless’and safe and is
perfectly reliable for family use.
At the stable of Amos A. Chase we
saw the three-year-old stallion called
Amos A. He is of the Hackney type
and was bred iu the west. His sire
was Perfection, a blue ribbon winner
of the Chicago horse show of 1897 and
owned by M. W. Dunham of Oaklawn
Farm, Wayne, III. Amos A.’s dam
was Tipsey, by Sentinel. This-colt is
15-3 in height and weighs about 1000
pounds. He is dark hay with a very
small star, is uplieaded, a knee actor
and is a perfect type of a gentleman’s
driver.
Newport, R. I., Nov. 4, 1892.
Mr. S. A. Tuttle.
Dear Sir.—Your kind favor of the
third instant just received, together
with one-half dozen Horse Elixir.' I
return five of the bottles of the family
Elixir and keep one bottle, for which
I enclose postal note for fifty cents. I
am much pleased with the Elixir; so
fai we have taken off a small splint
iu a week, and it is the only thing I
have ever seen that had any good ef
fect on windpuffs. I trust my last
registered letter reached you 'safely.
Very truly yours,
________ _______ ROLAND KING.

AND

HOME.

Falmoutli Hotel,
100 Rooms at
$2.50 per day.

|
1

Rates $2.50 to
$5.00 per day.

Re-opened under Hew Management.
Re-modellsd, newly furnished throughout in Mahogany and Oak. All naw
open plumbing, Including numerous private bath rooms con
nected.with suites, eleotrio lights, new pas
senger elevator and numerous
new publio recept
ion and dining
rooms.
EVEBI ADVANCED MODERN IMPROVEMENT.

... OBSTNATE CASES.■ .
CURED

BY

THE

Kespeitfully,

Gentlemen: I am very favorably impressed with Pill Vitality. I ordered them for a natlent
(a married lady), who seemed devoid of any sexual feeling whatever, and to whom the duties and
obligations of wedded life were uuul easant. It gives me pleasure to inform you that two bottle,
of your Pill Vitality have materially changed ths condition, and the patient is rapidly gaining in
sexual power. Previous to this treatment she had used almost every other aphrodisiac in the mar
et wite no effect. Please send mo one-half dozen bottles anl oblige,
D.

m.

100 Mailed to Any Address on Receipt of $1.00.
600
“
“
■*
“
“
“ 5.00.

Made only by SCIENTIFIC REMEDY C)., Box 3113, Boston, Mass.

GEO. T. HOYT & CO.,
—JOBBERS OF—

Awning Stripe, Bunting and
Drillings
Cotton Duck all] widths and
Weights
—manufacturers

OF THE

West Penobscot
Agricultural Society.

Camping tents and lawn tents all
sizes, large tents accommodating 100
to 5,000 people/m hand for sale and
to let.

WILL BE HELD ON THE

Society’s Fair Grounds,
MAINE.

Prices and estimates given upon application.

TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, 52 So.
Sept 26, 27, 28, 1899

and speedy horses always increases in
this vicinity. A special purse is given
PURSES AND PREMIUMS.
for horses from this town and natural
$3,000.
ly this tends to increase the interest
always manifest, and all the fast ones TOESDAV, SEPT. 26, at 10 o’clock P. M.
anticipating that besides the fun, they
Purse #100, 2.37 Class, Trot and Pace
Will get a share of the money.
><
II
Among the many good horses in town
the following were noticed.
Mr. Eugene Golf has a bay mare by WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27, at 1 o’clock P. M,
Judge Advocate that is showing a lot Purse #100, 2.33 Class, Trotand Pace
of speed. She is good size, standing
“
IOO, 2*20 “
“
“
13 hands and weighing about 1050,
has a record without any training in THURSDAY, SEPT. 28, at 10 o’clock A, M,
2.44%. Mr. Goff has always used this
4’urse$25, For Foals
of 1896
horse in a carryall and only put her in
Trot and Pace
the race at Gorham last year for
“
75 2.50 Class,
“
“ „
amusement, and took the above record
“ IOO 2,29
1
“
‘‘ ,
With her.
“ 200 Free for All, “
“
B. D. Manchester has the promising
CONDITIONS.
young pacer Billy Westland, by Westland. He stands 15-2, weighs 975 lbs.,
Mile heats, best three in five to har
Is perfectly sound, kind and afraid of ness.
Five to enter, four to start. Na
nothing. This youngster has proven tional Association Rules to govern,
himself a speedy fellow and will be (Hobbles allowed.) Money divided 50,
25, 15 and 10 per cent. No horse to
seen later in the fall races.
hut one money. Entrance fee
William H. Holiston has an excel have
10 per cent., 5 per cent, to enter, and 5
lent driving horse in his chestnut by per cent, from winners only. The man
Pickpocket. This horse is chestnut agement claim the right to postpone
with silver mane and tail, stands 15-3, or declare races off on account of had
or any unforeseen cause, and
and weighs 1050 pounds. He has a weather,
will not be responsible for any acci
good turn of speed, is a fearless road dent or losses that may occur on the
ster and his style and action are ail grounds.
Entries close Thursdey, Sept. 14. All
right.
must be made to P. E. Jewett,
G. E. Davies always keeps a good entries
Secretary, Exeter, Me.
9-12
one, and sometimes two. At present
SPECIAL Attractions Each Day.

of—

AWNINGS AND TENTS in ENDLESS
VARIETY,
BUNTING
FLAGS,■
PENNANTS, BURGEES. HOTEL
FLAGS, VESSEL’S COLORS
AND
SICNAL
A SPECI
ALTY.

Annual Exhibition and Fair

.

OF

PILL VITALITY.

The Forty-Fifth

.

USE

„
.
.
Gothenburg, Neb., October 25 1894
Dear Sirs: Mr. W
, aged 39, married over two years, since having an attack of Daralva’is
on the left side, has suffered complete impotence—I say complete advisedly as he has not ex
perienced in all that time a single sensation of maily vigor But I must confess mv great surprise
and satisfaction after24 day-’ treatment with your Fiji Vitality to have the patient report himself
entirely oured, and the verdic:—guilty of using Pill Vitality-has created happiuei
iuessi in a barren
household ana reunited a happy couple.

Cattle Show Exhibition and Fair,

EXETER,

Steam Heat Iu all Rooms.

F. H. NUNNS. Proprietor

46 tf

Market St,, Corner Commercial,

Where Do Yon Stop
in Boston?
DID YOU EVER TRY

SEXUAL GIANTS
are those women and men who
take Vitality Pills. They feed
the brain and nerves, and cure
all weaknesses of the sexual sys
tem in both sexes. A marvelous
remedy for the oure of all errors
of youth, over indulgence, over
work, nervous exhaustion, indi
gestion, etc. Cure liquor and
tobacco habits. A remedy pre
pared expressly for physicians
use, and prescribed by them
regularly in their praotioe. Never
offered to the publio until now.
Price $1. Booklet interesting to
married people and physioians.
Testimonials free.

e

THE BIXBY HOUSE?
Edropean Plan.

245 A 247

Tremont St.,
Rooms!

*

BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON, MASS,

75o- to $3.00 Per Day.

G. W. BIXBY & CO., Proprietor,

SCIENTIFIC REMEDY CO,

ONE WEEK FREE.

20tf

Box 3113, Boston, Mass.

Savings Banks pay only 31-2 and 4 per
cent. We place loans that pay

6 p. c. GUARANTEED
| Xltz

|IlL4l£XII

Tells disease without asking questions, look
at the tongue or feeling the pulse, and whel
your case is ourahie or not, and if curable
will tell you how to get curec’. 48 page book (
flRMflUD Cancer and Tumor cured wit 1
bfiltbrill the aid of knife or plaster,
without pain. Every oase t
ranted. No cure, no pay.
(Jlift ft
vate cancer hospital for ca
patients only.

flflDDA
vvun.

D.R.LIYERPOOL, 233 Tremont St.. Bos

I

On Boston City and Suburban Real Estate.
nuna. i,u iuveHimeu6B nave Deen so Bare: n

nave returned better Interest than loans on I
ton city and suburban real estate. For parti
lare and fuH information write us.

WATSON & DU VERNET,

639 and 640 Tremont Building, Boston.

Ofl.
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Hill Farm, Exeter, Maine.

At SI.Oo7si.SO, $2.00 and $2.50

Pentofent Insects That Are Not Eas
ily Exterminated.

|B\

The hog louse is the only insect
which causes much trouble In raising
hogs, says a government bulletin, and
when it once becomes established in
a drove it is not easily exterminated.
Fortunately, the lice are so large that
they can be seen easily, and their
Standard and Regisstsrsd Vo). VIII. Rio* raoord 2.15, trial 2.12)4. Ha*
presence* may therefore be known be
fore they become very abundant. They
»hown quartsrs repeatedly in 30)4 second*.
are liable to appear at any season of
Brown horse 15-3 hands high, weighs 1100 pounds, foaled at Fashion Stud
the year, and they thrive on hogs of
Farm In 1888.
any age or condition. They are found
Sirs Stranger, sire of Col. Kuser 2.11)4, Bollona 2 11)4, Boodle 2.11)4,
in and behind the ears, back of the
Cebolia
2.14)4, Bromsll 2.15 and 21 others In the list. All trotting race records
shoulders and in the creases on the
at 15 years old.
lower part of the ham more frequently
Dam Bro-ch, (sister to Opal 2.23). The dam of Brooma! 2.15, Bnrsa 2 25,
than elsewhere; if those places are free
Aliis 2 27)4, Brindisi 2 30, all brothers and all trotting race records, with
from them, there is little danger that
they exist on other parts of the animal.
Brooch only 12 years old. Terms $25 ta warrant. $20 by the season, Cash.
Coal oil is sure death to every louse
Sing’s service $10 Cash
it touches, but does not always kill the
eggs and must be used with caution
to prevent its blistering the skin of
the hog. When a large drove is to be
■
treated, the work can be done very
Foaled July 9th, 1893 Brown Horse 15-2, weighs 1000 pounds, by Stranger
quickly by using a spray pump having
Dam Anita hy Jay Go.nld.
an attachment for mixing tlie oil and
water, and the pump should be set so
Anita 1* full sister to Bride, dam of Boodie 2.11)4. Sire of Ethel Downs
that it will use about five parts of
2.13, Thompson 2.15. Tai ms $15 to warrant.
water to one part of oil. When such
Imported Coach Stallion.
a mixture is thrown over the hogs in
a fine spray, only a little of the oil is
used to cover the whole animal, and if
the spraying is done in the evening
nearly all of the oil will be evaporated
British Chief it a bay horse, was f ,a!«d June 18, 1891, bred by Wm. Tasker
by morning, and there will be no blis
of
Thornton, Pockiiagton, England. Imported by T. G. Bennett & Sons,
tering of the skin when the hogs are
Topeka, Kansas. British Chief stands 16)4 hauls and weighs 1250 pounds.
exposed to the hot sun on the follow
Terms $10 00 to watrant.
ing day. So little oil is used in the
spraying that few of the eggs will
be killed, and the work should be re
peated at the end of .da. week and
again at the end of a second week. If
Brown Horse, 15-3 hands high, weigh* 1100 pound*. Sira Lord Rusiell,
the work is thoroughly done, three
sprayings will be sufficient. If a spray
dam by Tom Hal. Terms $10.00 to warrant.
pump is not available, the hogs should
be rubbed with a mixture containing
The above named Stallions will make the
two parts of lard oil to one of coal oil,
repeating twice at intervals of a week. Season at my Stable. Exeter, Maine.
Accident and Escape at owners risk.
The sleeping places should be thor
oughly cleaned, the bedding burned
and the inside of the buildings thor
oughly wet with coal oil.
Even with the most thorough treat
ment it requires time and patience to
clean a drove which has become badly
JUST THE TMIhC FOR MAINE.
infested, but it must be done if the
hogs are to be kept in a thriving con
IMPORTED PRIZE WINNING
j i Klf’C'D Qfl7Q
BA.QKNEY STIOION,
JLHilViLn 0U/O>
dition. It is not difficult to destroy the
larger part of the lice, but that is not
Coal Black, 15-2)4 Hands, Weighs 1100.
sufficient, for where there are even a
few eggs left in the ear or under the HAS WON AT EVERY HORSE SHOW
IN NEW YORK
jowls of a single animal the pest will
If
you
want
to
lit
thd
market
and
produce
size,
style,
action,
disposition and
soon become as bad as ever.
intelligence, breed to this horse. COMB AND SEE HIM........ ...................
Lice never infest clean hogs when
they are not brought from an infested
drove, and the hog raiser who has a H. F, LIBBY, Maple Grove Stock Farm, Gardiner, Me,
clean herd cannot be too careful to
45-7
2 1-2 miles from Station, on Rrnnfiwick Bond.
keep it so. No stray hog should be al
lowed on the premises, and any which
are purchased should be examined very
carefully before they are allowed to
run with the others. The oil mixture
should always be kept close at hand
Bay horse, stands 16 band* high, weigh* 1200 pound*. Sired by the great
where it can be used immediately if
any indications of lice are seen. It
Electiorecr, sire of Arion 2 07)4. Snnol 2 08)4, Helena 2.11)4, P»ko 2 11)4,
is much easier to kill a few lice on a
Expre.sive (3) 2 12)4, Beilsflawsr 2 12)4, Utility 2.13, and 148 other* in the
few animals than to clean a thoroughly
list; dam Waxsna, dam of Sunol 2 08)4. Gen. Wellington 2.30, by Gen. Ben
infested herd.
ton 1755. Waiibenkr it full hro'h r to Sunol 2.08)4.

fife. M e shall close out our entire 6tocfe of Men’s
8 Eft Fine Made-to-measure Pants, which we
cut and made to measure at$2.00,$3.00,
1^1 $4.00 and €5.00 in competition with

pants thattailorsfurnishnt.?3.00to$10.
gV MAKING OVER 1,000 PANTS DAILY,
\T z
measure errors creep in and somo
I if 'i
pantsaccumulafe, audio keep oar stock
Bi./'! |||i‘ S clean we close th-m out at $l.OOto $2.50,
WjijiUMili jjl less than costofcloth alone. A big loss to ns.
■On SEND KO MONEYCutthisad.
■M/ffififln out and send to us, state pants wanted
BWlHa by letter, color wanted, give your Height,

Hu

Weight, number of inches around body at

HtU BKS Waist, aronnd body at liips, and length of

HSV leg inside seam from tight in crotch to heel.
Ebb We will select pants nearest your exact
Ba H measure, re-cut and re-tailor them to your
fly In exact size, send to you by express C. 0.
■» ffli I*** subject to examination, you ex»
Ha IBf amine them and if found perfectly satisBf
factory, genuine tailor made, the same
W
’s^as if first made to your own measure, perV
fectly trimmed, sewed and finished,
exactly one-half our lowest price, and less than onethird the price charged by tailors. l*ey the express
agent our special close-out price and express charges.
iqt ni THESE PANTS AT $1.00 are made from good weight
L
cassimeres and worsteds and are regular $2.00goods.
HIT B2 THESE PANTS AT $1.50 from special pants
L 1
worsteds and cassimeres were made-to-measure
at J3.00 in competition wltbpnntsthat tailors get $4. to $5. for.
LOT B3 THESE PANTS AT $2.00 from high grade Imported
L
- worsteds and cassimeres pants fabrics we never
6Old at less than €4.00 and tailors get $7.00 and upwards.
10T RA THESE PANTS AT $2. B0 made-to-measure by us at $5.
, i from the very finest special imported pants fabrics in
cassimeres and worsteds such as tailors get $8.00 to $12.00 for.

YOU TAKE NO RISK AHAsuo,^Jhohh

re-cut to your measure, exactly the same as if you
ordered them at double tlie price, and such value as
you never before saw or heard of, then don’t take them.
Order today. SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., (Inc.).Chicago.
(Sear., II eebuck & Co* are thoroughly reliable. —Editor)

A GREAT DISPLAY AT BANGOR.
J. S. Bartlett of Bangor Will Exhibit
100 Different Varieties, Raised on
His Farm.
A department which promises to be
a big feature of the Eastern Maine
State fair this year is tlie agricultural
department. It will have one exhibi
tor, J. S. Bartlett of Bangor, who will
make a display of potatoes that cannot
fail to attract attention. All of them
were raised on Mr. Bartlett’s farm on
Valley avenue and the exhibit will in
clude the following varieties:
White Star Harmony Beauty, Em
pire State, Rose Seedling, Mill’s Prize,
Delaware Queen, Queen of Early’s,
Early Fortune, Green Mountain, Mon
roe Seedling, Wise Seedling, Pride of
the West, Champion of the World,
Weeks Market, Early Ohio, Great Div’de, Rural New Yorker, Prize Faker,
Mills Banner, Albino, Early Purington, Orono Seedling, Early Michigan,
Ruby Foam, Rose of Erin, Mortgage
Lifter, Maggie Murphy, Charles Down
ing, Everett, Minister, Early Gem,
Early Kansas, Asms Whites, Aroos
took Pride, Old Stand By, Bliss Tri
umph, Lady Finger, Dunlap Seedling,
Early Harvest, White Elephant,
World’s Fair, Daeotli Red, Delaware
White, None Such, Irish Cobbler,
Pride of the South, Queen of the Val
ley, Wm McKinley, Red Rock, Best of
Ail, Freeman, Chicago Market, Orono,
Fill Basket, Carman No. 1, Mills Prize,
Slate of Wisconsin, Caman No. 3, Bovre, Beauty of Hebron, Acme Red,
New Queen, Early Thoroughbred, Gov
ernor Rusk, Long Keeper, Winslow
Seedling, Livingstone’s Banner, Cana
da White, Queen of Roses, Early Rose,
Bryan Seeding, Bangor Seedling, Sir
William, F. O., Beal’s Seedling, King
cf Earlys, Little Gem, Pink Eye, Har
low Seedling, Benton Red, Russet Po
tato, Dakota White, None Like It,
North Pole, Badger State, United
States, Monmouth, Smith’s Seedling,
Champion, Stray Beauty, Burpee’s
Early, White Rose, Archer Seedling,
Early Queen, Vaughan, Free Silver,
Polaris, Peerless, Early Maine, Snow
Flake.
George B. Inches, the well known
breeder at North Grafton, Mass., takes
pride in having all his colts develop in
to good gentlemen's roadsters whether
they have speed or not. One of his
horses was paraded at the Boston club
matinee recently. This was the gray
gelding Trader, by Pedlar, owned by
Hon. Charles D. Palmer of, Lowell.
Mr. Palmer has not handled him for
speed but right off the road he stepped
.Collenwood, Ohio.
I have jised Afosorbine with good re
sults.
E. H. PERRY.

Stallions for Service for the Season of 1899-

Broomal 10,516

Young Stranger.

British Chief No. 2069.
Highland.

F. W. HILL, Proprietor.

WARRENER 11,764.

Green Corn as Forage.

WakI'Enek will stand at the Fairfield Driving Park Slablea for the tea

aon of 1899 at
If we were called upon to provide
green forage during the months of Au
$25. BY THE SEASON.
gust, September and October and had
He is kind, sound and smooth. Call and see him.
no alfalfa, we would plant sweet corn,
which is no doubt-the best crop for
You will never again receive another opportunity to breed to the great
such a purpose. It is much better than
Electioresr family of trotter* at anything like this price.
common field corn, as it Contains more
sugar and less starch and remains suc
ROBERT WAITE,
culent much longer. Plant Stowell’s
Fairfie’d, Ma., March 1st- 1899
Evergreen in drills 2% to 3 apart and
kernels 6 or 8 inches apart and irrigate
two or three times. It is best to feed
when in the roasting oar stage, and
hence, if to he fed through September
and October, It should he planted at
different times qo. as to have a succes
sion. As it require about three months
for this variety to he fit for table use
KT A.11STE.
plant a part of it about June 1 and 15
and July 1. It wiL not injure cows
See the list. . .
after they become' accustomed to it,
and then an ordinary cow can be fed BROWN ROLFE, RED HAWK, COMMODORE NELSON 5 yrs.
100 pounds a day and gradually in- STAR NELSON, 3 yrs. (Two Better Nelsons never were shown).
crease the amount. Some bran, corn
All of them in the Pink of condition.
meal or other grain food should al
Prices According to the Times. Write for Particulars.
ways be fed witih green food in this
way.—Denver I'ielt'l and Farm.
433
S. CURRIER, Prop.

Four Fine Stallions,

AT THE PINE GROVE STOCK FARM,
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Poultry Matters.
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birds are once well started laying that
they are more apt to continue at it and
give us good yields for the whole year
than their tardy sisters do.
Every year we have a few birds
that commence work when they are
from four months and ten days to
five months old, and they seem to be
our most regular layers. With nest
boxes that confine the birds whenever
they lay it is possible to keep an ac
curate account with each one and thus
select the workers from the drones.
The greatest number of unproduct
ive birds—those that lay but seventyfive to a hundred eggs each per yearare the incubus that holds down the
average yields of the flocks and makes
the business of the poultryman un
satisfactory.
In order to have the best of birds
for our work it is necessary to raise
three or four times as many pullets as
are needed to till our winter houses
and then during the summer and fall
select the ones that promise best. *The
large number to select from will en
able us to start out right, and the
start has as much to do with the finish
iu the race for eggs, as it does in the
trial of the horse for speed on the
track.

®0®0®05jC>®0®0®(

THE EGG OF THE SCAVENGER
HEN.
No eggs for us thank you, unless we
know their history. We were boys on
the farm and we know the habits of
the hen from A to Z. We have seen
her eat of everything mentionable and
unmentionable. We know, when she
has her liberty, from what foul stuff
she makes her eggs.
The other day we were in the city
and in going from the business center
through a side street to the beat
wharf we encountered some straggling
hens that belonged to the cottagers
near -by.
Going along, just in front of us, was
a wheezing consumptive, and as he
coughed and expectorated the hens
seized upon the reeking poison and
vied with each other for its possession.
Shades of Japhen! and we had eaten
eggs for breakfast!
Just as a ‘‘dead Indian is the only
good Indian” so the only good hen is
the hen in confinement.
Raised on a clean run, away from
the buildings occupied by the other
form animals, and kept in wire en
closed grassy yards, fed on clean
grain, vegetables and cooked food, and
the hen produces, in her egg, one of
the choicest articles of human food.
Nothing else can compare with it, in
its delicacy or iu its nutritive value;
but even it must be served while it
is fresh and new, before it has had
time to lose its sweetness.
It is the poultryman that can guaran
tee every one of his eggs to be from
healthy birds, that are fed exclusively
en clean food, that can have the high
prices for their products if they will
put them on to the market in such
ways that consumers can feel confi
dence in them.
Every case of a dozen, sealed with
the producer’s name—his trademark—
and the date of production, will in
time win a place in market at its true
value, and hold that place just so long
as it has merit.
There are now and always will be
people who will not pay a cent more
for a good than for a poor article, or
if they do will do it grudgingly; but
there is no article of food where the
appeal for guarantee of quality is so
gieat as with the egg.
The demand is not from the wealthy
alone, but from the laborer as well.
It is a well known fact that the
finer qualities of food are appreciated
and purchased more liberally by per
sons of culture and refinement in
moderate circumstances, than by the
wealthy as a class.
THE PULLETS TO KEEP.
It is interesting to notice the differ
ence in the time of maturing of differ
ent pullets of the same breed and same
hatch. When some are but half grown
others are well developed, while a
few have on all of their new clothes,
and the head dress and ear jewels are
of the brightest color and their songs
of the most joyful measure.
If pride is ever shown by any ani
mals it is by these early maturing
fc'rds that come around their keeper,
prating and boasting of their smart
ness in being able to produce the first
eggs. The later layers never seem to
make the fuss about it or try to call
attention to themselves.
The selection of the early layers, if
they are good specimens, for the next
year's breeders, is the true course to
pursue. We have found when such

TO DESTROY RED SPIDER LICE.
A writer in the Reliable Poultry
Journal gies the following effective
method of destroying red spider lice:
The red spider, or little red louse,
is, however, an entirely different in
sect, and requires a different treat
ment. It is, in fact, a chicken bed
bug, and to be easily and successfully
combatted should be so considered.
Whitewashing is a good thing and
useful iu many ways, but is not an
entire success as a remedy for ■ these
lice, as many can testify. The simp
lest, cheapest and surest way is to
catch them and burn them.. This is
no joke. Excepting sitting hens,
these lice ordinarily trouble chickens
only at liiglit, however greatly infest
ed the premises may be, returning'
to their hiding and nesting places in
the perches or walls before the chick
ens leave the roost. If they find suf
ficient accomodations on the perches
they will not go to the walls. And
there is where to catch themHave the perches readily removable
and provided with holes or crevices
on their under sides for the lice to
hide in, and have the chickens roost
on the perches only. This done and the
lice are caught. To destroy them re
move the perches, saturate them with
coal oil, stand them on end and touch
a match to their lower ends. Do this
two or three times, once in two days
and two or three times once a week,
and it will thoroughly rid the worst
infected premises in less than thirty
days. Infested wall will furnish a
few lice for some time from the nits
left in them. But especially in warm
weather this source is soon exhausted,
and as- the first firing or two of the
perches destroyes the bulk of the lice
their further depredations are not
serious
From sitting hens these lice never go
to their hiding and nesting places at
the same time. Therefore the above
plan cannot be applied to these; The
application of insect powder or white
wash here is simply to prolong the
agony. The cheapest and best way is
to apply heroic measures at once.
‘‘Break up” the hens, send Inem to
the roosts, burn the nests and if pos
sible, give the eggs to clean hens, first

HOME.

carefully wiping the eggs with a phosphate to dry it, and be spread
damp cloth. Otherwise feed the eggs over the garden and harrowed In.—
to the pigs. Better this than to con M. L. Bell in American Gardening.
tinue the nuisance.
CANNING-CHICKENS.

CHICKEN JUTES.
The Kansas Experiment Station, of
Manhattan, furnishes A Few Hens
with the following hints on the chick
en mite, which are of value:
This exceedingly troublesome and
often fatal pest is the cause of many
complaints from those raising chick
ens. The attacks of the pest are not
confined to poultry, as it is often found
in pigeon houses and in the nests of
other birds about the farm buildings.
Where they are numerous, they often
find their way to animals confined in
the infested buildings. The mites are
nocturnal in their habits. During the
day time, they are generally in hiding
about the building, but at night they
abandon their hiding-places and seek
for food. Chickens are often preventel from sleeping at night, and not
rarely forced to abandon their eggs
when sitting. Instances have been re
corded where birds have been killed
by this mite. There is no way to re
ceive permanent relief from the pest.
The remedies must be applied often
and thoroughly, since the insect is
able to live a long time without eating.
Cleanliness must be observed. The
hen manure should be frequently re
moved, as it often swarms with the
pest. If the hen house is light, fumi
gation by sulphur is very effective.
To prevent any accident by fire, float
the mptal vessel containing the burn
ing sulphur in a tub of water. Afterseveral hours of fumigation, air the
building Well before occupancy. Pure
kerosene is also to be recommended.
'The interior of the building, including
perches, should be well sprayed with
it. After using kerosene, remember
to air the building before introducing
a light.

T. B. Terry tells in 11# ‘‘Practical
Farmer" of a poultryman who cans
chickens. When the roosters get large
enough to suit him, he dresses and
cans enough to last about a year for
his family use. The roosters are cut
up, boiled, and then packed in 2-quart
cans, all air spaces being filled with
gravy. Then the cans are closed,
just as though -you were putting up
fruit.
This plan has a number of advan
tages. Iu the first place you have a
day or two at the job, and it is done
foi the season. Again one does not
have to board the roosters until such
a time as they may be wanted to eat,
and one has spring chickens the year
around. And then, perhaps, the great
est gain is that the chickens are al
ways cooked ami ready for an emer
gency. When company eomes a half
an hour or so before dinner, sine® they
got to canning chickens it never wor
ries them.

GROUND BONE.
One dollar will pay for 67 lbs. deliv
ered on ear or steamer in Hallowell.
SAMUBL A. STODDARD,
HalloweH, Me.

Standard Co’s Saw Etna of

AUTOMATIC FEEDING
BONE CUTTERS,
No. 8, $10.50

New

with gears moved
back to prevent
cloggln g. Tin
principle excels
all others. Nine
differ cut alas 9
ranging In price
from J6.78 to
<29.50. Try them
fn competition
Sent on trial.
‘Diamond Gran
it® Grit.” Clear,
strong lanoe-liks
points and edges
are the best grin
ders. Three sites
00 lbs or leas
60 ets. per 100.

KILL AND FEED.
You may notice in every flock of
chicks some that are puny and of in
ferior size. They occupy room and
eat feed that were better appropriated
by the promising ones. It may seem
a trifle cruel, but it will be better for
the flock and your purse if you de
capitate the scrubs, skin them, chop
them up into little bits and feed them
to the forthcoming prize-winners.
When from one to two months of age
!s the best time to do this. Better to
raise a few birds and have them thrif
ty, lusty fellows, all looking alike—
than many and have the appearance
of the flock injured by inferior speci
mens and your feed grow low quickly.
The scrjjb never pays for its feed; it
never can become an exhibition bird;
it will never be .fit to breed from; it
is ever an eyesore to the beholder and
owner. Having destroyed every bird
that shows inferiority you will be
surprised by the interest you formerly
had becoming more intense. You will
be pleased to see how fast the re
maining birds develop and "assume
fine feather and form. Your work will
be lessened and your enjoyment in
creased.—California Poultry Tribune.

for herd use.

STANDARD GBEEN BONE
ft VEGETABLE CUTTER CO
HlhrORD. MASS.

PRICES REDUCED.
After Jlay 15th I will sell eggs from
my best pens of thoroughbred Barred
Plymouth Rocks and R. C. Brown Leg
horns at 75e. per 15, $ 2.00 per 50. A fifir
hatch guaranteed. 20 fine Leghorns for
sale cheap.

J. W. LOWELL,
41 40

Gardiner, Maine.

Show Birds
FOR SALE,

HOW TO USE HEN JIANURE.
One pen of high class Silver
Hen manure could ba successfully
Wyandotte*. One pen of
used for any greenhouse crop, pro
high class Biff Plymouth
vided it is composted with five times
Rooks.
its amount ofifsoil (or better sods), *
and to every barrel of the manure 15
V e will make a vary low
pounds of pure ground bone, and 5
price on the above until
pounds sulphate of potash. The whole
M«y let, 1899
to be cut down and well fined and
mixed before using. The same could
LOUGHREA POULTRY FARM,
be used for the vegetable garden in
East Hampden, Me.
the hills, or it cpuld be simply mixed
with enough dry earth plaster or rock
P. S DORSET, Mgr.
34tf
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BUY SELL

POULTRY MATTERS.

'CHANGE.

or

MONEY ON THREE ACRES.

Advertising appropriately coming under this heading will he inserted on this
page for 5 CENTS PER LINE (seven words to the line) and counting the
heading as one line, for eaoh insertion, |F CASH ACCOMPANIES THE
ORDER, otherwise regular rates will be oharged. This department was the
means of selling thousands of dollars worth of property last year and those who
have tried it once have recomended it to their friends
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will usually dislodge them and give
the chick relief. This worm infests
only certain soil, and one may have
gapes in its worst foftu on one part of
the farm and have no sign of it less
than one-fourth of a mile away. If
one’s flock is“badly affected with them,
I would recommend a change of runs
for the chicks, and you will usually
see the disease disappear.—Massachu
setts Ploughman.

About three years ago a young man
asked advice about starting in the
poultry business. He said he had sev
eral thousand dollars at command, and
that he thought by judicously investj ing it, he could make a living with
WH4T IT HAS DONE FOR OTHERS—IT WILL DO FOR YOU. TRY? IT poultry. We explained to him, as best
| we could, what was to be expected,
NEAT STOCK.
GUERNSEY BULL FOR SALE, EARL OF . how he would encounted stumbling
MONMOUTH 3974, A. G. O. O.
| blocks, and the many things that he
FOB SALE.
Price of eggs reduced, Buff Wyandotte, Buff
The attention of Guernsey breeders, and far ' might be interested in. That was the
A few extra good A. J. C. C. cowl heifers and
wishing to introduce Guernsey blood int- last we heard from him, until a few and Barred P. Rock, Buff and White Leghorn
oalves from herd which won second pr’zy at mers
Buff
Cochin and R I Reds, $1 k5 for 1«, $3.00 Dt
their dairy herds is invited to this splendi 1 typo
Lewiston last year, ilffl. I. HACKER, West of the bresd. He is a large, beautifully formed weeks ago when he paid us another 45.
brook, Me.
10-11
Incubat
r eg/s fr in fairly good stock of above
bull, five years old, lemon fawn and white in
varieties $3 00 for 100. $5. 0 'or 200. We can
color, beautiful cost and ‘■kin like velvet. He is visit.
spare
a
lot
S. C. Vt hite Leghorns in lots of 1
gentle, quick and sure and his stock at onr farm
MAINE S HORTHOKN8.
That man was W. Howard Mellert, cock and 5 of
buns lor $5.00. bend for circular.
is very choice. He was a prize winner at the
R
‘WMN
» O. HUFKINION,
We offer for sale a few flrst-olass Thorough New England Fair of 1«97 Will be sold at a of Vineland, N. J. He gave up a lu
37-1
Pox 677 Fall JKiver, tMaae.
bred Bulls from seven to fourteen months old- rare bargain. Address for further particulars crative position as traveling man, and
Desoripiions and prices on application. and price,
F. M. CaSTNER,
HOWARD & ELLIS, Fairfield, Me.
4it f
West End Hotel, Portland, Maine.
moved to Vineland to “make or break”
8-9
himself in the poultry business. He is
a man of pluck, and it is plain to see
COMBINATION AND TENSWINE
VIYANi OTTES BREEDING ETOCK
that what he undertakes he does well.
nooa TOEE BL00D.
FOR SALEHis aim is to succeed, and he leaves
21,1818. Will le ready for serWe
have
several
good cocks and nene andHoai
Ticeeoon. His dams six generanothing undone until he gain that end. make up flue breeding
pens to , rder. ,igb
tions were tested, tire, the great
BERKSHIRES.
Claes
Fai
o,
Pig,
ous
RaNalN BROS.
nothing undone until he gains that
■ —— ■ ■ ■ ■ Brown Bessie’s 9 n, at the bead
24ff
Krocbion. M\»,
of the Hood Farm herd. Dam,
end.
LilvOonan. I41ba 5K oz ,
I have FOR SALE Thoroughbred
OlLOUaK UMKSK (Hc'JLAVK ST«<B).
He explained to us that his farm
1 n A z> a. a foil sister ®f
great Prlze Betkehires, both Imported and domes
Early goslings at »• to $5 per pair, ready for
“Inner, Lily Martin, 2d.
»
Write for price to HOOD tic etrains. Boare large enongh for eer- contained but .three acres, and on it faire B E DAVIS, Bethel, Vt
V10
vioe. Pige and Breeding sows at rea he quarters a cow, horse, some pigs,
FARM, Lowell, Mass.
sonable prices. Address Box 125.
WYANDOTTES.
and the poultry which consists of
A FEW MORE TRIOS of White Wyandotte,
ELM HILL FARM,
ducks and chickens. He has a brood
at 4 00. Write quick. J. B. FULLER,
36tf
Cumberland Centre, Maine.
er house, and in it in 1898 he raised for Augusta, Maine.
the market 1500 broilers, whicli lie sold DARRED ROCKS, exclu ivtly Thompson
A, J, C. C. and high grade Jerseys,
u strain This year’s breeders for sale at rea
at an average of 33 cents per pound. eonable
deep in the blood of Upright Combina
pr ces Young stock after Sep’. 1 Will
MISCELLANEOUS.
Besides he raised and marketed 1200 guarantee satisfaction. H. E. KIPP, Red Hooktion. ‘ Imp. Tormentor, Fancy’s Harry
en-Hudson, N. Y.
62 12
ducklings. He expects to market as
and Stoke Pogis strains. Brown Bes
WANTED.
PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
sie’s son 10th, a grandson of the famous Girls for general housework. Second girli, many broilers this year, besides 5000
cooks. R. M. WHITE, Fatten Block, ducklings (at the time of his visit he CTOCK THAT PAYS. My White Pekin
Brown Bessie at head of herd. A few waitresses,
ducas
paid me 25; iny Partridg ■ Urchins $4
Gardiner, Maine Telephone connection.
each last y, ar. 60 ots per sitting, 2 for fl. w.
had something like 2500 ducks out.)
young bulls for sale. Write for price
WARD, Badardvale, Mass.
46tf
Mr. Mellert is a student. By careful
and circular to
LADIES
&
GENTS.-na^.o^
FREE
accounts that he has kept he finds that
FAIRVIEW FARM.
Watch. Send for instructions and 35 cents for
sample Fountain Pen.
Mention this paper. it costs him 23 cents for food for each
F, C POOLER.
AR7AINS—800 Breeding Stork
A. E. GOODSELL.
6-7
Skowhegan, Ma.
7-8
102 & 104 Falton St, N. Y. duckling per day, or 10 cents for 10
far sale of all varieties poultry,
weeks. He says that he believes that all eggs.lcut prizes for '99. All
ELMWOOD GUERNSEYS.
pigeons
1 hares. Latest natural
much of his success is due to the feed
FOB SALK.
Nellie Hudson 9517. great milker both quantity
ing of milk. He finds it invaluable for Boloredan page bork We. .1. A,
BE RUEY, Telford, Pa.
5-10
and quality. Bred to the finest bull in Massachu
Black.mith Shop and House, situated in Fair- both broilers and ducklings.
setts. Pr;c $50.00.
field
Centre,
Me.
Plenty
of
work
,’for
particular,
ELMWOOD GUERNSEY STOCK FARM,
Now here is the case of a young man
Nov i tf
Kennebunk, Mt. addrr.i,
6tf F. W. BOSS, Fairfield Centre, Me. who
nearly all his life lived in a city.
GOLDTHWAITE’S
He at last reached that age that city
BROOKSIDE STOCK FARM.
WANTED—Both sexes makes $5.(0 daily selling attractions no longer held him spell
ihs most perfect fountain pen we give premiums
For sale or exchange for Shorthorn to
introduce, for a limited time only. Samples bound, but every day the uesire to get
cattle, one fine trotting bred gelding, by mail 25 cts. sample of our gold pen 75 ots. out into the country and enjoy the
Particulars and orioes from GOODSELL, 102
color bay, sound and smooth. For Fulton St., New, York.
fullness of life, grew upon him. He
WANTED-The latest-The Jumping Bean. chose poultry farming as the means of
further particulars address
Barrels of fun and money. By mail 8 for 10
CHAS. P. WOODBURY. cts.
a dozen 25 cts. Retail 5 cts. each.
existance, and having saved up a few
A balanced ration, competed of six kinds o
141yr
Lincoln Ctr., Me. 9 10 GOODSELL, 102 Falton St-, New, York. thousand dollars he determined to grain,
Meat and And Fish meal.
combine it with his full knowledge of PRICE 81 80 PER HUNDRED LBE.
MONMOUTH JERSEY HERD
nUXIAFV BOOK Latest and be3t. 600 pluck, perseverance and business cap
UGWGl pages,
grandly i:lubtrated. Only
offers a first class bull* c If, 4 mos. old, solid $1.60.
GREEN CUT BEEF BONE.
wanted. Big terras. Credit. acity. He is succeeding. He is built
silver grey black tongue and switch—will make FreightAg'nts
paid. Full outfit free. Sund 8 2-ct.
Price 2X ctg per lbs., lots of 100 lbs. $3.
a handsome animal, sire; Clotaires Lanison stamps for
the
work.—A
Few
Hens.
for
mailing.
STANDARD
PUBLISH
Grain
and
Poultry Supplies of all kinds. Sam
44192. Also two or three young cows. Write

Buffinlon’s Bufls

Black Langshans & Silver

fll" IYI

UGlSeVS
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FAIRVIEW FARM JERSEYS.

Continental *
Poultry
Food---- no

lea free-

CO.,41 N. 6th St., PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
for price and pedigree. LITCHFIELD & ING
7-10
HAYNES, Monm* nth, Me.
7-8
REGISTERED JERSEY CATTLECows, Heifers, Calves and Bulb from tetsed
dams for sale. Correspondence solicited. 47-10
WAT^QUADOCK FARM, Bolton, Mass.

WILLIAM

RANKIN

BREEDER OF

Registered Holstein Cattle

Only High Claw Dairy Stock
Brad. Surplus for sale at
Reasonable Prices.
BROCKTON. MASS.

MOUNTAIN FARM BEREFORDS.
Registered Hereford Cattle and
Registered Merino Sheep

Only hlgh olait stook bred, and young
•took kept for aale at all times.

APPLETON WEBB, Prop

85 34

Waterville, Me.

THOROUGHBRED JERSEY BULL
FOR SERVICE
Brown Bessie’s Son 18th,

dam

Seraph 72217. Here ie one of the beat
balle ever in Maine He will be allowed
to eerve a limited number of approved
eows at $5

UNION FARM,
to-4

Waterville, Maine.

E H. DOBLE&CO.,

GAPES IN CHICKENS.
23tf

WANTED—Ladles and Gentlemen to collect
old issues of used United States postage and
revenue stamps, good prices paid. Send 10 cents
for price list giving prices we pay. 300 differ
ent kinds wanted.
8-11
L. P. MARSHALL, West Chester, Pa.

WEST QUINCY, MASS .

The cause of gapes is a small worm
something resembling a fish worm,
only smaller. It lodges in the throat,
Beef Scraps, Oyster Shells, Granncausing a choking or gaping of the
lated Bone, Fish Meal, Bone Meal,
cldck, and instead of being swallowed
Diamond Grit Charcoal and onr
it remains in the throat and breeds
there in such numbers as soon to
O. K. Food. Send for Catalogue.
C. A. BARTLETT,
choke the chick to death. There is a
Worcester. Mum
small gape worm exterminator in the
‘‘TheAverage Mans' General Purpose Sheep” form of a loop wire that can be in
The only proper thorough-bred Rams serted in the windpipe and withdraw
for Crossing upon Native Maine Ewes.
the worm. You can purchase these at
it tbi Ml Fairs.
FRANK B. BENNETT, - - Freedom, He almost any poultry supply house.
What has proved the best remedy with
42-411yr.
me is about two drops of turpentine in Will help you both in selling stock
jected down the throat either with a and eggs for hatching. Early hatched
FARMS FOR SALE.
WHITE Wyandottes
Same mating
One of 125 acres in China, good buildings, two small syringe or machine oil can. This pr duced first prize re i at Boston,
barns and new hen house, within a mile and a
P99. Tie lar est well shaped W anhalf of R. R. Station.
One In Winslow of slxty-flve acres, three in Ox OUR POULTRY FOOD- dotte chicks yon ever saw of the age,
ford County, also several dwellings in Watarvihe.
Stock for sale in white W yan ottesand
DANA P. FOSTER, 94 Main, St.
6tf
Waterville, Maine. Is co nposeil of meat a d bone dried and barred P ymouth Rock fowl or chicks
trios, breeding pens mated for best re
ground together.
sults.
It will make your h^ns lay, and the
Stock always p'eases purchasers.
chicks grow.
Guy C. Edwards, Ohe dollar will pay for 67 ibs., de 8tf G. M HATCH, & lieu’s Mills, Me.
livered on car or setamer in Hallowell.
FAIRFIELD, MAINE.
HODE TSLAND Red Males are put the thing
Twenty-five cents will pay for 16 lbs.
for crossing with different pure breds, or ,or
where parties would like to try a
grading up common mixed stock Into a uniform
Dealer in
and profitihle flick. They impress the;r charac
smaller quantity. $25.00 per ton.
teristics
on their progeny very strongly, no
Flue roadster., high actors and Mr. Fred Hildreth of Gardiner, who matter what you breed them with. Fair quality
does a large and successful poultry rose or single comb cockerels delivered >n Sept,
ooaoh horses. High Acto's, business, buys of us in ton lots.
and Oct., 83 each singly. Several, $2 eaoh.
Positively no low-priced males sold in winter or
matched pa’rs a epeoialty and Send all orders to
spring. Cash orders booked now. Circular and
SAMUEL A. STODDARD, - price liat free to all why apply. SAMUEL
always on hand,

CHICKEN FOODS.

RAMBOUILLET RAMS.

A FIRST PRIZE

R

>2tr

9tf

Hallowell, Maine. CUSHMAN, Pawtucket, R. I.

37.OW
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HERDS AND ANIMALS AT THE for the first time, and brings his offer
EASTERN MAINE FAIR.
ing of six pure bred Sussex. These
are beautiful animals and bound to
have a prominent place in Maine’s
The showing of animals on the agriculture by and by.
■ I
0.j0.0i0-0t0-0t0-0’0-/-0t0t0«0«nt0-<0f.0t0t0-0i0t0i00-:af> giounds of the association, if not in B. B. Perkins of Skowhegan enters
such excessively large numbers as four pure blood Hereford cows, viz.,
they were when the New England Fail- Sylvan 3d of Ingleside, Sybil, Moutsheld its exhibition here in connection
with this society, fifteen and sixteen rose, and Nora, and they are good
Dairymen, when Visiting the State Fairs,
years ago, when the stock from the ones.
other
New England and the Provinces W. E. Eaton of South Solon brings
BE SURE AND LOOK UP OUR EXHIBIT.
were brought in to swell the exhibits thirteen grand Herefords, all of his
There you will find our representatives who will be pleased to
from our own state, they are of ex own breeding, except his breeding bull
show you
ceptionally high quality. Every year Leicester, that he purchased to pre
fair goers see the changes that are vent in-breeding too closely.
G. S. Burleigh of Vassalboro enters
taking place in the herds and flocks
and explain its many points of excellence. Be sure and investigate
ten pure Herefords of his own breed
that
are
shown,
and
no
class
more
its merits before purchasing any other make. It is fast being recog
than tlie exhibitors are aware that ing, seven of them being cow’s and
nized as the best for every day use.
animals that would pass in the show liejfers and three bulls. They are
The U. S. the Queen of Separators.
ring a few years ago would be neglect grand specimens of the breed, w’ell
IL:'
filled out, with good loins and rumps.
Middleburgh, N. Y., August io, 1890.
ed now.
About a year ago I desired to purchase a separator, and
Chas. O. Dill of Phillips enters the
naturally I examined very thoroughly the different ones ad
The people have become educated to
vertised. Becoming convinced that the Improved U. S. was
Hereford bull Cuba and the Shorthorn
higher
standards
and
those
standards
the best, I accordingly purchased one, and a full trial for over
a year has proven the wisdom^of my choice. It is the most
must be approximated to in order to bull Brookside Star 2d.
perfect in construction, skims perfectly clean, runs so easily
R. and C. D. Waugh of Starks enter
merit awards.
that a child can operate it, and, in fact, is the acme of per
fection. It is the queen of separators, and it affords me great
eleven
registered Shorthorns, includ
While we miss the herds of several
pleasure to forward this unsolicited testimonial.
F
__
-_________
J. E. YOUNG.
old exhibitors', a very noticeable feat ing the bulls Meriditli’s Lad, and Cor
Should you be unable to attend your Fair or fail to
ure is the presence of a larger number delia’s Duke. These men are old breed
find our exhibit, drop us a postal to that effect and we
of new herds than any previous year ers and their animals wffll well repay
,'i will send you our latest illustrated pamphlets.
has brought out. This is particularly a close examination.
true
of the beefing classes, where these Chal-les P. Woodbui'y, Lincoln Cen
VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vt.
tre, enters the pure Shorthorn bull
new herds are mostly found.
8. M. King of South Paris shows Shelburn’s Marshal 2d, and the heifer
fourteen solid fawn colored A. J. C. O. Miss Betsy, together witli three grade
animals, and he may justly feel proud Shorthorn cow’s.
J. V. Fletcher of Anson enters a
A PENOBSCOT COUNTY FARM. of sweet and two of yellow—twenty- of them, for they represent a good Shorthorn bull and five pure blooded
three acres of grain, mostly oats and manj- years of careful work.
peas, with three acres of barley.
C. A. Garland of Bangor shows ten cow’s and heifers', together with three
Seneca M. Paul of West Garland is The stock, the crops and the care of Maine State Jerseys of rare quality grade Shorthorn cows and heifers, and
<one of the men who does business in the young growing orchard serve to and richness. For nearly twenty working, trained and matched oxen.
a wholesale way that shows one that keep a man of Mr. Paul’s temperament years this breeder has been develop
there is nothing of the half hearted busy in summer time, while during ing and perfecting this stock as a
kind about him. He is the third gen the last eight winters he has found specialty and his success is attested
A
eration on the land where he lives, recreation in drawing to market fif to by the productive power and evi
Ills grandfather having located there teen hundred cords of wood.
dent constitution of his animals; but
GOOD
in 1806. With his four hundred acres We find in every section of our state what strikes the observer most forc
SEPARATOR.
in one block and the young sous that great agricultural plants where the ibly is the high color of their skins,
Any Separator is better than the
sue with him it looks as though land mental and physical powers expended that sure indication of color quality in
old way of making butter. But
holding in his case will not end with in their management are greater than the butter that they yield.
why not have the very best ? They
the third generation, as has been re are required from the managers of the W. I. Hacker, the bright young
cost no more than the other kind.
garded as so common in our country. great majority of manufacturing con breeder from Cumberland county,
Faith in the land and in one’s self cerns.
shows eight A. J. C. C. animals that
will secure success anywhere.
are an honor to any man, whether he
be a young or an old breeder.
The business features of the farm
excel all others for close skimming
LOOK OUT FOR THE FRAUD.
O. F. Johnson of Dexter, a dairy
are varied. Dairy butter making from
and ease of running.
man whose butter scored high at tlie
We guarantee them to fulfill every claim
a herd of twenty Holstein and Jersey
we make and give perfect satisfaction to
every purchaser or your money back.
cow’s, with the results of three tons The Hydraulic Separator that is be Dairy Conference last winter, shows
Send for catalogue of the largest line of
sold in the Bangor market last year ing introduced into many sections by a fine little lot of five young Maine
hand Separators in America.
its
agents
has
nothing
in
it
to
com
State Jerseys.
shows something of the quality of the
Agents wanted.
U. S. Butter Extractor Co.,
work done here, for an average of mend it, more than any deep, straight 0. C. Cobb of Westbrook exhibits a
Newark, N. J.
choice young A. J. C. C. heifer.
three hundred pounds of butter per sided pail or can.
cow for so large a herd is only se Their claim of a patent right to the O. A. York of Bangor shows an A.
process of dilution, which is simply J. C. C. bull and a herd of eleven grade
cured by the best of handling.
Thirty-two grade or cross bred Jer mixing water and milk together, in cows.
sey and Holstein calves and yearlings tiffs case, is so ridiculous that I would A. W. Hunt of Brunswick shows
make up the young stock, and the not call attention to it but for the fact eight pure Ayreshires and five grades.
presence of the choice young Holstein that several letters of inquiry have We have watched the work of Mr.
Right from the Farm
bull lately brought, from Massachu been received from persons who were Hunt ever since he commenced breed
considering
the
question
of
purchas
ing Ayreshires and this year more
setts shows that Mr. Paul is aiming at
than ever feel like congratulating him
milk yield quite as much as the high ing the apparatus.
I am prepared to supply
er test of the Jersey, which he expects I did a good deal of work years ago on the udder development of his cows.
customers with from 30 to
to continue through the services of at my own dairy, before the advent of George G. Gilman of Solon is a new
60 doz. strictly fresh Eggs
the yellow skinned bull from the Hood tlie Cooley cans, trying to secure some exhibitor here, and he enters a herd
per'week, and desire to ob
method of cream separation better o' ten Devons, all registered animals.
stock.
tain a good market for them.
than the old shallow pan process, and
A dozen pure blood Chester Whites dilution with a good many percentages The three young bulls and seven cows
Correspondence respectfully
and
heifers
are
very
uniform
in
make
were working over the manure in the of water, and degrees of temperature,
solicited.
barn basement, while up on the hill was tried, but sufficient merit was not up and color and testify to the ease
of marking which is so characteristic
cropping the short grass, were over a found to cause its adoption.
hundred sheep, headed by a pure Cots In this new device I can find nothing of the Devons.
R. B. PILLSBURY.
wold buck of substance and quality. that facilitates separation more than F. J. Libby of Richmond enters his
deep
milking
Holsteins,
of
which
he
7-8
Unity, Me.
The boys are doing quite a business we have in the ordinary shot gun can.
shows eight registered animals and six
in breeding pure blooded poultry,
With dilution the waste of fat was grades. Fred is a Sagadahoc county
showing that they are in touch and always great and the skim milk con
sympathy with the work going on tained so much water that the calves milk man, and has some forty of the World’s
THE KEYSTONE
j
with the larger animals. They have and pigs had to drink double the quan same kind of animals at home. In his Fair
Dehorning
Clipper,
Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Rose tity to get the good contained in the business he gets all of the milk he Highest
Award
The most humane, rapid and durable
wants from his cows and doesn’t need
knife made, rally warranted.
Comb White and Brown Leghorns, ordinary milk.
any help from the great river that
Plymouth Rocks, and Golden WyanThe only advantage secured by di flows by his door.
dottes.
CIRCULARS SENT PRBI.
lution is where one has neither cen Thomas G. Burleigh of Vassalboro
Eighteen stacks of bees among the trifugal separator nor cans and ice, enters two pure blooded herds, one
C. BROSIUS,^?*®^*
young trees across the road are busy and tlie weather is so bad that the consisting of ten Hereford®, and
to the extent that one of them filled a milk sours before tlie cream can rise
the other of ten Sussex. Both herds
Stock Breeders, Attention.
section case with twenty-four pounds in the shallow pans.
are of high quality and will repay the
kThe J u it Bight Ear Mark, not
of honey in three days the last of July, Under these now obsolete conditions,
Sponderons.
imposing, but just
student of animal industry for close
r large enough, light and plain
and then cast a large swarm.
dilution aids in quick, but not inspection.
enough. It don’t pull or come out.
The crops of this year are ninety thorough separation.
| 100 ear marks and tools and a herd
Samuel W. Nelson of Bowdoin comes
__
register for #3.00 without num
tons of hay, seven acres of corn—five
G. M. GOWELL. to the fair as an exhibitor this year bers, with numbers ®3.S0. Samples on request.
Address, H. C. STOLL, Beatrice, Neb.
2*f
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Dairy Matters.

The Improved U. S. Separator

I

The Empire
Cream Separators

Fresh Eggs
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FARMING TOOLS.
Dairy and Creamery Supplies,

tries and Fred Sproul of Veazie shows
six coops.
At this early hour we have not a
complete list of stock horses, breeding
mares, and colts, but the entries of
and greenest grass will cover them if care is not nearly a hundred and fifty horses in
used at this season of year about eating green or
tainted fruit. To cure such ills Jamaica Ginger is the races show that this department
There is a time in the year for
-nowhere compared with the reliable pain distroyer
STATE AGENT FOR
is no neglected.
everything. Spring and summer have
had their sway, and now that autumn
HOW SHALL WE STUDY THE is in sight, “Fall Goods” are in de
mand.
FAIR ?
For that which will interest the And for “DAIRY GOODS” we can
FARMER,
we pay especial attention, show a complete line of
How to see and learn the most at
and there is nothing lacking in our de DE LAVAL SEPARATORS, Dog
I have used Johnson’s Liniment in treating our the fair is a very important question
Powers, Churns, Butter Workers,
Infant for colic, and our three year old daughter for the visitor to decide, whether he partments, to assist him in harvesting
for summer complaint, and found it excellent.
Cans,
Milk Bottles, Carriers, Tubs,
J()UN 11. OLIVER, Americus, Georgia.
intends to remain through the exhibi his crops, and preparing for winter. Round and Square Boxes, Color, But
IDQnilQ4
Dll I Q ONE A DOSE. Physicians
We
would
call
your
attention
to
the
A11 0 U 11 u I I L L u. say they are Best Liver
tion pr only for a day or two.
ter Moulds aud Paper, Parrafflue
Pill made for Biliousness, Sick Headache, all
Liver troubles. Send for our Book. Price 25 cts.
If one has but a day-*and a very following:
l.S. JOHNSON & CO..22 Custom House St.. Bostou.
Paper Boxes, aud Non-Returnable
large proportion of the attendants
Boxes and Carriers.
limit themselves to that time—a gen------ ALSO-----Mr. Fletcher’s Shorthorns are always tral examination of the grounds and
attractive and will show well here this exhibits, confining one’s self closely to
year.
<
those particular departments in which HEEBNER & WHITMAN
M. W. Allen of North Dixmont en he is working at home, will probably
ters his herd of nine pure Black Polled give him more information than Horse Powers and Wood Saws, En
and a miscellaneous assort Aberdeen cattle, and they can but though he tries to cover in all of the silage, Feed and Root Cutters, Plows, .
metits of
Land Rollers and Disc Harows, Cider
prove attractive to visitors, not only divisions in so short a time.
Kegs,
Faucets,
Apple Parers, Barrel
Mills,
Wine
aud
Lard
Presses,
Fan
because they are naturally polled, but If one is interested in the beefing
Headers, Oil Cans, Lanterns, Wood
Mills aud Grain Sieves.
for the reason that they are admirably breeds of animals he can serve his in
Saws and Axes, Popping Corn and
fitted to tlie needs of the beef raising terests best by studying the different
Corn
Poppers, Wooden, Fibre and Gal
farmer.
breeds of this division, and the herds
vanized Iron Ware.
The entries of oxen and steers for and animals that compose it.
----- Cordage----the purpose of draft, work and beef, If he is interested in the dairy breeds
Brooms, Frushes and Dusters
and as matches, fat, and trained ani he should study them or the herds
------In the Shape of-----mals are extensive and can best be o: a single one of them.*
Glancing over the herds one after Oyster Shells, Crystal Grit, Beef
seen at the show rings where there is
another in succession does not give Scraps, Bradley Meat Meal, Bowker’s
more room than at the stalls.
The entries in this division are made one a very good idea of the animals Animal Meal, Poultry Bone, Bone These are but a few of the many ar
ticles carried in stock, and we feel
by Edmund D. Harlow of Richmond, composing them, unless he has had Meal, Clover Meal, and Prattis and confidently that a visit to our ware
considerable
training
previously.
Prolific
Poultry
Food,
Sheridan’s
Con
Archibald W. Hinkley of Bluehill, C.
roms wil amply repay you, and any
F. Peaslee of Aina, Leon McLaughlin. It may be objected that by this proc dition Powders, Incubators, Fountains and ail of our goods will be most
cheerfully shown you.
and Nest Eggs.
B. J. Warren of Eddington, Elmer E. ess of seeing, one would become one
Iiccd of East Dresden, shows a Short sided aud narrowed down to his own
horn bull as well as oxen, Carlton E. particular line of work, when he ought
Manter, New Sharon, shows steers. to have a good knowledge of all breeds
and herds.
In the sheep department, Shrop- This may he so, but the study of a
sliires are entered by Chester P. Ham single breed and the mastering of the
PORTLAND, ME.
lin of East Wilton, Lewis J. Bickford, details that go to make up the ideal
Dixmont, and A. A. Abbott of Vassal- animal of that breed, requires a good
Headquarters for everything for the FARM, DAIRY,
hero.
deal of time and application to make
CREAMERY and GREENHOUSE.
Oxford Downs are entered by Chas. one expert.
U. Tilton of Starks.
The men who are succeeding best
Soutlidowns by Leroy C. Garland of with tlieir work are those who are en
Bangor and Lewis J. Bickford of Dix gaged in special lines; they are the
_
BUY THE BEST,
mont.
ones who know themselves best, and
Ohio
Ensilage
and
FODDER COTTERS and CARRIERS,
Lincolns by M. and D. Gray of An are able to sell their labor at the high
with greater capacity, more durable, and lighest running. We guarantee
them in every respect. Also HORSE POWERS, DOG POWERS, EN
son.
est price.
GINES, THRESHING MACHINES, ROOT CUTTERS, CIDER
In nearly all of these classes entries If one has time to study the herds
MILLS, EVAPORATORS, FEED COOKERS, CREAM SEPARATORS,
aud general line of agricultural implements.
are made for bucks and ewes of all separately, examine the individuals
Agents Wanted. We carry full line of all sizes In stock.
ages and pens of fat sheep and lambs. and talk with their owners aud then
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
In the swine department Chesters when the classes are called go to the
THE WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
are entered by Albra Adams of North show ring and watch the judging as VENERAL AGENTS,
AUBURN, MAINE, U. S. A.
Madison.
it is done by experts, learning in what
Yorkshires by Albra Adams, who parts an animal is strong and in what
shows a pair of Improved English if is weak, learning how much short
Yorkshires. C. A. Arnold of Arnold of perfection the animal is in these
enters a registered boar and sow, and particular parts, lie will be doing him
E. H. Baker of Bangor enters a pure self the greatest amount of good pos
Stave Silos.
bred sow and boar of this breed.
sible for him to secure on these oc
Wood and Steel Windmills.
In the poultry department the show casions.
Pumps, Ram Pipe and Fittings.
One must take it easy and not try to
men are out in force.
We are the only Water Supply House in Maine.
Good Agents Wanted.
A. J. Keniston has ninety-five en cram too fast, for when a person gets
tries, E. A. Drinkwater of Sabatus has tired of one thing he should go to an
Boston office Room 6, 15 Court Sq.
seventy-two. J. F. McVey of Calais other until he is fresh again to take up
D. B. STEVENS & Co., Manufacturers,
enters hens, chicks, ducks and geese. the first line.
JX/CA-IKTE.
Go to the pens and stalls, keep your -A-XTBTTKIsr,
John L. Scripture of Bangor enters
eyes aud ears open. Study your ques sir
six pens, Arthur H. Jones of Calais
tions to the owners of the animals so
eleven coops. L. W. Curtis of Brewer
as to get the answers you want, and
enters eight coops, also exhibits white
not annoy them, for they have a good
Catalogue Free,
«
and brown eggs E. C. Campbell,
*
many questions asked by thoughtless
Ask for it.
Calais, lias six coops and Chas. H.
♦
and impertinent persons, and they are
*
Emmons of Bangor, six coops.
quick to recognize the one who is
I. V. McKenney of Auburn enters especially interested in their exhibit,
are the long-time users of Smith Premiers. The
*
*
twelve coops of Barred and Buff Ply and glad to give any information they
more hard work turned out, the more apparent
mouth Rocks.
is Smith Premier durability. Repair bills re
«
can. So go ahead, get out of them all
*
Mrs. W. S. McCusick of Bangor you can, but be sure and not deliver
duced to the minimum. Smith Premier capacity
*
shows eight coops.
tor good work all the time is unequaled............
any lectures yourself on the short
«
«
E. D. Page of North Hermon has comings of their exhibits; keep pulling
*
fourteen coops and an exhibit of on your own line and you will go
the
Smith
Premier
typewriter
Co.
brown eggs.
home stronger and better informed
C. A. Pearsons of Calais has ten en than when you came.
183 Devonshire St,, - - Boston, Mass.

Green
Greener
Greenest
Green fruit, greener small boy—‘there are others,*

“WORCESTER SALT’1

Heebner Threshing Machinery.

“HARVEST BASKETS”

‘POULTRY SUPPLIES”

“Grass Seed for Fall Sowing”.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Tanks of Pine& Cypress.

Friends

» TURF, FARM AND HOME.
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| The Play of Hamlet
Without Hamlet.

Comparisons are Odious between the
OFFICIAL TESTS OF HOLSTEIN- age 1 year, 9 months, 4 days; 5 days cheap sweat box imitations and “Aniafter
calving:
milk,
253.8
lb.;
butter,
dros s” with its disinfecting Compound
FRIESIAN COWS.
and vitalizing bath Liniment. The Com
9 lbs. I oz.
pound purifies the blood by absorption
S. HOXIE,
the Liniment stimulates rapid circula
Supt. of Advanced Registry. tion and precludes the possibility of tak
From May 1 to June 1, 1899.
ing cold. The one disinfects all poison
Yorkville, N. Y„ Aug. 8, 1899.
ous deposits, the other neutralizes acid
These tests are invariably made by
secretions and imparts continuous
INTERESTING
FARM
OPER
warmth to the entire system. While
agricultural colleges and experiment
the life giving vapor of the one, is taken
ATIONS.
up by the Capillaries, the af er applica
stations at the homes of the cows for
tion of the other, superinduces fiiction
periods of seven consecutive days. A very interesting visit was recently by quickening the circulation, leaving
skin in a soft, healthy condition.
The butter fat is determined by the made at the farm of John Deering, one the
Ihe Sweat Bath Is all right so far as it
goes, but as compared to Dr Conant’s
Babcock test and the butter calculated of the State Cattle Commissioners.
Compound Vapor Bath is like the play
on the basis of 80 per cent fat to a This farm is about two miles north of Hamiet wth Hamlet left out, as
thousands of our customers have learned
pound, the rule established at the from Saco on the Saco river, in one of to
their sorrow, only to reurn to the
fold with renew.'d faith, wiser »nd bet
World's Columbian Exposition.
the most fertile sections of Maine. Tne ter perchance for havirg learned in
Shadybrook Gerben 43753; age 6
good time the fallacy and danger of tak
years, 9 months, 8 days; 38 days after buildings are large and commodious, ing sweat baths without the vitalizing
and protecting influence of cur Com
and
everything
about
the
premises
calving: milk, .589.8 lb.; butter, 23 lb.,
pound and Bath Linimei.t. These medi
-4.2 055.
shows the good results of the care and cines have s’ood th*e test of twenty
years and have don^ more for the relief
Dirkje Von Holingen 3d 35250; age 6 labor of a ^borough farmer.
p-otcction of fuffiiing humanity
years,-6 months. 27 days; 29 days after Mr. Deering’s farm operations are and
who nave availed themselves of their
calving: milk, 544.7 lb.; butter, 21 lb.
purifying influence, than coul i have
immense for Maine. His farm stock been secured by drugs, no trums and
13.1 oz.
faith cures combined with all the Hot
Lady Payne’s Devries of Rochester consists of 25 cows, one pair of oxen, Springs
in < htistendom and the fact
32883; age 7 years, 11 days; 13 days a little over eight feet in girth, four that the nominal
cost places the e out
after calving: milk, 509.6 lb.; butter, large horses and a number of young fits within the reach of all and that
while
as
a
boon
to invalids, the Com2' lbs. 5.4 oz.
iound Vanor is < quilly important as a
Maplecroft Maid 35907; age 5 years, cattle. About 25 hogs are kept.
uxury
and
?af<
-gia^d
io those in health,
f
4 months, 2 days; 60 days after calv Running water at all the buildings is ihonld Insure entry to every home,
where
if
properly
and
c instantly used,
ing: 21 lb. 5.3 oz.
supplied from one of the best .springs we firmly believe the average
life of its
Genesta Echo 2d 31478; age 6 years, in Maine. This is called Crystal Spring members
will be extended a score of
8 months, 18 days; 13 days after calv
years and the happiuess of the fam ly
ing: milk, 541 lb.; butter, 20 lb. 3 oz. and for the first time Mr. Deering be ci re e increased beyond human estimate.
are strong claims, but wa stand pledged to verify them to any and all who will oomeYorward
Fay M. 35970; age 5 years, 9 months, gan in May to sell this water to city These
and investigate.
25 days; 19 days after calving: milk, trade in Saco and Biddeford. As the
jgy=Send two stamps for mailing book from
511.4 lb.; butter, 19 lb. 8.0 oz.
Lady Parthenea Adine 43754; age 4 season progresses the business has in
years, 6 months, 6 days; 23 days after creased until a large wagon load of
r
onant s
calving: milk, 530.8 lb.; butter, 18 lb. this water, neatly put up in bottles, is
4.4 oz.
sold every day.
Aaggie Iras 2072 C. H. F.; age 3
SKOWHEGAN,
MAINE.
years, 2 months, 8 days; 24 days after The corn crop here makes a traveler
think
of
the
west.
In
one
piece
Mr.
calving: milk, 479 lb.; butter, 18 lb. 1.8
one of the large potato growing sec
BRIDGTON RACES.
oz.
Deering has twenty-seven acres of
Tulu 3d 35534; age 5 years, 11 sweet corn and a finer piece was never tions. The condition in Maine is
2.40 Class.
rated at 93, New York 94, Minnesota
months, 1 day; 34 days after calving:
looked upon. There are no slack
112 1
milk, 412 lb.; butter, 18 lb. 1.2 oz.
103, Nebraska 101, Kansas 105. By Dorris, b m, Foss,
Small Hopes Aaggie 2d 39111; age 4 places in it and scarcely a weed is to this we see that the crop of Maine is Oregon Girl, ch m, Eastman, 2 4 14
Gladstone, blk g, Pledge,
3 2 3 2
years, 5 months, 7 days; 17 days after be found on the entire piece. The
Cinders, ch m, Ames,
5 3 4 3
calving: milk, 457.8 lb.; butter, 17 lb. tomato crop here is large this year, down.
6 5 5 5
8.5 oz.
While the acreage in this county Spaulding, ro g, Russell,
4 6 dr
Shadeland. Angie 21700; age 9 years, 2300 plants having been set, covering was the greatest for years the yield is Joker M., b g, Millett,
dis
2 months, 24 days; 50 days after calv five acres of ground. At the present only about two-thirds of what it has Frank, b g, Ellibtt,
Time, 2.41%, 2.40, 2.39%, 2.40.
ing: milk, 432.1 lb.; butter, 17 lb. 7.5 oz. the vines are loaded with fruit.
usually been. The farmer is under
2.25 Class.
Carlotta’s Nola 35501; age 5 years,
In order to derive the most profit
111
11 months, 24 days; 21 days after calv
Just as much expense digging the Bennie, b g, Foss,
3 6 2
ing: milk, 422 lb.; butter, 17 lb. 6.9 oz. from these large crops Mr. Deering has smaller yields as the larger and unless, Meader Boy, b g, Nason,
Baby S., b g, Bisbee,
4 3 3
Pleasant Valley Queen 88445; age 4 a canning factory at the farm, fitted
years, 4 months, 2 days; 31 days after up with all modern machinery. This during the present month conditions Woven Wire, blk g, Palmer, 6 4 4
calving: milk, 414.3 ib.; butter, 10 lb. year the following goods will be can change, he will not be making as Dandle Dinmont, blk g, Rus
sell,
5 5 dr
10.9 oz.
much from his potatoes as was antici
Eva W., ro m, Merrow,
2 2 dis
Como’s Aaggie Beauty 35559; age 5 ned: 300 cases stringy beans, 100,000 pated.
z Time, 2.27%, 2.27%, 2.31%.
years, 1 month, 10 days; 43 days after cans tomatoes, the corn from 100 acres They have started potatoes at $1.00
calving: milk, 389.4 lb.; butter, 10 lb. and baked beans as orders are re
per barrel. How long this will hold
7.8 oz.
Lady May Pietertje 43145; age 7 ceived. When the writer called 10 and as to whether or not the prices Be Cured
year's, 11 days; 37 days after calving: pounds were Just finished for one or will advance to a good comfortable “Danish” has cured and is curing all
der. In all these products a superior
milk, 425.1 lb.; butter, 10 lb. 7.8 oz.
kinds of Rheumatism. Breaks up
Hetje 6th’s Pietertje 38945; age 4 article is produced and a ready mar sum will depend more particularly on
Rheumatic Fever, at any stage, in
the way the Western crops turn out.
years, 24 days; 28 days after calving: ket is always found.
four days. Makes quick disposal of
milk, 400.5 lb.; butter, 16 lb. 1.4 oz.
To take care of the fodder of this SOMETHING THAT EVERY FARM all acute forms. Portland people c»n
Verbella May 3d 48892; age 2 years,
tell you all about it. DANISH
10 months, 28 days; 63 days after calv immense corn crop a silo of 275 tons
RHEUMATIC CURE CO., Portland,
ER SHOULD HAVE.
ing: milk, 395.3 lb.; butter, 15 lb. 15.3 lias been prepared.
Maine.
oz.
A fine hothouse furnishes a place to
Shadeland DeKol 41386; age 2 years,
It consists of a chain running
11 months, 28 days; 34 days after calv start the tomatoes in early spring. In
ing: milk, 383.2 lb.; butter, 15 lb. 5.3 fact everything needed to make a through the tieup, Just above the crib
and extends from the outside of the
oz.
farm successful is found here.
OF
Inka Wayne’s Netherland 39633; age
barn to the outside. It is fastened on
3 years, 9 months, 1 day; 47 days after
LOWELL, MASS ,
each end by a strong steeel pin. This
calving: milk, 383.4 lb.; butter, 13 lb. THE AROOSTOOK POTATO CROP.
chain serves as, and takes the place of,
14.5 oz.
carry the largest and
the stanchions, only, as will be seen,
Lady Oak Fern 44126; age 2 years,
most complete .line
2 months, 26 days; 36 days after calv The farmers and potato merchants it runs horizontal instead of perpenof
Pumping
and
ing: milk, 298 lb.; butter, 13 lb. 7.9 oz. thought, early in the season, that dicular; the ring which is attached to
Power, Wind Mill
Princess Mahomet 47105; age 3 Aroostook’s crop would be the largest
the chain around the cattle’s neck is
Goods to be found
years, 1 month. 28 days; 68 days after
calving: milk, 312.3 lb.; butter, 13 lb. and of tlie best quality that the coun also attached to the horizontal chain
in New England.
2.2 oz.
try has yet had. The acreage was the and this gives the creatures equal
Write us for booklets
Lady Waldorf 43827; age 1 year, 11 largest. At the start the weather con freedom of movement.
and prices. Live agents wanted.
months, 7 days; 14 days after calving: ditions were favorable and all tended
But the object is yet to follow. 10 11
milk, 267.9 lbs.; butter, 12 lb. 14 oz.
Piebe Queen 4th 45006; age 2 years, towards a big crop, hut drought set in Scores of farmers every year awaken
25 days; 48 days after calving: milk, and injured it. In looking over the to find their barns all in flames—too
WOOD ASHES321.4 lb.; butter, 12 lb. 8.9 oz.
eircular sent out by the United States late to save their stock, when with
Pietertje de Haan 40973; age 3 years, Agricultural Department in regard to
Leached and Unleaehed.
this arrangement, they would simply
4 months. 29 days; 30 days after calv
An excellent fertilizer. At $5 and
ing: milk, 350 lb.; butter, 12 lb. 2.8 oz. the condition of crops for the United have to knock out the pin at either end
Jessie Fobes 2d Maud 2d 44123; age States we find that the average con and draw the chain through, and the $! per ton, respectively; delivered in
2 years, 28 days; 11 days after calving: dition of potatoes for August 1st was cattle are all loose.
Hallowell.
milk, 230.2 lb.; butter, 11 lb. 3.2 oz.
SAMUEL A. STODDARD,
May Beets 42835; age 2 years, 7 93. This was 0.8 point lower than one Farmers are universally adopting
Hallowell, Maine.
months; 16 days after calving: milk, month ago, but 9.1 points higher than this system inasmuch as it is cheap 9tf
262.1 lb.; butter, 10 lb. 15.4 oz.
on August 1, 1898, 15.1 points higher and simple and every barn and stable
Pietertje Tweede 2d 43832; age 1 than at the corresponding date in 1897 ia the country should be so equipped.
MOSELEY’S
year, 11 months 17 days; 21 days after
calving: milk, 256.4 lbs; butter, 10 lbs. and 6.9 points above the mean of the For full information and prices, ap
11.8 oz.
August averages for the last ten years. ply to Charles A. Mann, Bangor, Me.,
Plum 10th 43773; age 1 year, 11 In the same report the condition of General Agent for the device.
A little factory for only |6.00. For use on an ordinary
months, 13 days; 21 days after calv
cook stove. No extra expense for fuel. Easily operated
Evaporates apples, pears, peaches, all kinds of
ing: milk, 254.2 lbs.; butter, 10 lbs. 4.7 the potato crop for the different states
fruits ana berries, corn, pumpkin and squaah.
shows,
on
the
first
day
of
August,
For the land’s sake—use Bowker’s small
oz.
Send for circular. Agents wanted. A great seller.
MOSELEY A PRITCHARD MFO. CO.,
Inka Mercedes De Koi 1828 C. H. F.; Maine’s per cent to be lower than any Fertilizer.
(Mention this paper.)
Clinton, Iowa.
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Sanitarium,

BENNETT BROTHERS CO.,

Fruit Evaporator
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MERCHANDISE IN

21
GENERAL' fowls, 10011 c; fresh Tlucks, llttlOi?; MVS

fowls, 1001014c; chickens, 1014012c.
The apple market is a little “in the
dumps,’’ because of a full supply of per
ishable fruit that has to be closed out.
Eastern Williams are yet in the mar
ket and quotable at $203 per bbl; pip
pins, $1.5002; 20 ounce, $1.50@2; Duchess,
Boston, Aug' 29.—The butter market $202.50; gravensteinis, $2@2.50; golden
is reported steady, though trade has been sweet, $1.5001.75; mixed varieties, $1.25©
quiet for some days. The supply of best 1.50 per bbl; jobbing and fancy lots, 50c©
creameries is small, and a strong mar $1 per bbl more.
Pears are’ yet in good supply, with
ket is expected to continue: Best
creamery, smad lots andpkgs, 22 022’Ac; more irregular and off varieties than the
northern creamery, round lots, 21022c; market will readily take.
California peaches are quoted at 90e@
western. 21@21%c; eastern, 21©21%c;
firsts, 1701814c; imitations, 16017c; job $1.25, as to quality. Jersey peaches are
coming along slowly, and selling at
bers, 14 c to lc more.
Cheese is very firm, under the in $1.25(01.75 per basket, as to quality.
Grapes are in full supply for the sea
fluence of Liverpool saving advanced
2s and the fact of a strong home mar son, and are quoted at 75@80c per
ket: Round lots, 1001014c; jobbing, 14© 8-bskt carrier for Moor’s early and
lc higher; Liverpool, 49s 6d for white; champions; Delawares, in 8-bskt car
riers, $1.50(02; Niagaras, $101.25; Cal
colored, 50s 6d.
Eggs are firm on fresh, with a short ifornia Malagas are on the market, and
They sell at $1.2501.50
age in that direction. Storage stock is a few Tokays.
steady: Western, 15016c; eastern, 16@ for 4-bskt box.
Blueberries are still on the market,
17%e; nearby and fancy, 18025c; jobbing,
and sell at 7©8c. Blackberries are not
10114c higher.
Beans are firmer. Reports from York very plenty, and bring 10012c per quart,
state bean sections continue to note a in case lots, if the quality is good. For
firmer market, with injury to the crop the week the total receipts of berries
from dry weather. The government is were 6127 crates; same week a year ago,
still sending beans to Porto Rito. Here 2955 crates.
The supply of potatoes is ample, and
the market is quoted at: Carload lots,
pea, $1.371401.40; medium, $1.371401.10; the market continues easy. Aroostock
small pea, $1.60; yellow eyes, $1.45; ted bulk potatoes have begun to arrive.
kidneys, $1.7501.80; California small Bristols, southern and natives, $1.6001.75
white, $1.8001.85; Lima, 5c per lb; job per bbl; Houlton hebrons, 50c per bu;
Norfolk sweets, $1.50(02; eastern shores,
bing. 10c more.
Wheat has continued in very good ex $1.2501.50 per bbl.
There are still some Egyptian onions
port request, with the contention made
that if the export demand continues in on the market, and they sell at $1,500
no better ratio than at present, there 1.75 per bbl at wholesale, and job at $2.
will be only a very moderate supply left Natives are at wide range, all the way
from 50c to $1 per bu.
for home use and for seed.
Tomatoes are in good supply, and sell
The flour market is a little easier, with
Cucumbers bring
prominent milling concerns down from at 50c@$1.25 per bu.
5c to 10c per bbl within a few days. At. 50c per box for good. Squashes sell at
50c@$l per bbl, as to variety and qual
the same time they are notifying their
Egg plants are very cheap, and
agents in the east that higher prices are ity.
to be looked for. Here agents were re job at 50c per dozen.
Green corn is very plenty, and sells
ceiving advices “to go slow,’’ and to ex
pect further advance as soon as the mar at 40075c per bu, the latter price for
ket on wheat comes to a more settled the best in a jobbifig way.
Celery is quoted at 75c©$1.25 per dozen
basis. Quotations are: Mill shipment,
spring wheat patents, $i @4.35; trade by jobbers. Spinach is sold at 25c per
Lettuce is quoted at 50c@$l
committee spring wheat clears, $3.1G© bushel.
3.50; patents, $4.1004.75; winter wheat, per box, as to size and quality. Radishes
clears, $3.4003.85; straights, $3.S0©4; are quoted at 25c per box.
Turnips job at 50 0 60c per bushel for
patents, $3.80 04.35.
Beets sell
Cornmeal is steady, with very little white, with yellow at 60c.
change. The demand is slack. Oatmeal at 40050c per box; carrotn, 60@75c per
box; new parsnips, 40c per dozen. Pep
and the cereals are little changed.
Corn changed about, and was slightly pers are quoted at 50c@$l per box; mint,
easier to arrive, and a little firmer for 60c per dozen; cress, 30c per dozen; parscorn on the spot.
Reports from the ley, $1.25 -per package. _
grpwing crop continue to be of a very
buoyont nature, with indications of a SPECIAL BOSTON BUTTER MARKET.
tremendous crop. Oats have continued
quiet, with new oats offering in suf
A short story, as was indicated last
ficient volume to make the position
rather easy. The quality of these new week. We have a steady market at un
oats is excellent, and the term “new,” changed prices. Receipts just about one
as applied to oats, is to be dropped off million pounds, which is almost exactly
sooner this year than usual, by agree the amount we consume per week. The
ment of the chamber of commerce.
cold storage pile was reduced 2297 pack
The position of hay is little changed,
with trade dull.
Straw is also quiet, ages, about the amount that was ex
with the market rather easy. Millfeed ported.
is very firm, with a good trade and high
New York quiet at 21; Chicago and El
er prices. Hay, $9016; fancy and job gin 20c.; all the same as last week.
Tubs.
bing, $16.50017.50; rye straw. $10011.
Pork provisions have continued in fair Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra..................21 to 2114
demand, with few changes in quotations.
Western, ....................................... 21
Boston packers have shortened their
Maine..............................................20 to 20*4
killing of hogs considerably, owing to
the high cost, while provisions are hard Dairy.—
Vt. extra, ............................... ....19
to realize from in the shape of better
firsts.................................................17 to 18
prices.
The demand for pork pro
Boxes.
visions for export has been shortened
somewhat by the higher prices, a re Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra.................2114 to 22
sult of the larger cost of hogs.
Maine..................... ....................... 2014 to 21
Still greater firmness is the feature of
the beef market, with still higher prices Dairy.—
Good to extra, ................ ...........16 to 20
being paid for cattle by the packers. It
Prints.
is also noted that the supply of good to
choice cattle is also very small, with the Creamery.—
Vt. and N. H. extra............. ....22
arrivals made up largely of poorer and
Maine............................................... 21
grass beef. This beef sells hard, and
causes much dissatisfaction in the trade. Dairy.—
Good to extra...............................17 to 20
The best beef is very decidedly firm.
J. HARVEY WHITE.
The arrivals of beef in this market have
Aug. 29, 1899.
been heavier, and this has had a depress
ing effect upon the trade, the cattle ar
riving being smaller and of poorer qual
COME AND SEE US.
ity. It is suggested that thqugh the
number of cars has been greater, it is
probable that the number of pounds of
actual beef has not been increased.
As usual this year the cottage of
The market on lambs has been over the Turf, Farm aurl Home will be
supplied of late, and is rather easy, even
at a slight decline. Muttons are fairly opeu to. the friends of the paper at
sustained and veals are pretty firm: both Bangor and Lewiston fairs. We
Lambs, 8%©10c; Brighton and eastern, hope our friends will feel free to make
9@llc; yearlings, 6@8c; muttons, 7©8e; our cottage their headquarters during
fancy, 80814c; veals, 6@10e; fancy Brightheir visit at both fairs. Drop in and
tons, 814 ©lie.
Poultry is quiet, with iced and alive leave your bundles or write a letter,
rather easy, but with fresh firm: North or ask for any information desired in
ern chickens, fresh, 13020c; fresh fowls, regard to the great exhibition.
We
12014c; western iced.chickens,,12014c: shall expect to see yon all.

Quotations on the Leading
Products In Demand.

>3®

MOVEMENT OF CATTLE AT THE hogs, average 245 lbs, 4%e; 13 hogs,
average 136 lbs, 5%c.
CENTRES.
Slaughterers Willingly Bought Calves
at Premium at Watertown.
Wholesale Purchase of Cattle Saved
Watertown, Aug. 29—Amount of live
the Day at Brighton.
Brighton, Aug. 29—Amount of live stock on the market: Cattle 1021, sheep
stock on the market: Cattle 2181, and lambs 44, swine 14,031, veal calves
sheep and lambs 524, swine 453, veal 185, horses 80, poultry 200 lbs.
calves 770, horses 27, poultry 250 lbs. Sources ol supply: Cattle S & L Swine Cvs

Western States,
481
14,000
20
01
Sources ol supply: Cattle S & L Swine Cvs Massachusetts.
New Hampshire,
9
7
300
96
1,554
Western states,
11
37
84
41 Vermont,
10
60
137
Massaehuserts,
500
69 724 Canada,
303
450
Maine,
5
130
74
New Hampshire,
Totals
1,021
44 14,031 185
57
Vermont,
Previous week 875
93 12,017 93
453 770‘
2,181 524
Totals
593
416
2,353
574
Previous week
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle—

The supply was small and consisted
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle— principally of very common stock, beef
There was a large supply of cattle on cows principally. Some of the arrivals
the market. An exporter bought very were weighed and sent over to Brigh
liberally, but the market was slow ton. Those sold were generally taken
otherwise. The butchers evidently by speculators. Sales: 1 steer, weigh
laid in a supply last week, sufficient to ing 1420 lbs, 41/1c: 1 steep, weighing
carry them for another week, and were 1320 lbs, 4^c; 2 beef cows, average 650
not in attendance. The choicest cattle lbs, 2c; 3 beef cows, average 830 lbs,
were taken for export, but the princi 2’/uC.
ple buyers of other grades were trad Milch Cows and Springers—The re
ers and speculators. The tone of the ceipts were small today, as the Ver
market was weak and prices were a mont train did not arrive until late.
trifle lower. Several head remained All arrivals were driven across to
unsold at a late hour. Sales: 2 cattle, Brighton.
average 1770 lbs, 5c; 1 ox, weighing Veal Calves—The receipts were light
1010 lbs, 4c; 4 cattle, average 1327 lbs, again today. The slaughterers seemed
5%c; 2 cattle, average 1435 lbs, 5%c; anxious to do business and while
3 cattle, average 1590 lbs, 5c; 1200 lbs, prices were not fixed foi- a majority of
5c; 8 cattle, average 1775 lbs, 4%c; 2 the sales it was generally taken for
cattle, average 1500 lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, granted that calves were worth %@%c
average 1630 lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average per pound more thaii they were hist
1010 lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average 1040 lbs. week. Sales: 5 calves, average 178
5c; 2 cattle, average 1085 lbs, 5%c; 2 lbs, 6%c; 74 calves, average 117 lbs,
cattle, average 1505 lbs, 5%c; 2 cattle, 5%c; 16 calves, average 133 lbs, 6c; 3
average 1000 lbs, 5%c; 8 cattle, aver calves, average 143 lbs. 6%c.
age 1220 lbs, 5c; 3 cattle, average 1123 Sheep and Lambs—The supply was
lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average 1330 lbs. 5c; hardly large enough to make a market.
2 cattle, average 1355 lbs, $4.90 cwt; 2 The staughterers took what there was
cattle, average 1795 lbs, 4%c; 4 cattle, only as a favor and not because they
average 1435 lbs, 4%c; 10 cattle, aver wanted lambs, as the market was well
age 1533 lbs, 5%c; 1 beef, cow, weigh supplied with outside stock.
ing 910 lbs, 2%c; 1 beef cow, weighing Western Beef Cattle—The receipts
770 lbs, 2%c; 1 beef cow, weighing 1000 continue rather small. Shippers have
lbs, 3c; 2 cattle, average 1590 lbs, 5%c; buyers in Canada picking up all the
2 cattle, average 1410 lbs, 5%c.
cattle they can. about 500 being re
Milch Cows and Springers—There ceived in Boston during the past week.
was a little better demand for cows
during -the week, but there was no
movement of any importance this
morning. The supply is still greatly in Arrival of Sheep and Lambs Heavy at
Somerville.
excess of the demand and drovers are
looking for another bargain counter Somerville, Aug. 29—Amount of live
stock on the market: Cattle 155, sheep
business tomorrow.
Veal Calves—The receipts were larg and lambs 11,270, swine 16,135, veal
er today, but under a very brisk de calves 1274.
mand the market ruled strong and Sources of supply: Cattle S «fc L Swins Cves
prices were higher. The weather, Western states,
16,000
49
«0
among other things, tends to make a Massachusetts,
Maine.
28
416
707
good demand for veal, and the Boston New Hampshire,
82
199
70
190
45
1,206
market has been closely sold up. The Vermont,
65
317
New York,
4 900
New York markets are still high, and Canada,
4,500
butchers paid the advance asked today
-------- —----- Totals
155 11,270 16,135 1,274
so as to encourage drovers to bring
Previous week 399 5,678 16,815
738
their calves here next week instead of
taking them to New York. If the sup Northern.and Eastern Beef Cattleply is kept within reasonable limits
supply was small, the bulk of the
the drovers expect a further advance Tlie
going direct to the abattoirs.
next week, as the Boston and near-by receipts
The best cattle sold fairly well, but
markets will absorb the receipts of to the
lower grades moved slowly at un
day very readily. Sales: 13 calves, av
erage 137 lbs,. 014 c; 0 calves, average satisfactory prices. There seems to be
120 lbs, 5%c; 15 calves, average 130 an oversupply of common cattle and
not enough of really good cattle fit for
lbs, 6c; 34 calves, average 113 lbs/5^c; export.
5 calves, average 180 lbs, 6%c; "l4
calves, average 111 lbs, 5c; 72 calves, Milch Cows and Springers—The sup
128 lbs, 0c: 76 calves, average 144 lbs, ply does not show any signs of de
6%c: 60 calves, average 118 lbs. 5’/>e. creasing More cows are coming in
Sheep and Lambs—The supply was than the condition of the market war
moderate, but adequate. Butchers did rants and prices are still very low.
not appear to want stock, owing to the Veal Calves—The receipts were very
fact that the market is rather over heavy today, but the market was in
stocked with Canadian and New York good shape and drovers had no difficul
stock. The drovers who asked 6c for ty in making a clearance at slightly
lambs were satisfied to take 5%c with advanced prices. Several good lots
out much dickering. The few sheep went direct to the abattoirs. The num
offered were not in demand. Sales: 20 ber offered for sale was considerably
lambs, average 63 lbs. 5%c; 40 lambs, larger than usual. Sales: 20 calves
average 67 lbs, 5%c; 7 sheep, average average 137 lbs, 6%e; 37 calves, aver
84 lbs. 4c: 12 sheep, average 89 lbs, age 140 lbs, 6%c; 14 calves, average
127 lbs, 5%c; 70 calves, average j,i2
3%c: 67 lambs, average 64 lbs, 5%c.
Western Beef Cattle—The receipts lbs, 0c.
about equal the average, but the qual Sheep and Lambs—The feature of
ity does not. The cattle are costing the market was the large receipts, par
from $6@6.60 cwt in Chicago and even ticularly from New York state and
at these figures shippers find they can ( anada. The bulk of the arrivals
not get enough good cattle to fill the were consigned to slaughterers, but
space they have under contract. Some the drovers who had lambs to sell
of the exporters are buying grass cat- soon found that the heavy receipts had
tie.
a depressing effect, sales of lambs be
Swine—The supply was more liberal ing at 5%@6c and of sheep at 4c.
than usual, but there was a demand
for all offering at 4V.@4%c. Prime
light hogs are in particularly good de R-l-P-VNS. 10 for 6 cents at drnggiata. They
mand. Sales: 8 hogs, average 255 lbs, bauieh pain and prolong life. One give relief.
matter what's the matter one wi’l do you
4^c; 3 hogs, average 258 lbs, 4%c; 6 No
K°od38 1 yeah
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SEND ONE DOLLAR

CUT
THIS
AD. OUT

and send to ns,

state your height, weight,
number inches around body at breast,
taken over vest, under coat, close up
under arms, number inches around
body at waist and hips and length of
leg inside pants seam from tight Ip
I crotch to heel, state whether you wish
Xsnck or frock eoat and color wanted, and
Wwe will send you by express. C. O. I).,
I SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION, a tailor made
I suit to your exact measure. You can examine
and try it on at your express office, and
if you find it the best made, most stylish
suit you ever had. equal to anything your
tailor would make you for $15.00 and the
most wonderful value you ever heard of,
pay the express agent ONE-HALE OUlt REGU
LAR I’ll ICE, cr$4.75 and express charges,
less the $1.00 sent with order.
AT cm DO we cut a,,,l make these suits
HI ipiU.m jo n.,.as„,e jn competition
with suits tailors get $13.00 for. They are
custom tailor made to measure, but making over

all fine
1.000 suits daily, measure errors creep in and some
misfit suits accumulate, and to keep our stock clean
we shall close them out at ONE-HALE' PRICE and less than
cost of cloth alone. A big loss to us.

These suits were made to measure at
$9.00 to $12.00, from fine wool cassimeres,
meltons and cheviot cloths, in light, medium

and dark shades, also plain effects, made in very latest
style, with fine linings and trimmings, coats satin piped,
fancy arm shields, silk and linen sewing; best of everything.

We will select the exact kind and style

of suit you want, recut and refit it to your exact measure ami
when you get it, if you do not say it is to every purpose
exactly the same ns if originally madeto your measure
by us at $9.00 to $12.00, or l>y your own tailor at $15.00 to
$20.00, return it at our expense. Order today. Don’t Delay.
Write for free Cloth Samples of Men’s Tailoring. Address,

Sears, Roebuck & Co. (Inc.) Chicago
(Sears, Roebuck & Co. are thoroughly reliable.—Editor.)

LEWISTON ENTRIES.

FARM

AND

HOME

Raven Wilkes, blk g, Abbott Wilkes,
A L Stanwood.
Jobie, blk g, Black John, Albert
Haskell.
Johnnie Wilkes, b h, Wilkes, Prudent
Letourneau.
Ned O., b g, L W Folsom, Somerville,
Mass.
Old Point, b g, Nelson, Guy Ed
wards.
Batterv, eh g, C S P. Fred Pollard.
Who are Willing to Pay When Convinced of Cure.
Lady Bayard, b m. Bayard Wilkes,
J .1 McCarthy, Bostou. Mass.
Annie B., cli m, Alelayone, W F
SCIENTIFIC combined medical and
French.
mechanical cure has been discovered
Button, b g. Bronze Chief, J A Leafor “Weakness of Men." Its success
iuan & Co., Halifax, N. S.
has been so startling that the proprietors
Scott, b g, Edgemark, H F Andrews.
now announce that they will send it on
George I)., b g, Nelson, C H Nelsom
trial—remedies and appliance—without ad
Emma H., b m. Parker Gun, J F
vance payment—to any honest man. If not
M ills, Boston, Mass.
all that is claimed—all you wish—send it
Juliette, ch m, Evolution. J F Mills,
back—that ends it—pay nothing.
Boston. Mass.
This combined treatment creates health/
Madelia, b m, Bayard Wilkes, F II
strength, vitality, sustaining powers, and
Biiggs.
restores weak and undeveloped portions to.
Bluegrass, blk g, Hambletonian, C D
natural functions.
Edmunds.
There is no C. O. D. extortion, no de2
Stake No. 0. 2.27 Pace. Purse $4(10.
ception of any nature in this offer.
1
Eva W., ro m, Sea Foam, M T MerIf you are interested and in earnest write
row.
your name and address in the blank form
Dewey, b g, Bismark. A S Doughty.
below, cut out the coupon and mail it to
Suzelle. b m,.Nelson, G G Runnells.
Erie Medical Co,, Buffalo, N. Y.
Daisy D., gr m, Hiram Dyer, C M
Mitchell.
ERIE MEDICAL fO.,
Alsultan, hr li, Sultan, J II Manter.
66 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, N Y.
Jerome Belle, eli m, Jerome Taylor,
Sirs:—As per statement, in Waterville, Me., 1 usf, Fai.m & Fcmb, you may
J T Brown.
mail to me, under plain letter sea*, postage jald, full explaiation of your rew
AI Pointer, ch g, Romeo, George Bon- system of furnishing your Appliance and Remedies to reliable men on trial and
approval without expense—no payment to be made in advarce—io ccst of any
nallie.
Ruby, b in, Johnnie Wilkes, J M kind unless treatment proves successful and entirely satisfactoiy. /Iso mail
Ridley.
sealed, free, your new medical be ok for men.
Johnnie Wilkes, li h. Wilkes, Prudent
Letourneau.
Ned O.. b g. L IV Folsom, Somerville, Give name and

T7QT212 MedicalTreatment
rJVCE For Weak Men

The list of entries for the great Lew
iston fair next week rather lays over
any list ever issued in this state. In
fact it is simply unique. Dill any one
ever dream that such a list could be
procured? Not only did the free-for-all
trot for the $1000 purse fill but the
2.20 and the 2.10 pace also have a
address in full .....................................................................................................................
large number of entries. It will sure- Mass.
ly be the greatest race meeting ever Alice, gr in. Black .Toe, H U Bonier.
held in Maine. In fact it will be in Battery, ch g, C S I1. Fred Pollard.
Wiltonwood, b in, Wilton, N C Craw Please write
perfect keeping with all the rest of the ford.
very plainly 39)
great show. Here is the great list Banker, Cuckoo, George E Wood
complete:
bury.
Annie B., ch in, Alelayone, W F
Stake No. 2. Trotting Foals of 1805.
French.
, $300.
Emma D., b m, Black Nathan, J Rus
Button, b g, Bronze Chief, .T A Lea- & Son.
Czar, b li, by Nelson, IV D Haley.
Vulcan, blk g, Jay Bird, E II Gree sell.
Harold Wilkesj, b g, Wilkes, M O Ed iuan. Halifax, N. S.
Harrie, br g, Edgardo, IV L Eaton.
Scott, b g, Edgemark. C G Andrews. ley.
it ards.
Capt. Hall, br g, Arion, IV L Eaton.
Cadenza, ch m, King Renue, J K P
Student, b g, E H Dixon.
Tasso, br g. Wilkes. E H Greeley.
Lulu IV., Robinson D., George IV
Addison, b g, Dictator Chief, E IL Rogers.
Capt. Ilaft, In- g. Arion. IV L Eaton.
Rex, ro g, Jay Bird, W F Cleveland. Woodbury.
Olwil S.. b g, St. Croix. IV F French. Greeley.
Commander, b h, Wilkes, Prudent Stake No. 10. 2.24 Trot. Purse $400.
Maud Nelson, b f, Wilkes. C II Nel John II.. b g. Prince Regent, C IL Letourneau.
King Wilkes, blk h, Wilkes, P Let
Higgins.
sen.
Emma D., b m, Black Nathan, J ourneau.
Raven Wilkes, blk g, Abbott Wilkes,
Alura, b f. Nelson. C It Nelson.
Ralph Hanks, Ralph Wilkes, L IV
Russell.
No. I.' Trotting Foals of 1896. $300. A L Stanwood.
Folsom, Somerville, Mass.
gr g, Edgardo, W L Eaton.
Miss Winnie, b' f. Regal Nelsom L Jobie, blk. g, Black John, Albert Harrie,
Camden Boy, gr g, I'eni Vici,- II L
Capt. Haft' br g, Arion. W L Eaton.
Haskell.
Morrison, Boston. Mass.
Anidrosis, blk g, St. Croix, Guy Ed Olwil S., b g, St. Croix. W F French. Turner.
Easter, blk f, Wilkes, W D Haley.
Lady Dustmont, b m, Dustmont, Gonerell, b m, Earl Medium, b m A
Byron Wilkes, blk g, Tarratine, wards.
J Libby.
George D., 1) g, Nelson, C H Nelson. Charles G Andrews.
Harry Weymoutli.
Tom Drew, b g, Young Dirigo, N C
Wilkes, b g, Bayard Wilkes,
Lena Wilkes, b f, Wilkes. M O Ed Lady Bayard, b m, Bayard Wilkes, J Rigby
Crawford.
J McCarthy, Boston, Mass, x
J J McCarthy. Boston. Mass.
wards.
Romp L., b in. Rampart, J A LeaLulu W., Robinson D., Geo. E.
Maggie Igo. b ui. Hr. Hooker, G S May Day, b f, Robinson D., E B
man & Co., Halifax, N. S.
Howard.
Woodbury.
Burleigh.
Hattie S., cli m, Appleton, C H Simp
Commodore Schley, b li, Nelson, Wil Blue Grass blk g, Hambletonian, C Gen. Wilkes, b g, Wilkes, C H Nel son.
D Edmunds.
son.
liam Gregg.
Voglesong, b g, Nelson, C II Nelson.
Bingen Jr., b g. W II Pike.
Stake No. 7. 2.20 Pace. Purse $400. Maybelle, .IBP Wheelden.
b g, Yhatagan, C D Edmunds.
Helena, b m, S R B Pingree.
Eva W., ro m, Sea Foam. M T Met Miss Winnie, b f, Regal Nelson, L Ibsen,
Regal Nelson, b g, Nelson, L Mor
Morrison, Boston, Mass.
Catlin, b g, Nelson, C H Nelson.
ro w.
rison, Boston, Mass.
No. 5. 2.34 Pace. $400.
Laundryman, gr g, Gideon, F LI Wig- Czar, b h,-Nelson, W I) Haley.
Vulcan, blk g. Jay Bird, E H Gree
Easter, blk f, Wilkes, W D Haley.
Edwin C., g h, Brown Boone, Chas. gin.
ley.
Green.
Benvenuto Boone, b g, James ILorse,
Byron Wilkes, blk g, Tarratine, Royal Boone, b h, Daniel Boone, J J
Student, b g. E 11 Dixon.
E IV Hutchins.
Harry Weymouth.
Boston, Mass.
Addison, b h. Dictator• Chief. E II
Linnie G„ br m, Eolus, IV G Morrill. Harold Wilkes, b g, Wilkes, M O Ed McCarthy,
Phil Croix, ch g, St. Croix, H U
Greeley.
Elder Boone, blk h, Daniel Boone, W wards.
Romer.
John IL. b g. Prince Regent C A G Morrill.
Maggie Tgo, b m. Dr. Hooker, G S Alcantara Chief, b g. Alcantara, A
Higgins.
Sabrina, b m. Nelson. S R B Pingree. Burleigh.
IV Rideout.
Alsultan. b h, Sultan. J II Manter.
Ruby, b in. Jolninie Wilkes, J M rtid- Gregg, St. Croix, Wm. Gregg.
Gladwin, b li. J B P Wheelden.
ley.
Com. Schley, b h, Nelson, Wm.
Philip A., b g, Nordeck, I IV Pottle.
Denmark. Bayard Wilkes, N II Giegg.
Class Race No. 11. 2.45 Pace. Purse
Brown.
Bingen Jr., b li, Bingen, W H Pike.
$300.
Alice, gr in, Black Joe, IL U Romer. Halena, b m, S R B Pingree.
Bluegrass, blk g Hambletonian
Queen of Salem, ro m. King of Sa Stake No. 9. 2.30 Trot. Purse $400. Mambrino,
C D Edmunds.
lem, N C Crawford.
Annie H., Alelayone, ITbrace D Han Anidrosis, ch g, St. Croix, G O fidNellie
Eaton,
1)
ni.
Jewmont,
IV
L
son.
wards.
CURES DYSPEFSIA.
Eaton.
Vulcan, blk g, Jay Bird, E H Gree Temple Hal, br g, Brown Hal, Geo.
Sold bv
druggtiti, in 35 cts. and
per
Reno
K..
b
g,
Krem'liu,
George
E
ley.
II C Stndley.
botu*. None genuine unless bearing a beaver
Woodbury.
< n the bottle.
King Wilkes, blk h. Wilkes, Prudent Little King, b g, E B Howard.
--MANUFACTURED BY—
Dewey, b g, Bismark, A S Doughty. Letourneau.
Nina A., b m, Harry Hartwell.
Lady Bayard, b m, Bayard Wilkes,
Ralph Hanks, blk li. Ralph Wilkes, John H„ br g. Prince Regent, C A
Gao Grortnr Co., Waterville, Me
J J McCarthy, Bostou, Mass.
I IV Folsom Somerville, Mass.
Higgins.
Suzelle, b m. Nelson. G G Runnells.
Sammy IV., b g, Messenger Diomed. Johnnie Wilkes, b h, Wilkes, P Let
Daisy D„ gr m, Hiram Dyer, C M II L Turner.
ourneau.
, '
Mitchell.
MOSELEY’S
Phil Croix, ch g, St. Croix, H U Student, b g, Wilkes, E H Dixon.
Jerome Belle. Jerome Taylor. J T Romer.
Harry B.. ch g, Ben Franklin, H U
Brown.
Lady Dustmont. b m, Dustmont, C Romer.
Al Pointer, eli g, Romeo, George Bon- G Andrews.
Maggie Hal, b m, Brown Hal. Irvins
A 1 ittle factory for only |6.00. For use on an ordinary rallie. .
Royal Boone, b g, Daniel Boone, J J IV Rowe.
cook stove. No extra expense for fuel. Easily operated.
Button, b g. Bronze Chief. J F Lea- McCarthy, Boston, Mass.
Evaporates apples, pears, peaches, all kinds of
Express, blk g. Black Mack, R I
email fruits and berries, corn, pumpkin and squash. man A Co., Halifax, N. S.
Belmont, b h, Rampart, J A Leaman Twombly, Berlin, N H.
Send for circular. Agents wanted. A preat seller.
.MOSELEY A PRITCHARD MFO. CO..
Lady Goodwin, b m. Dudley Buck, it Co., Halifax, N. S.
Grade Walters, b m, B F Delano,
'Ment ion this paper.i
Clinton, Iowa.
D R Ilood.
Voglesong. b g, Nelson. C H Nelson. Readville, Mass.
May Hav, b f. Robinson D.. F B Gladwin, b h. J P B Wheelden.
Student, b g, Wilkes, A E Russell.
Howard.
Maybelle. b m. J P B Wheelden.
Kitty Connors. Nutwood, Mason
Gladys M.. br m. Ervin M„ C D Ed Schofield, ch g, Egalite, C D Ed Farm,
Taunton, Mass.
munds.
munds.
Button, b g, Bronze Chief, J A LeaVan Demon, eli g. Van Helmout. C
Regal Nelson, b h, Nelson, L Mor man & Co., Halifax, N. S.
Tallow, Rai cid Lard, Pork, Beef, Butter, iwar
ket waate, Green aud Dry Bones Cattle’s Feet, I) Edmunds.
rison, Boston, Mass.
and all kinds of Good rendering Material.
Bayard, b m, Bayard Wilkes
Jay. blk g, Robert Waite.
Nina A., b m, Messenger Wilkes, J Lady
When you have anything for sale in above
J McCarthy, Boston, Mass.
Stake
No.
6.
2.40
Trot.
1‘urse
$400.
Harry
Hartwell.
line plesee write ub; or send it along by rail or
Joker, b g, Hector Wilkes, C J Rus
otherwise.
Annie II.. b m, Alelayone, Horace D Little Peter, b h, Nelson. J F Connor sell.
We pay the higheat price. Returns promptly Hanson.
&
Son.
made.
SAMUEL A. STODDARD,
Nedora, b m, Nelson, C H Nelson.
Nina A., b m, Messenger Wilkes, Cadenza, ch m, King Renne, J K P
Hallowell, Me.
Proprietor Hallowell Steam rendering works. Harry Hartwell.
Rogers.
Little Peter, b h, Nelson, J F Connor
Rex, ro g, Jay Bird, W F Cleveland.
(Continued on page 24.)

Groder’s Syrup
Fruit Evaporator
WANTED.
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Good Natured BABIES

THE IDEAL
Dog, Sheep or Goat Power,

ARE THOSE BEARING NAME
of

De LAVAL
Quality

23

SIMPLE. EFFICIENT, DURABLF,

Quantity

Ease of Operation
PROVE

I

SO

- THE Superiority -

m
S
m
5

of the De Laval “Baby”

Cream Separators.

AND You Can Have One On Trial For The Asking,

ASK OUR AGENT ON THE GROUNDS FoR BOOK
ABOUT THE

MOSELEY & STODDARD MFG CO,
Rutland, Vermont.

125

POUND

AINMAL

DOES

MORE

EXPECTED-

l’OMPANOOSUC, VT.

SEND FOR FREE

CATALOGUE,

XI
H

I
m

or FIND OUR EXHIBIT ON THE GROUNDS.
MOSELEY & STODDARD Mrs. Co..

Determine The Quality
IRON FRAME BABCOCK TESTER and STODDARD CHURN.

Rutland,

Vt.

Of your Milk and Increase the AMOUNT
your BUTTER by using

Moseley & Stoddard

THE STANDARD of
EXCELLENCE,
A

Made in Sizes to

The WATERS.

SUIT ALL DAIRIES,

YOUR EQUIPMENT IS NOT COMPLETE
WITHOUT ONEMANUFACTURED

Rutland

-

-

Vermont.

THE

new humming bird
Made for

SMALL

DAIRIES,
WHAT ONE OF VERMONt’S
PROMINENT DAIRY
MEN SAY.
No. Pomfret, Vt.
Gentlemen:—The improved
De Laval separator No. 3 I re
cently purchased of you is do
ing all and even more than you
ilaimed In just one week’s
time, with 400 pounds milk
daily, I gained 21 pounds butter
over the Cooley system, all con
ditions the same as the Cooley
trial. It is easily turned by
hand power and runs 800 pounds
milk per hour. I think any
dairyman who keeps five cows
cannot afford to make butter
without the De 1 aval separator.
It runs still, without friction,
easy to handle, and last but
not least, the easiest to dean 1
think
F, L, Davis,

Secretary Vt, Dairymen’s Asso
ciation.
SEND FOR SIDE TALKS ABOUT THE BABY.

BY

MOSELEY & STODDARD

co.,

A Perfect Cream Separator.

Perfect Worker
-

mfg.

Vermont.

Rutland,

OUR

MAN ON TH E

THAN

Gentlemen:-We have used your “Ideal” Sheep Power nearly Twelve (12)
months, it works far better than we anticipated, doing both churning and Sepa
rating, with &h ep of 125 pound?, from a dairy of from 10 to 17 cows.
Yours renpectmUy.
A. W. SNOW & SON.

SHO W

THEDE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
74 Cortlandt St , New York City

BABIES

m

Run A Separator or Churn.

GROUNDS W ILL

YOU

TH E S E

ARTICLES.

COMBINED WITH

Mfg Co,

TH8 DELAYAL SEPARATOR CO,. I MOSELEY & ST0DD5RD MFG CO.
74 Cortlandt St. New York City
Rutland, Vermont

OUR CREAMERY EDITION CATALOGUE IS NUMBER 79.

0)
z
I
m
m
>
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T
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Rover R., ro g, Johnnie Wilkes, W F Emma C., b m, F R Merrill, Roches ary. Col. C. H. Osgood has this mat
ter, N. H.
French.
ter in charge and will make a success
James T., br g, Robinson D., James Satan, br g, F R Merrill, Rochester,
of it.
N. H.
Thompson.
During the fair Mr. R. B. Hall of
Lady
Dustmont,
Dustmont,
C
G
An
Eben
L.,
blk
g,
Haroldson,
E
C
Russell Maid, Nut Hurst, William drews.
Boody.
Waterville,
of the Hall Military Band,
O’Neil.
Topsy M., ch m, Castillion, F M Gar- Class Race No. 18. Free-for-all Trot will play solos for the Brigade Band
Gregg, b h, St. Croix, William Gregg. eelon.
ters. Purse $1000.
Class Race No. 12. 2.45 Trot. Purse Emery, br g, Brown Wilkes, A J Tom Drew, b g, Young Dirigo, N C of Lewiston, and will be a delight to
$300.
the Lewiston music lovers, as well as
Crawford.
Libby.
Cadenza, cb m, King Rene, Wm. Hazelwood, br g, Haley, J H Law- Greenbrlno, b h, Woodbrino, L Mor those from all over Maine, who are
Sweeney.
rison, Boston, Mass.
reuce.
here.
Dexter Lee, br g, Cipper Lee, E H Ruentgan, br g, Hebron, E M Gross.
Suzette, b m, Wilkes, L .Morrison,
Secretarv Clark of the Fair is pre
Downs.
Lady Bayard, b m, Bayard Wilkes, J Boston, Mass.
Little King, b g, E B Howard.
St. Croix, b h, Wilkes, Dr. G W paring to issue a neat and tasteful ro.T
McCarthy,
Boston,
Mass.
Lady Grasmere, b m, Grasmere,
gram of the week. It wiil be a feature
Tom O’Neil, blk g, Bayard Wilkes, Zeigler.
George E Baston.
C W Williams, b g, Allerto i, E B worth while. In this booklet will be
All So Jr., b g, All So, W R Brown. W II Hamilton.
Howard.
Nellie, gr m, Johnnie Wilkes, J M Spaulding, ro g, Fauntleroy, C J Rus Lady Madison, br m, Madison Smith, found every event announced in its
sell.
Ridley.
'
order and the arrangements, time
G S Burleigh.
Rover It., ro g, Johnnie Wilkes, W F Maud Nelson, Nelson, C H Nelson.
Norland, b g, All So, Ralph Foster. tables, etc., together with the down
Westfield,
br
g,
Westland;
E
E
Cross.
French.
Emma C., b m, F R Merrill, Roches Aleidlia, b m, Sir Walter, Jr. Mason score cards will also appear.
Annie IL, b m, II II Hanson.
Farm, Taunton, Mass.
ter, N. H.
The most interesting announcement
Bingen Jr., b g Bingen, W II Pike.
Nordau, b m, Nainsos, J J McCarthy, town exhibit and othei things. The
Kittle Stanford, b m, Leland Stan Linda, b m, Barnes Bro.
Boston,
Mass.
ford, C Palmer, Everett, Mass.
Lulu D., b m, Robinson D., George St. Croix, Jr., b s, St. Croix, T G which is to come from New York.
Belle “Wilson, blk m. E L Jenkins. Woodbury.
This will be a remarkable combination
Hazelwood, b g, Haley J H Law Class Race No. 14. 2.30 Pace, Novel Burleigh.
White Points, b g, White Egan, Wm. for a fair.
ty. Purse $300.
rence.
Readville, Mass.
Sorceress, gr m, The Seer, C F Old Point, b g, Nelson. G C Edwards. O’Neil.
Much Ado, b g, Judge Salisbury, J There are 42 people in th# company.
Dewey, b g, A S Doughty.
Getchell.
Every one of them is an artist. Mr.
Kennedy, Franklin, N H.
Ruentgah, br g, Hebron, E M Gross. Temple Hal, b g, Brown Hal, Geo. WEmma
D, b m, -Jason Itussell.
Clark secured the services of a nation
Tom O’Neil, Bayard Wilkes, W R W C Studley.
May Day, b f, Robinson D., E B Prince Lavanlard, g s, Lavalard, E ally known actor, a person of Maine
Hamilton.
C Swan. Athol. Mass.
Spaulding, ro g, Fauntleroy, C J Rus Howard.
birth who did the kindness out of love
Rex Wilkes, blk g, Johnnie Wilkes, CLASS RACE NO. 19—2.20 TROT- of the old Pine Tree State, to pick out
sell.
PURSE
$500.
Gid Wilkes, br g Nelson, C H Nelson. J M Ridley.
Homans, br g, Nelson, C H Nelson.
John II., b g, Prince Regent, C H Maud H, b m, Gen Withers, Jr, C H the best vaudeville that the New York
Simpson.
stage could afford, and the result will
Lexington, blk g, Poem, William IT iggins.
Johnnie Wilkes, b li, Wilkes, P Let- Philip A, br g, Nordeck, I W Pottle, be satisfactory.
O’Neil, Readville, Mass.
Lady
Madison,
br
m,
Madison
Smith,
Kitty B„ b m, by Son of Tom Patch- ourneau.
As last year, there will be a midway
Guess So, b g, All So, W J Wheelden. G S Burleigh
eu Charles Briggs.
Commander, b s, Wilkes, "P Letour- with tlle
camps, its side-shows,
.Ten F„ F It Merrill, Rochester, N. H. Bessie D., b m, Ralph Foster.
its candy booths, its Indians, its soldiLinda, b m, Barnes Bros., Andover. Harry B., ch g, Ben Franklin, H U neau.
Norland, b g, Also. Ralph Foster.
e,> camps, and a hundred and one
Class Race No. 13. 2.35 Trot. Purse Romer.
Maggie Hal, b m Brown Hal, Irving Ginger, ch g, Maine Prince, M M other little odd shows complete iu
$300.
Partridge.
Dexter Lee, br g, Clipper Lee, E H W Rowe.
themselves, and full grotesque inter
Miss McGinty, br in, Inveterate, C G Lucy Wilkes, blk m, Red Wilkes,
Downes.
est and fun, and the midway-will be
Irving W Rowe.
Lady Grasmere, b m, Grasmere, Andrews.
clean, with just a dash of the queer
Were Wolfe, b g, Sebolo, R I Twom Pilot Wilkes, blk g, W H Pike.
George E. Baston.
All So Jr., br g Ali So, W R Brown. bly. Berlin, N. H.
to give it a savor. Nothing suggestive
Warwick, b s, A E Russell.
Nillie, gr m, Johnnie Wilkes, J M Harry Arnold, b g, A E Russell.
of uncleanliness will be tolerated a
Sam, b g. Fearnauglit, C J Russell. Alcalou, blk s, Wilton, Mason Farm.
Ridley.
minute, but the committee iu charge
Clayson, Allie Clay, II G Blanchard. George I)., br g, Nelson, C H Nelson. Taunton, Mass.
Laundrymari. Gideon, F II Wiggin.
Russell Maid, b m. Nut Hurst, Wil Wilmonst, b s. Rampart, J A Lea- has put itself out to get the odd, the
man & Co. Halifax, N S.
Ike Wilkes, br g, Grand Wilkes, R I liam O’Neil. Readville. Mass.
queer, and the peculiar, that out of
Arthur Cleveland, b s, Alcantara, the way side of humanity and life, to
Golddust, ch g, Dr. L S Sanborn.
Twombly, Berlin. N. II.
Jennie Hale, Robbin Ilale, W L Taft, Annie B., ch m, Alclayone, W F Ira P Woodbury.
Eldora, b m, Ellsmere, Chas Dustin. interest those who like to study man
French.
Northbridge Center. Mass.
Dandv Dinmont, b g, Black Rolfe, C Emma C., b m. F R Merrill, Roches -Silver Street, b m, Nelson, C H Nel kind from that side. Some of the
son.
ter, N. II.
J Russel!.
side-shows will eclipse anything that
Class Race No. 15. 2.27 Trot. Novel Alclayone, br s, Alcyone, Wm Gregg. the World’s Fair had.
CLASS RACE NO. 20. 2.10 PACEty. Purse $300.
The Pomologic department will be
PURSE $1000.
Parker G„ br g. Parker Gun, F P
Chestea, gr g, Tombette Wilkes, Ma the best in the history of the fair. It
Fox, Rochester, N. II.
Lucy Wilkes, blk in, Red Wilkes, son Farm, Taunton, Mass.
is under the care of Mr. John Burr of
Mazette, b m, Tennessee Wilkes, T Freeport, and will be very large, as
Irving W Rowe.
Carpet Boy, b g, Archie Boone, R D S Bailey, Brockton, Mass.
Allen.
Arlington, Bostystic Almont, Walter hundreds of Maine people have writ
ten to him and want to exhibit. He
Kittle Stanford, b m, Leland Stan B Farmer, Readville, Mass.
ford, C Palmer, Everett, Mass.
Will Leyburn, b g, Wilton, G W wiil be assisted by Mr. Andrews and
Busha Wilkes, b
Nelson’s Wilkes, Leavitt, Boston. Mass.
Mr. George of the old society.
A J Libby.
Dempsy, b g. Tribune, Con O’Neil,
For a month twenty-five men have
Glen Wilkes, b g, Bayard Wilkes, A Medford. Mass.
J Libby.
Marion G, b m, Rockdale, Wm Boyl- been busY a11 tbe daylight hours clearPatty, ch m, George Logan, Roscoe ston, Princeton, Mass.
ing up the grounds, building barns
Smith.
Woodshed, b g, R M & D J Sturte and stables, etc.
Masco, b g Edgemark, Mason Farm, vant. Somerville Mass.
Taunton, Mass.
Terrill S. ch g Stradmere, Oakhurst
NOTES HERE AND THERE.
Elcy G., b m, Mason Farm, Taun Farm, Whitneyville, Mass.
Coleen,
ch
m,
Kendrick
Farm,
ton,
Mass.
Pittsfield, - Me, Bessie Rampart, b m, Rampart. J A Franklin, N II.
At Waterboro some very good horses
Merrill, eh s, Nelson, F J Merrill.
I.eaman & Co., Halifax, N. S.
Peter Q., eh g, J B Woodbury.
Satan. F R Merrill, Rochester, N H. can be seen any day. Farnsworth
Durgin has the bay gelding Snip, by
Hazelwood, br g, Haley. J H Law
THE LEWISTON FAIR.
Lookaway 2.22%; dam by Hamblerence.
Royal Boone, b g, Daniel Boone, J .J
tonian Chief. This horse is good size,
McCarthy, Boston, Mass.
Every Indication points to a better good style and speedy. Has worked
Tom O’Neil, blk g, Bayard Wilkes, fair this year than ever before. The
miles in 2.25 and is an excellent road
W II Hamilton.
officials are already on the ground ster. Mr. Durgin purchased him of A.
Camden Boy. gr g, II L Turner.
Nellie S., b m, Robinson D., C J Rus looking after every detail of the work J. Carl of Saco.
sell.
that is now being brought to a close. G. H. Smith lias a good family horse,
Elsie Mack, ch m. R M & D J Stur- q'hose who have not seen the grounds seven years old by Winthrop Pilot.
tevant, Somerville, Mass.
n,„
__
The Nun, b f, Young Jim, Oakhurst since the fair closed last season will He is 15-2% hands high, is handsome
not
know
them
in
their
new
attire, for and is an actor. This horse is safe for
Farm, Whitinsville, Mass.
Johnnie Wilkes, b h, Wilkes, Pru they are just too gay for anything. a lady and a roadster that would
dent Letourneau.
Thursday, Oct. 5.
Surely a greater transformation has please anyone.
Linda, b m, Barnes Bros,
taken place this year than last, and
Purse
$100
2 25 Class, Trot and Pace,
Class Race No, 17. 2.17 Pace Purse
tiiat is saying a great deal, as all will Attention is called to the races an
“
100.
2 33 “
“ “
“
$500.
Van Demon, ch g, Van Helmont, G admit.
nounced for Union Park, on the last
Friday, Oct. 6.
I) Edmunds.
On the Governor’s day the Governor page of this issue. The dates are Oct.
Queen of Salem, ro m, King of Sa will take dinner at Auburn, and his es- 5, 6 and 7, and $700 in purses are of
2 22 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $150. lem,
N C Crawford.
2.20 *•
“ “
“
100
George K,, b g, Dictator, William yet is that of the vaudeville rvomv fered, Read the announcement and
cort will meet him at Auburn and at send for entry blanks to Col. Morrill,
Sweeney.
Saturday, Oct. 7.
Tack Hammer Morrill, b h R C Sum tend him to the grounds as is custom- Pittsfield, Me.
2 19 Class, Trot and Face, Purse $150. ner.
“
100. Edwin C„ gr h, Bronze Boone, Chas.
3 00 “
“ *’
Green.
Trotters eligible to o’asses two seconds Jerome Belle, eh m, J T Brown.
faster admitted, allowiog trotters two Elder Boone, blk h, Daniel Boone, W
Small family sizes to power machines, capable of turning out 60to 100
bbls.iii ten hours. Write us when iu want of these, or Horse Powers
seconds advantage. Track record for G Morrill.
Sawing Machines, Root Cutters, Barrel Headers and Agricul
G„ blk m, Eolus, W G Morrill.
tural Implements generally. We aro N. E. factors for the old reliable
Maine 2.13)^. Entries close Monday Linnie
Lexington, b g, Poem, Wm. O’Neil,
WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
Sept, 25th.
Readville, Mass.
want a machine and the capacity desired and we will mail you free, cata
logues
and descriptive circulars and quote low, for cash, or will sell large
Russell Maid, b m, Nut Hurst, Wm.
machines on easy terms—monthly payments if desired. If interested in En
O'Neil, Readvile, Mass.
silage. a treatise on “Silos and Ensilage,” 48 pages, also the “Illustrated Cata
logue of Ross Ensilage and Fodder cutters,” 82 pages, sent for the asking.
’ You Can, b g, Blue Bull, Kendrick
Farm, Franklin, N. II.
JOSEPH BRECK & SONS,
Gagnant, ro g, Jay Bird, Oakhurst
47 & 54 North Market Street, Boston. W7te» writing or ordering please mention this paper.
Pittsfield, Aug, 31, ’99.
Farm, Whitinsville, Mass.
LEWISTON ENTRIES.
(Continued from page 22.)

October

UNION TROTTING PARK,

CIDER and WINE MILLS, PRESSES and SCREWS

WALTER G. MORRILL, Prop.

